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A PROUD WIFE

CHAPTER II.

THE WELCOME HOME.

TTTHAT a blank seemed to have come to

' ' my life after Gilbert had gone! Even

looking forward to the worst—trying to

realize the worst—I had not imagined that

dead sense of despair which followed his

departure from me. It had seemed to him

a commonplace trial that I should go back

to my mother's home, and there wait

patiently ; and it had seemed to me an

ordeal that I could undergo and live,

having the one hope of his return to

b 2



4 A PROUD WIFE.

build on also. A year, even two years, I

thought, would not be a very long period to

strike from my youth and youth's happiness.

Looking back at the past, how quickly two

years seemed to have melted away from me!

But that dull country home, that quiet

village, the still life which ensued, my good

mother's orderly habits and prosaic ways,

after the feverish ambitions of my husband,

told upon me more than I had bargained

for, and robbed me of much of my natural

lightness and brightness. I could not see to

the end ; I felt alone and guideless in the

world. I did not even know how com-

pletely my life was bound up with Gilbert's

until after he had left me. I was alone in

my mother's home, with a host of grave

thoughts for company. There was not much

to treasure up, to shed happy tears over, as

the days went on, and my heart sank more

and more. Gilbert had been glad to depart.

I saw it in his flushed cheeks and glistening

eyes. He had tired of home's pleasant mo-
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notony, and of the slow increase to his in-

come awarded him by his first employers.

He had believed in Charles Ewell's asser-

tion that I was his rock ahead, that without

me there was a fortune awaiting him, and

then, thinking but little of my wishes, he

had gone forth to seek it.

I was not sustained by Gilbert's writing to

me frequently. His avocation had placed

him in an out-of-the-way part of the world,

and the letters which he sent me came at

odd intervals ; and some out of the few

which he wrote I learned afterwards were

lost. At the time of his stay abroad there

were great gaps in his interest in me, it

seemed, and those letters which came now

and then to hand were full of his own strug-

gles, his own hopes or disappointments, and

did not ask, after awhile, how I was existing

without him. I had written to him twice,

offering to join him, begging to share his

trials with him again ; and he had quietly

ignored this portion of my letters, and by
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his silence crushed the one hope that I had

had—that he had missed me too much not

to second my request.

How the first year passed I cannot call to

mind. It seems an age even now to look

back upon. And the second, wherein I re-

ceived two letters ; the latter saying not a

word of his return, but speaking of his suc-

cess at last, of the esteem in which every-

body held him, and of the fairer prospects

that were dawning for him now that he was

acquainted with the country, and resolved

to push his way therein. Would he never

come back ? Would he never be satisfied

with his present? Would he never, never

write for me to join him ?

Yes, I was a desperately proud woman,

and when that last letter came, my first in-

stinct, after its perusal, was to tear it to

pieces, in the deep indignation which I felt

against him. Six months without a letter,

and then to write like this, I thought, with

throbbing temples and a choking in my
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throat—thus to treat me as the common

friend to whom his commonplace news would

be sufficient ! That he wrote more often to

Charles Ewell than to me, was a painful fact

that added to my grief; for once or twice a

year, about as often as my husband's letters

came, this gentleman called, and patronized

me till my blood was at fever-heat, and I

longed to insult him. He was a man of

miserable tact, who let me see that he came

to oblige Gilbert and not from any interest

in me ; who explained that he had pro-

mised Gilbert to look in now and then,

and to make sure that I was well ; and who

beguiled his complimentary visit by telling

me of the new investments he had found for

his money, of his influence in society, and

the great friends that he had secured therein.

" I shall write and tell Gilbert that you

are happy, and looking your old self," he

would say, as he shook hands coldly with

me before departure ; and I would answer,

" Very well," and think that if my own
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letters to Gilbert did not prove the con-

trary, there was no truth to be conveyed by

correspondence.

Two years and three months of this strange

isolation, and then my mother died and left

me alone in the world. I wrote to Gilbert

telling him of this, simply apprising him of

the fact, and leaving it to his own considera-

tion to bring about his return, or my journey

outwards in search of him ; and when his

letter came it was full of regrets at the loss

I had sustained, and of advice to bear up

against my grief, and keep strong for his

sake,—nothing more than that

!

I became prouder, colder, harder, as a

woman will become who has nothing but

herself and her own morbidity to dwell

upon. I resolved to write less frequently,

to let my letters simply be an answer to his

own, to arouse, if I could, within him in the

far distance some curiosity or anger at my

silence. But his letters commented but

once on the infrequency of mine, and he did
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not seem to miss my correspondence. " I

suppose, as I go further inland, so your let-

ters have a greater difficulty in following

me," he wrote on one occasion ; and then

followed four pages of his successful march

through life, his joy at having adopted this

profession, his luck at having seized the

right moment to advance in it. He was be-

coming a rich man ; he should return and

hold his head up with the best of them,

he said ; but he never gave out a hope of his

returning soon, and my pride had grown so

strong that I could not ask him to come

back. Once or twice he had begged me to

let him know what money he should send

me, and I had answered that the seventy-

five pounds a year was quite sufficient for

my wants in the little village where I had

taken up my abode ; and I thought very bit-

terly—I had grown full of bitter thoughts

then—that it was not difficult reasoning to

persuade him to take me at my word. How

long would it have taken me to induce him
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to give up his pursuit of wealth, and have

mercy on my desolation? I thought scorn-

fully. Would not a lifetime have been un-

availing against his miserable ambition ?

At last a letter came that broke me down

completely, and yet that seemed to harden

my heart still more against him. It spoke

of an offer that had been made him to

superintend the construction of another

railway, of the wealth that it held out to

him, and of the time that it would keep

him from England. Four years more he

calculated that he should be away from

home, and he left it for me—for once in his

life he left it for me—to decide whether he

should accept it or not. And yet in that

letter I could see where his wishes lay, and

how far back they were from mine ; and I

wrote to him coldly, telling him that he was

to please himself in this matter, and study

his own future, not his wife's. I spoke even

satirically of his riches, of how fortunate he

had been in the world from the moment
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that he had only himself to study ; and then

I left him to his own decision, which I

learned soon enough was to remain away

from me.

It was at this period that the principal of

the money from which I derived my little

income was swept away by a trustee's negli-

gence, and that my pride—my sinful, awful

pride that I see now so clearly—would not

let me show the world how poor I was, or

how much I needed help. I had a miser-

able pleasure in keeping this secret to my-

self—in telling no one of my loss, in turn-

ing once more to the pursuit of literature as

a profession wherein I might earn a few

pounds, poor writer as I was, unless the

trick of writing had been lost to me by long

disuse. So I struggled on, baffled very

often, met at many a turn by a disappoint-

ment that in old times would have wholly

daunted me ; fighting still in the face of dif-

ficulties, finally making a stand amongst the

rank and file of letters, and becoming by
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degrees not wholly unknown to the reading

public, whose fickle favour I sought persist-

ently.

My hair was sprinkled with grey at eight-

and-twenty, and I looked at it grimly in my

dressing-glass, and wondered whether my

husband or my books were to be credited

with the early snows there. On my eight-

and-twentieth birthday it would be time for

Gilbert to come back, I had reckoned ; but

I was not looking forward to his coming

—I had outlived my hopes, I had taught

myself to think that I did not care to see

him. His letters had almost died out by

that time, mine had ceased completely for

the last nine months, and Charles Ewell had

given up the trouble of making sure that his

friend's wife was doing well. I read in the

papers that he was Member of Parliament

for some small borough, and I tore the paper

into shreds that told me of the news. I

knew that Gilbert Graham would return a

rich man. I felt that he would face me
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presently with the history of his rise in life,

and my heart was like a stone, it had so nar-

rowed in my isolation.

It was in the Summer-time that he re-

turned at last, and he found me in the home

where he had placed me with my mother

close upon seven years ago.

I had been prepared for his coming by a

letter sent some twenty-four hours before,

and therefore I had steeled myself for an

interview to which I had looked forward,

and which over and over again I had re-

hearsed to myself, until the part I had

resolved to play seemed in the abstract very

easy to me.

I was not quite sure that I was perfect in

my part when he stood before me after all

the long past, my boy lover, my boy hus-

band, who had left me years ago. He had

aged like myself a great deal—probably his

had been a life of much excitement and

privation—and there were deep lines about

his face and across his brow, which ten years
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later might have been more fitting time-

marks. My own wan looks and altered

mien struck him as forcibly—more forcibly,

for he paused in his step toward me, and

said as he came on again

—

" Why, Nell, how changed you are!"

He had in his heart expected to find the

bright-faced young girl who had shared his

home before he went away ; I saw the dis-

appointment in his face at the old-looking

woman who had risen up, trembling a little,

for all her self-possession, as he held out his

arms towards her.

I did not shrink from his embrace, I let

him kiss me and hold me to his breast ; and

then we stood apart and looked sadly enough

at one another. Something in my manner

suggested to him at last that I was a woman

who had nursed a wrong, and had been too

proud to give voice to her complainings

;

but he affected not to notice it in the

impulse which had brought him face to face

with me.
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"Will you not sit down?" I asked, as

though he were a visitor who paid me the

compliment of his presence for a few mo-

ments. There was a bewildered look to-

wards me, then a steady stare, that sought

to fathom a new mystery to its depths

before he took the seat that I had point-

ed out to him. It was a bright Sum-

mer afternoon ; there were bees humming

round my plants upon my window-sill,

and amongst my roses at the half-open door.

All was peace and brightness save in our

two hearts.

" So here we are at last, Darby and Joan

again," he said, with a forced cheerfulness

that did not become him ;
a and poor Joan,

I fear, has grown grey waiting for the

truant."

" Yes, grey enough," I answered.

" But Darby has come back the rich man

that he prophesied he would be, and yet

Joan does not say how glad she is to see

him."
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" I seem to have outlived all gladness,

Gilbert. You forget how long you have

been away."

" No, I do not—seven years : seven long

years they have been to me."

" Try and think what years they have

been to me then, stretching on for ever

like a desert, with nothing but the barren-

ness of life to take one's colouring from.

Yours have been seven years of energy and

adventure, of the excitement of overcoming

obstacles, and of amassing wealth in your

progress; mine have been years of sitting

here."

His great dark eyes looked away from

mine for the first time. For the first time

in his life he was beginning to comprehend

me.

" Yes, it must have been a dull life,

Ellen," he said, looking down ;
" but please,

heaven we will brighten it from this day."

" Please heaven to give me strength to

keep where I am, to let our lives flow on as
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they have begun, now that we have served

our apprenticeship to separation."

" I do not understand."

" Ah, yes, Gilbert, you do
;
you must see

that it is best for you and me now."

" Ellen," he said reproachfully, " is it

possible that you contemplate living apart

from me, that the necessities of my profes-

sion have seemed so many offences against

your pride ? So many deliberately chosen

reasons for my absence from you ?"

"What does it matter what I think now?"

was my reply. " I have formed a resolution

which no persuasion of your own can make

me swerve from, and I am fixed to my

resolve."

" You are an enigma, Ellen ! In what

way have I offended you, that you insult me

by this cruel reproach in the first moments

of our meeting? Could I have remained

in England ? could I have taken you with

me?"

" Why put these questions to me ?"

VOL. II. c
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" Because they demand an answer ; be-

cause, for this extraordinary decision at

which you have arrived, I demand an ex-

planation !"

"If you insist upon it, I will say Yes to

both these questions."

" Yes !" he repeated wonderingly.

" You could have remained in England,

and with those great talents with which

heaven has endowed you, have made your

way as successfully—if not as rapidly—as in

the land wherein you found your fortune.

I think—though it may be only my poor

opinion—that genius never dies neglected,

but finds its way into the foreground, back-

ed by honesty and perseverance ; I do not

believe in the cant of clever men being kept

down by opposition."

" But "

" But you were not satisfied with life

here, or life with me, and you went abroad,

Gilbert."
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" Without a dissenting word from you

—

almost at your wish."

"Ah, I should have spoken out then, not

now. I acknowledge that mistake. I left

it for your heart to see. I thought that you

understood me, and that, with eyes wilfully

blinded, you went your way alone."

" If you had accompanied me "

Again I interrupted him.

" If I had accompanied you, I should have

been the drag upon your efforts, your free-

dom, as I -had been in England, and have

marred many of those projects which with-

out me you have carried out. I might have

lived to have heard your reproaches for de-

priving you of the one opportunity of inde-

pendence that was offered, and you would

have found no solace in my sympathy,

or in my sorrows at your own ill fate. I

accept that view of the case—you married

too early. You were better without me

abroad, you are better without me now."

c2
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" And have I struggled on for years to

receive this welcome home ?"

" This is my home, Gilbert, not yours. I

have learned contentment within it ; leave

me to its enjoyment, if you please."

" You set me apart from you—you tell

me that you have outlived all the love you

had for me ?" he cried passionately.

" I tell you, Gilbert, that, were you dearer

to me than you have ever been, my pride

would not let me return to your side. I am

glad to hear that you are rich, but I cannot

share those riches with one who would not

let me share his poverty. You earned them

for yourself, not for me. You have for

years distrusted my power to be of service,

and you have so surely proved that you were

right, and could rise in the world more

effectually without my encouragement and

love, that I cannot face the humiliation of

independence which my absence from you

has only helped you to create. I will not
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go back to your home—I will have no in-

terest in your greatness."

He was in earnest in his efforts to make me

regard less sternly the prospect in advance

of me, but I resisted and kept strong. If he

had reasoned with me and told me more of

his old love, I might have wavered, heaven

knows, for I was a woman who had suffered

much, and he by his selfishness had sorely

injured me. He was angry, and thought

that my love had died away in the years

that had intervened since we said good-

bye to one another, and his parting words

would have kept me at arm's length of him,

had my courage been inclined to give way

at the last moment.

" You have learned to love some one

better than me, and this is your excuse. Be

it so, madam. I will not trouble you again."

He seized his hat and went out in the

hot roadway, with a fierce look upon his

face. This was the meeting to which I had
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looked forward for long years, and thus in

my pride I cast myself away from him, and

preferred the misery of a life without him

to the grandeur of a home I had not helped

to raise.
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CHAPTER III.

THE CRISIS.

T THOUGHT that Gilbert would have

*- written to me after awhile, renewing,

perhaps, his wishes by letter ; or when a

week or two had elapsed, that he would have

called upon me to inquire if my resolution

were final, and all was really at an end be-

tween us. But my pride had aroused his

own, and I heard not from him again. We
had chosen our separate paths, and we were

of strong wills, that would pursue them to the

end. We made no allowance for bygones,

and we let the time pass on, and widen the

gulf between us.
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I read of him as Mr. Graham, the cele-

brated engineer—the man who had carried

forward many successful works in that coun-

try whither he had not cared to take me, and

who had constituted himself already an au-

thority on those great problems which it

took the wisest heads of his circle to solve.

I read of him as receiving a special appoint-

ment which was a fortune in itself, and I

was glad for his sake that all the fame for

which he had longed, and for which he had

striven had come in the full tide and strength

of his manhood. I knew that every fresh

success took him further from me ; there

were no apologies that I could make in

which he would believe, and my own pride

had destroyed every hope of a return to

him. I could not say, " You are famous

and rich, I will come to you;" and his

was not the generous spirit which would

make a second concession. I believed that

he was glad to be rid of me, that—heaven

help me !—there was some one younger and
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fairer whom he loved, and who was, per-

haps, waiting for my death to share his suc-

cess; that I was the blot on all that rejoic-

ing which should naturally be his.

I strove to forget him in the books I

wrote ; I was grateful to that gift which

shut him from me for awhile. I worked

hard and incessantly, and became, under the

literary name that I had assumed, better

known than I had anticipated. I saved

money very fast, and I grew more pale-

faced and old-fashioned than when my looks

had startled Gilbert on the day he came to

tell me how rich he had become. Ah ! if

he had only told me how rich he was in love

still, how he had looked forward to meeting

me again, what a misery of thought we

might have spared each other

!

I kept to my country home, thinking that

he might return some day, and he sent me

instead his solicitor, a tall, white-haired old

gentleman, who arrived to propose terms

for a mutual separation, to offer me, on be-
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half of Mr. Graham, the sum of five hundred

pounds a year.

" I will sign no deeds—I will have none

of Mr. Graham's money !" I replied passion-

ately. " Inform your client that I am quite

able to support myself."

" You do not see that it is Mr. Graham's

consideration for you that induces him to

make this proposition," said the solicitor.

" If incompatibility of temper will not allow

you and him to live together, still, as his

wife, you
"

" Sir, I will hear no more. If it were a

question of dying of starvation, or touching a

pennyof that amountwhich you would place at

my disposal, I would prefer to starve."

" I am sorry to see that you are still

inveterate against Mr. Graham," said the

lawyer, " that your peculiar views of his

duties and your own still form barriers in

the way of a better understanding of each

other."

I bowed very stiffly to this, and after a
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few commonplaces the man of law took his

departure, and went back to report on my

stubbornness and my intensity of hate. I

guessed all that he would say ; but I was

too proud—still too proud—to try to ex-

plain for myself that it was my husband's

love I yearned for, and for nothing else.

Thus three years more passed away ; I

had settled down to my life, and looked not

forward to anything brighter or better till

the end was reached, when the great panic

came at which men cowered a little while

ago. A considerable portion of my savings

was swept away. The bank in which my

money had been deposited for interest was

crushed like an egg-shell by the iron pressure

of the money-market, and one read of no-

thing but ruin in the papers. I read of my

husband's ruin in the record of the unfor-

tunates who had gone down in the storm,

of his railway speculations and contracts,

and how he, with fifty others like him, was

swept upon the world to face the Bank-
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ruptcy Court and utter shame. The world

had no mercy on him then, no consideration

for his genius, or his own belief in those who

had entangled him in the meshes of a great

contractor's business which had proved un-

sound and almost fraudulent. The honour

of Gilbert Graham was at stake, and the

press laughed at his dreamy explanations,

and had no mercy on him.

It was I who understood Gilbert, not the

world. I knew the extent of his ambition,

the depth of his faith in strangers who could

flatter him, and yet be plausible, the weak-

ness of his character, which trusted too

readily at first, and the honour that was in

him, and which set his own name the first

thing in his heart—ay, a long way first, or

he and I had never been parted for a day.

In his misfortune I knew the depth of my

love for him, how much of pride had kept

me back when my affection would have led

me to his feet to ask forgiveness. I thought

that he had long outlived all love for me,
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that he had only sought me for duty's

sake, and that I had played into his hands,

and given him peace and independence by

holding for ever aloof. But now that

he was in trouble—very wretched, very

poor and friendless, with a world of un-

fortunates calling him a schemer, I found

the strength of will to face him, or the

courage to give up that strength of will

which had kept me so long apart from

him.

It was in the house which he was to

resign to-morrow that I met him. There

were bills of sale of the furniture upon the

walls, by order of the Court of Bankruptcy

;

and into one room of the splendid mansion

that had been his, I found my way, unan-

nounced by the servant, whom I had bribed

not to precede me.

It was my turn to be surprised at the

change which disappointment had made in

him. He had aged indeed in his lower

estate, he had grown greyer than myself
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now, and all my pride melted away to see

him in his fall.

"Ellen, you here!" he said, half-rising,

and sinking like an invalid back into his

chair, wherein he had been poring over the

figures which were never to come right.

" I did not expect to hear from you again."

He spoke coldly, almost harshly, but no

stern tones of his could daunt me in the

days of his disgrace. I was only proud when

he was rich and famous.

" You are surrounded by trouble, Gilbert,

and I—I wish so much to share it with you."

" This is no place for you—no fitting time

to distress me by your presence," he said,

turning away his face,

" Oh ! do not say that 1 distress you

now; but consider me the wife again, the

friend—if you will let me, even the coun-

sellor."

"lam disgraced—irretrievably disgraced.

They will tell you outside that I have

schemed to rob the widow and orphan of
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their heritage, and that my downfall is a fair

retribution."

" They will make many cruel charges of

which our consciences will hold us blame-

less, Gilbert, and together we may begin the

world again. I have not come," I said

timidly, " to hamper you with a wife at a

time when all your energy may be requisite

to surmount the barriers in your way, as

you have surmounted them without me be-

fore this, but to ask you to let me work

till the clouds have somewhat cleared. I

—

I could not come without being of help to

you, knowing all that parted us when we

were poor."

This was not the old pride setting itself

up strangely at the last, but the old fear

that he should think that I added to his

difficulties, when he needed most support.

He thought it was the old pride until he

understood me better—until, for the first

time in his life, I let him see the whole truth

which had rendered me unhappy.
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" Yes—I was wrong and selfish, Nell," he

murmured.

" No—I was wrong in my resolves, and

selfish in my determination, for all the grief

it brought to me," I confessed.

" We were both wrong in our ways of

making things come right," he said ;
" but I

was not content, and here I sit, the moral to

a life's ambition. But it was not want of

love that took me first away, and you might

have been more merciful, more womanly,

knowing that truth so well when the old

love brought me back."

" Ah ! a woman sees nothing well when

she is jealous and at a distance from the

loved one ; and you—you spoke, Gilbert, of

the money that you had brought back, not

the past affection."

" Yes—I see my mistake, and you must

learn in time to forgive me."

" Ah ! forgiven now, as the wife is for-

given all her stubbornness and pride engen-
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dered by her love for you ? You will say

that ?"

He said it with a lip that faltered very

much ; he spoke of his own firmness, which

would not make one more step towards me

after I had repelled his wishes so coldly and

indignantly.

Our last quarrel was over, and we began

the world together, an old-fashioned, grey-

haired couple, who had sulked with each

other for many years, and preferred to be

misunderstood rather than make one step

away from that selfish dignity which preyed

upon their peace.

Thus we began together the new life.

We are very happy now, and working on-

wards patiently. If we look back at times

at the gloomy retrospect wherein all past

enmities lie buried, it is not to utter one

reproach, but to read our lesson from it.
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WAS only one-and-twenty years of age

-*- when I saw her first, when I loved her.

I was young, and had learned life and love

from books ; and she was very .beautiful.

A grave folly, a great infatuation, which

nothing could excuse except rny youth

—

except that fierce, romantic morning-tide of

life from which I stand apart now. This

was a passion that began early, but that

never burned itself completely out. It was

the rash adoration of a fool, but it lasted,

and I suffered from it. I had no right to

love her. I should have torn myself away

from her, seeing the obstacles that were in-

surmountable in my path, and how she
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stood above me like the angels. I should

have torn her from my heart, and died, but

I preferred to live on in my agony, nursing

the dream-figure of my hopes, and yet

—

strange realistic feeling in the midst of my

romance—convinced from the beginning of

the hopeless nature of my dreams.

I called myself a poet by profession—

I

was intensely vain, as are all young poets,

perhaps—as are all French poets surely. I

had earned no money by this profession,

which I valued, and the pursuit of which

had kept me poor, and my mother grieving

for me ; but I had made a faint mark in

verse here and there, and I thought at that

time how easy it was to rise above the com-

mon herd of men, and find one's name

ranked amongst the chosen few. Always

ambitious, sanguine, unreflective, I see now

the shadows which I cast around that mo-

ther's life, and how they must have seemed

to deepen and submerge me ere they closed

between heaven and earth and parted us.
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But I did not know it then ; she was a

gentle mother, who loved me very much,

and whose timid, sober reasoning gave way,

against her common sense, when my enthu-

siasm made her see for a while the future

as I painted it.

At twenty-one years of age I fell in love

—deeply and earnestly in love—as young

men will do sometimes—not frequently

—

for all the scoffing in which wiser heads

indulge.

It was at the Lyrique that I saw her first

—a girl of seventeen, radiant in her youth

and beauty. She came in late with her

companion, a tall, grey-haired man, whose

face was very striking in its sternness and

pride. They were English, I saw at a

glance—father and daughter, I was assured

—and as their advent occasioned a slight

confusion in the house, and even a protect

or two from the audience in the parterre, I

noticed that the daughter glanced for an

instant timidly towards that part of the
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theatre whence the words of disapprobation

proceeded, and where I, a watcher of her,

sat. I was naturally impulsive, and I

touched the arm of the man who had pro-

tested against the late comers.

li Not the fault of mademoiselle," I said,

" but the English gentleman with her."

' : Oh ! yes ; but to spoil the last act like

this ! These English people do not care for

music, or respect other people's love for it.'
1

I did not answer. I was absorbed in the

father and daughter above me ; the spell of

my life in that hour, on that memorable

night, had begun. I had never seen a girl

like her, or pictured one so fair, sweet, and

beautiful in all my poet's maunderings. She

was a something that attracted me, bewil-

dered me at once, and I sat and watched

her, wondering who she was, and whence

she came, and picturing to myself the glory

of her future. I could not understand the

apathy of those by whom I was surrounded,

or why she was intensely beautiful only to
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me. A few looked up, and I heard once

or twice a remark concerning the pretty

English girl before they turned to the stage

again, and to the unreal drama which was

being played and sung there.

Lover of music as I was, I could not keep

ray gaze directed to the singers, for my real

drama was above me, and she the heroine

of it. I built a poem from her face as I

drank in its loveliness, and I wondered

even then whether I should see it again, or

if it would pass away for ever in a little

while, like the faces of the rest of them

about me.

All this was fascination, but I was never-

theless a victim to it. My inattention to

the stage, my rapt gaze at the English girl,

attracted the notice of those near me, and

there was a little laughing, which com-

pelled me at last to turn away my head.

I watched furtively still, and once I fan-

cied that the cold grey eyes of the father

met mv own, and looked down at me calm-
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ly, contemptuously, as only an English aris-

tocrat can look at a man beneath his level.

I felt my cheeks burn and my blood tingle

at the mere supposition of this glance ; but I

was still in dreamland, and when the curtain

fell, I walked out like a man in a dream,

and took up my position near the entrance

doors, watching for her who had so quickly

and suddenly entranced me. There was a

carriage before the door, and I felt that it

was waiting for her—that I was to see her

again. My instinct was right. The father

and daughter came from the theatre the

instant afterwards, she leaning on his arm,

and the hood of her opera-cloak drawn so

far over her head that I could not see her

face without stepping more closely to her.

It was a rainy, cold night for May, and they

hurried to their carriage, not heeding me,

who had advanced from the crowd, until I

was close upon them, when the hand of the

gentleman set me aside, firmly, but not

roughly, and with a " Pardon, Monsieur,"
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the father passed, assisted the daughter into

the carriage, entered himself, and drew up

the blind, as a second hand, that of a gen-

darme, moved me less ceremoniously from

the position I had taken up in mid-stream of

the pleasure-seekers.

I was sorry that I had not observed the

crest upon the panels of the carriage-door,

the coachman, the colour of the horses, any-

thing that might have given me an idea some

day that I was near her again, if only to be

splashed by her carriage-wheels in the Champs

Elysees as I crossed the road, a poor poet

whose necessity was to revolve eternally in

a lower sphere of life, thinking of the great-

ness and happiness of the rich.

That week I wrote a poem born of the

impression which had been made upon my

sensitiveness—the best poem of my brief

literary career—a short, wild verse that

mocked myself, and one which, looking back

now at my vain ambitions, I believe was the

one true rhyme I ever wrote. It was sent
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to a paper which had previously accepted my

contributions, was inserted, and for a day or

two was spoken of as a something powerful,

if vague—a poem that gave promise one day,

when the writer's powers were in fair train-

ing, his mysticism subdued, and his youthful

extravagance set aside, of—something better!

I had written of a face that haunted me

—

the face of a woman whom I had seen once

in life, and yet to whom I had appeared

drawn by a strange affinity which existed

between my soul and hers, although I had

never spoken to her, and she had never

looked at me. I speculated in my verse as

to the cause of this—whether in other worlds,

and under different aspects of society, I had

met her, or why suddenly I should be think-

ing of her as in all my life I had never

thought of other women—thus I raved on

for twenty verses, speculating on the mystery

of a love which was pure, sacred, inefface-

able, and yet was grounded on nothing but

a fallacy. Let me say that it is probable that
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I should have outlived this fallacy—that

even then it was a boy's folly born of my vain

imaginings, and one at which, in my sober

manhood, I should have laughed with all

the rest—had it not been for an accident

which brought me once more across her

path.

It was in the Rue de Rivoli that I met her

again. A carriage blocked the traffic for

an instant before it passed into the court-

yard of the principal hotel there, and

at the window of the carriage I saw the

English girl's face. It was infatuation, if

you will, but it took me into the court-yard

after her, where I lingered amongst the

garcons, porters, and clerks attached to the

various bureaus, until her father descend-

ed from the carriage and assisted her to

alight. I waited until she had passed up the

broad flight of steps, and through the glass

doors away from me, recking not of the

admirer she had obtained, of the devotee

who had already begun his silent worship.
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I was excited, and roy heart was full of

gladness. I had met her again ; I had dis-

covered where she was residing with her

father during her stay in Paris, and now it

was in rny own hands to see her or not—to

foster my foolish passion or dismiss it. It

was in my own hands to choose, and I chose

unwisely. Of hope for me there was not a

gleam, and of despair in the future, with

myself for ever alone, there was a certainty

;

and yet, believing all this, seeing all this

clearly, I went my own way to the bitter

end.

From that day I was a spy upon her

actions—a patient watcher of the outer

gates for a glimpse of her ; disappointed

often, rewarded now and then by seeing

her, and by being for an instant near her in

the streets.

When and where she first became con-

scious of my presence I know not ; but it

impressed itself upon ray mind at last

that she was aware of my attention, al-
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though by never a word or look did she

betray her knowledge. She was very young,

perhaps was of a romantic mind herself, and

at least had not been schooled too strictly,

—

too devoutly, let me add,—to be shocked at

the first presence of a lover, even of a lover

as far below her sphere as I was. I felt that

she knew when I was near, and that there

was something flattering to her, if bewilder-

ing, in my respectful watch. It was pos-

sible to believe that even the conventionali-

ties of life had not rendered her unsuscepti-

ble to a homage which was mysterious and

intangible.

I thought no further of myself; I prac-

tised economy no longer ; my one desire

was to see her, and at any sacrifice I sought

for its accomplishment, thinking not of the

morrow. Every evening, dressed in the one

best suit that I had hitherto religiously

preserved for fete days, I walked proudly

into the hotel, taking my place amongst the

guests at the table dhote as one who had a
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right to be there, his means being equal to

the cost, and the great dining-room being

open to all comers. I paid my eight francs

dailv for my dinner : and I struggled and
*> «/ Do

schemed for a place near her,—opposite

her,—anywhere that would command a

glimpse of her, and be to me for that day

like a glimpse of heaven.

I have said that I was not rich ; I have

scarcely owned that I was miserably poor,

subsisting with my mother on a small income

derived from the sale of an estate which had

belonged to the father who had died early,

and whose sober counsel might have saved

me in the first days. When the little money

that I had by me was gone, when I had

spent on dress and this grand hotel-living

all that I had, I disposed secretly of a few

bronzes that had been my father's also, and

then, one by one, of the books which I had

collected, and which, before this passion set

in, I had loved next to my mother. By

these means I held my ground ; I saw her
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at least daily ; I stood even side by side

with her more than once in the salon ad-

joining the dining-room, into which the

visitors streamed after dinner, to talk for a

while with each other, and to look over the

newspapers with which the tables were

strewn. I had not the courage to speak to

her. I had of course not the right, even if

love had given me the courage; and the

chance had never come to me to secure a

place at her side at dinner, when, after our

foreign custom, the rules relax a little, and

it is at least not an offence to address a few

words to one's neighbour.

Let me confess here that I, Achille

Bruneau, poet, was weak enough finally to

take a lackey into my confidence, to inform

a miserable garqon that I was in love,

desperately in love, with an English lady,

and to bribe him as heavily as though I had

been a prince to procure me, when it was

possible, a place by her side at the table d'hote.

I had discovered much concerning her when

VOL. II. E
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I took this desperate method of approach-

ing her—that her name was Ada, and that

she was the only daughter of Sir William

Newnham, Baronet, the keen-eyed, stern-

faced man with whom I had seen her at the

Lyrique. I had learned—saddest and worst

of news—that she and her father would

leave Paris for Italy in the course of the

ensuing week, and then, from that day, an

end to all the visions which I had conjured

up.

It was this last news which emboldened

me to approach her. I had reasoned with

myself at last that it was possible to be

loved in return for that wild passion with

which my heart was full, and I stooped to

bribe one of the waiters of the hotel ; hence

became more natural—more like a French-

man—in my love, Shall I ever forget that

first afternoon in June when my confidant

glided before me, between the long rows of

guests, crying

—

line place, rnsieu,—Par id,
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une place" and halted at last by a vacant

chair next to the divinity I worshipped. I

hesitated, with my heart beating strangely,

and my temples throbbing, and it was only

the grimace of the garcon, the side-smile of

the satyr, which brought me to myself,

outwardly cold and grave. I saw her

glance towards me, and then look away

quickly. I noticed that she was surprised,

even bewildered for an instant by my pre-

sence at her side, and was self-possessed

enough to meet the steady stare of her

father, on the other side of her, with a cool-

ness at which I marvelled afterwards.

But I did not speak to her. I had not

the courage during all that long series of

courses which followed. I was happy

enough near her. I could watch her

beauty, and exult in its proximity. Her

dress touched me ; her musical voice thank-

ed me once or twice in French for those

little courtesies of the table that I was able
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to pay ; with that I was content until the

dinner was over, and she and her father

were gone, and then I cursed my still

tongue, and the chance that had escaped

me. The next day she was not at the

table dliote, and all was a blank with me
;

the day following I was at her side again.

I spoke at last, doubtful if an answer would

be returned,—for these cold English are

strange and unapproachable even on the

Continent,—and my heart thrilled when

she responded, looking for a moment to-

wards me with those deep blue eyes of

hers, in which shone maiden innocence,

and purity, and trust.

All that dreamy hour her father was

in conversation with a gentleman on his

left, and only once looked towards us,

smiling at his daughter's French, I fancied,

which, however, she spoke well for so

young a woman. This was her French

lesson, perhaps, I thought moodily ; she

had come to Paris to perfect herself in the
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language, and I was worth conversing with

for that reason—the English are fond of

experimentalizing thus—but still it was

an intense happiness to listen, and to

feel that she who spoke so frankly to me

was the nearest to my heart in all the

world. Even now I look back upon those

few days at the Grand Hotel as upon the

happiest of my life, though they led on to

disappointment—though they were the steps

away from health and peace of mind.

At our third meeting, and after Sir Wil-

liam Newnham had elevated his eyebrows

at the " chance
,r

which had again placed

me by the side of his daughter, I spoke of

my profession—told her that I was a poet,

and drew from her a few words of praise of

our French authors, of whom she thought

that I was one. After that I noticed

that she listened to me with a greater re-

spect, and that she manifested an eagerness

to learn something of the literary world of

France, believing that I was within its
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choicest circle, instead of being as apart

from it as she was. I was a vain man, and

did not undeceive her ; it was pleasant to

be addressed thus—to feel that I had al-

ready gained the esteem of my companion,

that she looked upon me as one whom it

was an honour to know, and that she even

envied me—she confessed it—that great

gift of imagination which gave its possessors

the power to raise up worlds of their own

wherein to live when the real one had been

full of disappointment.

She said this, or something like this, and I

bowed my head to the incense of her honest

praise, and thought that I was one of the

great men of the age, and deserving of it

all. If my vanity led me astray, I loved her

none the less, and had she thought me a

king, I should have been fearful of un-

deceiving her, lest I should fall one de-

gree from the high estimation in which she

held me. My happiness was complete

—

intoxicating, when she told me that she had
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spent that day in endeavouring to translate

a poem that had recently appeared in a

French journal which she had found lying

on the reading-room table, and when her

face beamed with surprise and delight at

my telling her, in a husky voice, that that

was my poem—the last composition that I

had attempted.

" You are a true poet, indeed," she said
;

" the lines touched me deeply, though I did

not altogether comprehend them, or under-

stand, their full meaning."

"I am glad you like them."

" I like their earnestness ; if the subject

be not altogether real enough for our Eng-

lish tastes, still the poem has power in it,

At all events, it seems so to me," she said,

laughing ;
" but then the French are natural

actors."

" It is a poem of real life, I assure you,"

I answered.

" Indeed !"

" Of my own real life—the life by which
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I am entranced." Our eyes met, and if

she had never guessed my secret before,

it was all laid bare in that hour, and for an

instant affrighted her with its intensity. I

saw her turn pale, and then the red blood

suffuse her face and neck ; and though the

face was quickly averted, the white hand

near me trembled very much. To my next

question, commonplace enough, she did not

reply, and it was only when I repeated it,

that an answer was faltered forth. She

did not recover from her astonishment suffi-

ciently to be at ease with me again that

night, but I thanked God that she was

not angry—that she could understand, at

least, the sublimity of my reverence, and

feel pity for me also, or she would not

have responded to my good night with a

new gentleness which bound more heavily

upon me the chains I loved to wear.

The next night, for the last time, we were

side by side again. My trusty spy had con-

trived to place us thus, and it was he who
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led the baronet and his daughter towards

me on this occasion, and thus made our

meeting less conspicuous. It was not till we

were seated that the father observed my

presence at his daughter's side, and I felt

like a wretch guilty of some crime, as he

looked attentively towards me, and evi-

dently, for the first time in his life, took me

into serious consideration as a something

that might be dangerous to his peace. From

me, his cold, unsympathetic glance wandered

to his daughter, and the mistrust—if he

had had any beyond my own suspicions

—

vanished away, and his face softened as he

regarded her.

On that night it was he who directed his

conversation to Miss Newnham, and thus

kept me silent for awhile after our first

good evenings had been exchanged— kept

me down, with all my rash ambitions, and

still rasher love ; and I had looked forward

ardently to this meeting, had prayed that

the hours of my life intervening between my
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isolation and her might speed away, and

brin£ me to her, and now the meeting had

come, and I was under suspicion at last.

There came an opportunity to speak to

her at a later period, when her father's at-

tention was distracted by the remarks of his

neighbours ; and when our conversation had

commenced, he made no attempt to intrude

upon it, but looked at us as steadily as he

might have watched under a microscope two

strange specimens ofhuman nature with which

he was imperfectly acquainted. He was not

a suspicious man, but he was an observant

one, and the clue being given to him by my

persistency, my eternal presence near his

daughter, the story was not difficult to read.

Once he looked sadly at us both, I thought,

and my sanguine heart took even hope

therefrom for the few fleeting instants that I

sat there.

" You are going away in three days, Miss

Newnham," I said to her, in a low voice.

" How do you know that ?" she asked.
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" I know it—I have ascertained," I an-

swered, hurriedly. " You will forgive ray

making the inquiry?"

"It is scarcely worth forgiving."

" You have liked Paris ?"

"Very rauch."

" And are sorry to leave it ?"

" Yes ; I am sorry to leave it," she re-

plied.

u Oh ! if you could believe in ray sorrow

too !

"

She might have been prepared for an

avowal of this kind, for she had known

yester-night that I loved her, and my ques-

tions were leading on to my confession

;

but she was timid, and shrank away from

me. She was only seventeen years of age,

and this was her first love-story, in which

many unreal fancies fell to her share as

well as mine, for she was impressionable,

and believed in me.

" Your sorrow at what ?" she whispered,

with her face turned from me.
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" At losing you—at seeing you pass away

from me, and never the chance again to meet

you. Ada."

" Pray be silent now ; oh! pray be silent!"

She was agitated, she was afraid that I

should be heard ; but her manner, her reply

seemed evidence to me that my passion was

returned. It might be in her nature to see

the truth in mine, and love me for it—never

to deceive me in the effort to test the strength

of her power and her beauty.

They were the last words spoken to me,

except the good night, accompanied by a

sad smile which followed. Her father once

again monopolized her conversation, and I

followed them from the dining-room to the

salon, where I found that they had passed at

once to their apartments.

Still I went from the hotel rejoicing. I

had been successful in my love ; my earnest-

ness and youth had pleaded in my favour,

and I could believe for awhile in a bright
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future, and, strengthened by her constancy,

strive to attain it. That night I sat up

concocting my first love-letter, pouring upon

paper all that passion which I had no op-

portunity to avow in another fashion, and

Legging her to reply, to give me one hope

that I might win her, to grant me, if possible,

one interview of a few minutes before she

left Paris with her father. I told my love

wildly, and it was this epistle which I in-

tended to steal into her hand the next even-

ing that we were together.

But we were together never again. Sir

William Xewnham and his daughter dined

together in their apartments, and I was left

to mourn their absence, and to perplex my-

self with all the motives for it. The next

day it was the same result, and maddened

by delay, doubtful of the reason for it, see-

ing nothing ofAda or her father beyond the

hotel, I placed my foolish letter in the hands

of the spy, and bribed him to convey it

secretly to Miss Xewnham.
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In the courtyard of the hotel was a

restaurant and billiard-room, and here I

waited for her answer, sitting amongst the

loungers, and watchins the hands steal

over the illuminated clock above me,

wondering why the minutes sped away so

fast, whilst I was anxious for the one hope

which I prayed she might give me before

she went away. Was it for that reason that

every minute seemed to diminish my chance

of a reply from her. and to add one more

grain to the mountain which raised itself be-

tween Ada and me?

It was nine o'clock when a closed carriage

drove up to the steps of the hotel, as scores

of carriages had done since my vigil there,

bearing the visitors to their various pleasure-

haunts. Each carriage I had scanned curi-

ously, noting those who came down the

broad steps towards it, and making sure that

she whom I loved was not amongst them

;

but this carriage filled me with strange

doubts at once, and seemed to reveal to me
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as if by instinct the grim finis to that love-

story, which I had schooled myself to be-

lieve had only just begun, I left my coffee

on the little marble table, and went like a

drunken man across the courtyard towards

the steps, which two female figures were

descending.

It was she and her maid, and I was in her

way, with both arms extended, as though to

bar her further progress.

" Miss Newnham, it is you. Not going

away ; oh, not going away from me for ever

like this
!"

"Yes, Monsieur, I am going
;

please

let me pass. Don't speak to me again

;

don't stop me like this, if you are a gentle-

man !

She was strangely agitated ; the tears were

on her cheeks and in her eyes, those eyes

which did not look towards me even in

that parting ! My hands fell to my side

at this appeal, and I stood back and let her

pass me. The door of the voiture was
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opened, she and her maid entered, the door

was closed, and the horses began to move.

A mad impulse took possession of me, a

cry of despair rose to my lips—that despair

which saw every hope torn away ruthlessly

and unexpectedly—and I made one step

towards the carriage, when a strong hand

upon my shoulder held me fast.

" Stay one moment, Monsieur," said a

firm voice in my ear, " before your folly

carries you too far."

As the carriage passed away out of the

courtyard, I became conscious that it was

Ada's father who was before me, pale, stern,

and self-possessed.

" She—she is gone, then !" I stammered

forth.

" My daughter ? Yes," he answered.

" She has left Paris?"

"Yes, with her maid, for good. I join

her to-morrow. You seem excited, Mon-

sieur ?"

" Well, well, I am," I confessed.
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u Do you object to walking along the

Rue de Rivoli for a few moments ? " he

asked, "and to my troubling you with a

few questions?"

"I am at your service. Sir William," I

replied ; and, to my astonishment, he passed

his arm through mine, walked with me out

of the hotel, and along the arcade beyond,

towards the garden of the Tuileries.

" You are a very young man," he com-

menced, " or I might put the matter in a

different way, and see in you much want of

principle, in lieu of common sense. I hope

to hear that you have acted rashly, rather

than in that cold-blooded fashion which

marks the roue or the adventurer. You

wrote a letter to my daughter ?"

" Yes," I answered, slowly, " I did."

" Professing an attachment to her—

a

passion which was unnatural and stagey?

That letter, monsieur, my daughter has

never seen."

"Ah ! you have intercepted it. Mon

VOL. II. F
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Bleu ! you had the heart to stop it !

"

" I was her father. I had grown sus-

picious of you, and was on the watch for

something of the kind, having my daughter's

future happiness to study—only her future

happiness."

" I love her, Sir William—with all my

soul I love her
!"

He was unmoved by this outburst. He

had outlived all love for women, and could

not understand me, or it was his policy not

to understand me.

" You have no right to tell me this with-

out my permission. That is the custom re-

served for actors and for Frenchmen."

" Pardon me, but
"

" Pardon me, I have not concluded," he

said, with that calm decisiveness which foil-

ed the impulse to pour forth all my story

in self-defence, and to show it in its best

light to him. " You had no right to tell

her so, knowing not what my wishes were

respecting her, or whose heart you might
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wring in your selfishness. You have not

acted like an honourable man, and my child's

youth and inexperience of the world should

have taught you better."

" I love her," I repeated ;
" she is all the

world to me. Ask me to die at your feet to

prove my words, and I will do it. She is

away from me, and I do not care to live."

" All this is the raving of the Porte St.

Martin," he answered, " and I wish to reason

with you and to—forgive you."

" I will ask your forgiveness for the way

in which I have professed my love, not for

loving your daughter, sir. That is beyond

me.

" What are you, may I ask ?"

11 A poet," I answered, proudly.

" Living by your poems ; by the market

which their popularity has made for you ?"

he inquired.

" No, sir; living in them, not by them."

" You are poor ?"

f 2
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" Yes, very poor. But the poor have a

right to love."

" In their own sphere, not beyond it ; for

that is a weakness which nils your madhouses

and your Morgue."

u
Still it is not always to be escaped from.

I suffer from it ; but do not pity me, you

who should know that it cannot be difficult

to love your daughter."

" You should have made it difficult," he

replied. " Not having done so, trying to

make it easy for her to deceive me instead,

I have rendered it difficult, impracticable,

in my turn. When you are an older man

you will thank me for saving you from a

great folly."

" No, sir, no!" I cried, energetically, " it is

impossible
!"

I launched forth my story at last, with

all the eloquence my passion had inspired

me, and though he tried to stem the

torrent of words it was beyond his power,
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and he gave way at last and listened pa-

tiently.

" You are a very young man, your pro-

fession has given you false ideas of life," he

said, when I had concluded; "and I am

sorry for you, but I cannot help you. My

daughter will marry the son of an old friend

—will, I hope in good time, marry him for

love. Under any circumstances, had you

been even a rich man, I could not have en-

tertained from you a proposal for my daugh-

ter's hand. Your country is against you in

my estimation—and your faith."

" Give me five years, ten years, to prove

myself deserving of her, to make any sacri-

fice you will, to beat down your dislike to a

nation greater than your own," I cried, with

a flash of patriotism for an instant asserting

itself against his prejudice, " to show you

that this is the passion of a life, not the head-

strong impulse of a boy. Sir, I am one-and-

twenty !"
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I saw him smile at this, but I took no hope

from his lighter mood. He was inflexible,

and he was in the right, though I could not

perceive it, blinded by my shallow reasoning

and my own deep love.

" I am sorry," he said, " that this un-

pleasant business has occurred, and that I

have been compelled to send my daughter

out of France to escape you. There is your

letter."

He returned it to me unopened, and I

looked from it to him in my bewilder-

ment.

" You—you have not read the letter?"

" It was not necessary. It might have

led me to suspect your honesty more, and I

was anxious to think the best of you. And

now, good night ; forget all this, and be the

better for this early folly, not the worse. If

you are what you profess to be, I am sure

you will."

He raised his hat, and I followed his ex-

ample. Thus we parted ; and I met him
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not again in life. He had dashed down

every hope that I had had ; and yet he left

me with a smile, half of pity at my weakness,

half of triumph at his success.

How long I suffered, gave way to my

morbid grief, and would know no consola-

tion, I need not dwell upon in this place.

I was extravagant and foolish in my sor-

row, taking my mother into my confidence

at last, and wringing her heart as well

as my own. Once the idea occurred to

me of setting forth in search of Ada, of

wandering through Italy, of passing from

Italy to England, and then the want of

money stopped me in my quest, and the

futile nature of my chase became even evi-

dent to me. That I never forgot her, or

forgot to love her, I may repeat here ; for

I was a monomaniac, and brooded on my

passion. I did not try to shake it from my

mind; it pervaded every thought of mine; it

ran like a dirge through every verse I wrote

until the public tired of me, and my wild
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effusions were declined by every friend I

had. I grew old before my time thinking

of her, and the few who knew me well in

Paris called me Mad Achille, the man with

one idea.

After my mother died, and when I was

seven and twenty years of age, I left France

for England—not in search of her, for I felt

that she had long since forgotten the ro-

mance of Paris, but the opportunity had

been given me of accepting the post of

French tutor at a public school, and I had

need at that time of support. They would

not believe at the school that I was only

seven-and-twenty—I had grown old, sallow,

and lined before my time, with a habit of

stooping forwards, which quickly earned me

a grotesque name from the boys. I was then

a very quiet man, keeping my story, as it

were, under lock and key, ashamed in my

sober years of the past extravagance that

I had committed, but thinking still in my

lonely hours of Ada Newnham, and won-
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dering what had become of her, who had

been fortunate enough to win her, and

whether she was happy. Here, in this Eng-

lish school, I sank the poet and became the

drudge : my ambitions had vanished, and itD J 1

was necessary that I should live. Here, in

the monotonous every-day existence of a

tutor, grinding out my French verbs and

tortured by the blunders of my pupils, pass-

ed four years of my life ;
and at thirty-one

I was to the boys " Old Monsieur Bru-

neau."

I had become a quiet and methodical man

to outward seeming. I saw the absurd-

ity of a man like me, a shallow, wrinkled

hunchback almost, nursing a follv that had

had its birth when I was twenty-one years

of age ; and I tried to laugh at it in my

lonely little room, in the upper story of a

great brick building, and to fancy that I had

succeeded in living down the past. But I

knew it was my passion which had aged me,

unnerved me, and made me fit for nothing

;
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and there stole to my eyes, at times, strange,

incomprehensible tears, to which no one was

a witness. I was a weak man, it was

thought, but only myself knew how utterly

weak and childish I was.

There came another fancy to meet me

at this period ; a fancy—even a love—for

a bright-faced, curly-headed boy of nine

years of age, named Forest, who had re-

cently arrived at the school. Mine was a

nature prone to love anything that regarded

me with common kindness, and this boy

took to me, as the English phrase runs ; and

my shrivelled heart warmed at the evidence

of his liking for me, and treasured every

word he said. He was a thoughtful boy,

who would seek me out in his play-hours,

to hear me talk of France to him, of our

French history and French victories ; and

he was never tired of listening to my stories

and shunning his playmates for my sake.

I had not met with much respect or kind-

ness from the pupils—I had not expected
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it ; my ways were not their ways, and I was

old-fashioned and grey, and more an object

of derision than of affection to them. But

it was this boy who singled me out for his

companion, and whose love I valued so at last

that I was unjust to the rest of my class, in

order that he might win praise and escape

punishment.

It was at this period that a fever broke

out in the school and alarmed the mas-

ters, pupils, and pupils' friends—a virulent

fever, which was unaccountable, but which

swept through us like a pestilence, and led

the parents to fetch away those children in

hot haste who seemed well and strong.

The great school was soon a silent, gloomy

place, and the boys left behind were in their

separate rooms battling with fever, some

succumbing to it, others departing in due

course, pale and hollow-eyed, but conva-

lescent. It was little Willie Forest who was

struck last of all ofthem; he had been waiting

for his parents, who were abroad, and who
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had been telegraphed from place to place,

and it was thought that he would escape the

infection, when he sickened and fell ill.

This was my second great grief, for I ivas

loved here, and my heart had become bound

up with that boy as though he had been a

child of my own. I was his nurse, who

never left his bedside ; and in his delirium

he would call upon his papa and mamma,

and lastly upon me—his dear old Bruneau,

as he termed me. When the delirium had

passed, and it was known that his family

were approaching England, telegraphing

with every hour some directions where

to bring the child, and, when aware of

his illness, of what to do with him, and

whom to send for, he was past all hopes

of ever getting strong again. I sat and

watched him, hour after hour, and saw him

grow more weak ; I tried to teach him that

patience which I had never known, and that

hope in heaven to which I had never looked

forward in my earthly longings.
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" Mamma will be here soon now. What

a time she has been coming !" he murmured

plaintively, one evening.

" Yes, she is on her way."

" Why did she marry a soldier, I wonder,

and go so far with him ?" he said dreamily.

" Oh, dear old Bruneau, if she had married

you, now?"

" I should not have left you quite so long,

perhaps ;" and then I hid my head away

behind the curtain, so that he should not

see me cry.

That night he was close on death, and I

was watching every little breath, and bend-

ing down my head to catch the meaning of

each faintly-whispered word, when the door

of the sick-room opened, and the physician,

the master of the school, and a tall, hand-

some, soldierly-looking man came in to-

gether.

" I would not recommend Mrs. Forest to

enter the room just now. She is ill and

delicate, I see," the physician was saying, as
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they entered ;
" and the risk is very great."

" You will not be able to keep her

away," said the stranger ;

u but pray return,

and reason with her if you can. Tell her,"

he said, after a moment's hesitation, " that

the boy is asleep."

" Papa," said Willie, opening his eyes

;

" is that my papa's voice?"

" Yes, my dear boy, it is I ;
" and the

soldier-father went to the bedside, kissed

him, and was unnerved.

"Where—where's mamma?"

" Here, my dear, dear Willie—here I am.

Did you think that I could keep away ?"

Then there rushed rather than came into

the room the one woman whom I had

ever loved—who sank down sobbing on the

bed, clasped her dying boy to her bosom,

and moaned long and plaintively.

"I am so glad that you have come," said

Willie; "you must have been very—very

—

far—away
!"

" Yes, very far."
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" I don't know what I—should have done

—without dear Bruneau here."

The beautiful woman—still wondrously

beautiful, and oh, so little changed !—looked

at me through her tear-dimmed eyes, but

did not recognize me; the name had not

struck her as a past reminiscence, for I had

never mentioned it to her, and I did not

care to be known again. Here was the

end of the romance, and strangely brought

about,

The voice thrilled me with its music as it

had when I was not old Bruneau.

" You have been kind to my boy, sir ?"

she said, after the head-master had pointed

me out, and said,

" Monsieur Bruneau—our French master

—to whom poor Willie has been greatly

attached."

I could not answer her; I bowed my

head in half assent, and she murmured

—

"Thank you, sir—thank you, very much,"

and turned to her child again, who died
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peacefully in her arms, with his head upon

her breast.

Need I dwell longer upon this ?—the

story was at an end ; the one romance of my

life was finished, and no joys or sorrows

affected me after Willie was buried and she

had gone away broken-hearted at her loss.

I never betrayed my secret, though it was

a struggle when she came towards me on

the last day of her stay in the neighbour-

hood, and held out her hand ; and she never

guessed it.

"Let me thank you, Monsieur Bruneau,

for all your kindness—your devotion—to

my boy. I have learned how deeply you

were attached to one another."

I looked down, and responded that no

thanks were requisite for my slight services.

" If there is anything that we can do

—

and my husband has great influence abroad

—to place you in a position better than

this one, if you are not happy, pray speak.
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We shall be only too glad to show how

deeply we appreciate all that you have done

for us."

" I thank you, madam," I said, bowing

very low, " but I am very happy here !"

"At any time when you feel that you

need a friend, I hope that you will write,"

she said ; "for little Willie's sake, sir, whom

you loved—whom we both miss so much !

"

She broke down here, and passed away,

leaning on the arm of her husband, who had

come to thank me too. So she passed awTay

for ever from my life.
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THE WIDOW SILVAXI.

CHAPTER I.

ENCHANTMENT.

rjlHEY tell me that I was a dreamer and

* a rhapsodist—that I had no know-

ledge of the world—and, that my youth,

and the impulsive thoughts belonging there-

to, carried me away. They had been

dreamers like myself, and so, well under-

stood me ! It would have been very differ-

ent—it would have affected me very little

—had my years been more, and my life

less that of a recluse. Shut up with
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my mother in the house at Ashdale ; oscil-

lating between that ruined pile and the old-

fashioned country town wherein our agents,

legal advisers, and other harpies dwelt

;

with my mother—too querulous a woman,

and too much of an invalid to seek com-

pany abroad or solicit it at home—what

else could have been expected ?

They were wise men who said and

thought all this, but their judgment was at

fault. It was false and valueless, for under

other circumstances I could have acted in

no other fashion. My youth, my secluded

position, the life of study I had voluntarily

chosen, had little to do with my infatuation.

I thought so then, and I have not swerved

from my belief. Awakening to real life, I

should have been a different man, and had

children round my knees now ; but it was

real life then, and the stake I played for in

it missed my grasp.

I was a young impressionable man, and

she was only a few years my senior.
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In manner I was still a studious youth,

as awkward and embarrassed as are most

youths who prefer a life of books to the

life without ; and she was a woman who

had seen the world. I would not im-

ply by that last assertion that she was of

the world worldly, but she had played her

part in the crowd, and seen and suffered

enough to judge of the hollowness of gene-

ral society, and of the necessity there was

to meet it with specious words and phrases.

To me, knowing little of society, she was

a woman as gentle as she was beautiful,

and, flashing across the dull monotony of

my path, she became a vision of brightness

to daze me to my death. It was a sudden

waking of all the passions of humanity with

my one-and- twentieth year, and there was

no rest to follow it.

A sultry August afternoon when the ser-

vant brought her card into the drawing-

room. My mother had fallen asleep over

her recapitulation of the pains and sensa-
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tions of the day, and the opening of the

door aroused her.

"Arthur, what is it?" she asked, with her

customary impatience.

She did not take the card from the sal-

ver which the servant presented towards

her, but pointed to it with her trembling

hand.

" We have no visitors—we care for no

visitors. What can it mean ?"

"A mistake, probably," I answered, as I

took up the card and read aloud

—

u Madame Silvani"

" The name is new to me ; the lodge-

keeper was forgetful of his duties to allow

her to come up to the house. He must be

scolded for it."

" Certainly: But
"

I glanced at the card again, and re-

flected on the best method of procedure.

The new-comer was a lady, the servant

took the trouble to assure us, and was anxi-

ous for a few minutes' conference with my
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mother on a matter of business which would

detain her for a very little while.

" All business is left to my agents," re-

plied my mother fretfully. "I am too

weak to see the lady. Tell her that I am

an invalid."

" I understood that she had been to the

agents, ma'am," said the servant.

" Arthur, see this lady, and explain how

weak I am."

It was a task of embarrassment to me : I

had had so few conferences with ladies

during my life. There was no help for it,

and I proceeded with much inward nervous-

ness to accompany the footman to the room

into which the strange lady had been

shown.

She rose as I entered, and returned my

clumsy salutation with a bow that was the

very perfection of grace. Presently we

were seated, and the servant had closed the

door upon us.

" I regret that my mother is too great an
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invalid to bear the fatigue of an interview,

Madame Silvani," I said, by way of a com-

mencement. " If you will favour me with

the nature of your business, I shall be happy

to inform her of it."

All this at a railroad rate, with one word

tripping up another.

" Thank you."

The lady seemed surprised at my nervous

manner, and waited for me to recover my

composure. She was a woman of not more

than eight-and-twenty years of age, of a

slight but graceful figure, above the middle

height, and clad in many folds of black silk

and lace. A woman with an earnest, beauti-

ful face, that an artist might have copied for

an angel's, or for the face of one who had

suffered much and yet was strong. I thought

so in the first moments of our meeting ; I

was young, and of a romantic temperament.

I own that—I keep nothing back. It sug-

gested itself to me before the interview was

ended that across the delicate features there
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flitted once or twice the shadow of an emo-

tion which she hastened to repress, and that

in the dark, melancholy eyes there was a

flash of fire at times—such as Italian eyes

have always—but she was none the less

beautiful, and awakened in me only keener

interest.

" I have been to your agent's to-day con-

cerning a little villa three miles from the

Ashdale town ; it was let yesterday, he tells

me.

" We have not been at present informed

of it—it is probably true."

"A pretty place, that struck my fancy

yesterday. My daughter and I intend to

stay some time in this part of the county—if

it be possible for me to rent that villa of

yours."

She spoke with great rapidity of utterance,

and with a slight Italian accent, and there

was a difficulty in following her. Seeing me

in doubt as to her meaning, she repeated her

words, adding

—
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" Money is not so much a considera-

tion, as my desire to settle in a fair rest-

ing-place, where I can be wholly undis-

turbed. But your agent is so very stern

with me."

" I am sorry to hear it, madam."

" And I am so determined to live there,"

she said, with a brighter look upon her face,

" that his sternness has only frightened me

to the fountain head."

" I— I really don't see what can be done,"

I stammered forth.

" Oh, you must fight my battle for me

with that cross old man," she said, and her

musical laugh made my heart thrill again.

"He is so fixed to one idea, and such an

adder to persuasion. You are younger, and

will have more generous thoughts."

She spoke frankly, but not boldly. Slight-

ly un-English as was her manner, it was a

manner that charmed me, and kept me in a

confused state of happiness that I did not

know was happiness until she had gone and
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left me brooding on every word that she

had said. She had detected my embarrass-

ment, and spoken as to a junior—as a woman

of eight-and-twenty might naturally address

a youth possessing no knowledge of the

world.

Excitable and impulsive she evidently

was, for she warmed with her subject, and

the colour rose to her cheeks and the light

to her dark eyes.

"The agent would not give me the ad-

dress of the gentleman who had forestalled

me with your villa; he cannot refuse it to

you. And then," with increased animation,

" the gentleman may hear reason, and be

courteous enough to accede to a lady's strong

desire for the house. But I can't say—I don't

know," with a pretty shrug of her shoulders,

" you English are such very strange people,

take you altogether."

" Have you been long with us ?" I in-

quired.

" Two days."
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" And travelled direct. Possibly your

friends in the neighbourhood "

" I have no friends in Ashdale, Mr. Hart-

more."

The avowal appeared singular to me. To

have been in England only two days, and

have made direct for Ashdale—a dull in-

land part of the country seldom visited

by strangers—and where she had acknow-

ledged that no friends were waiting for her,

was an assertion that rendered me silent and

perplexed. She hastened to remove an im-

pression that might be unfavourable to her

cause.

"I may expect friends shortly—I did not

expect to find them when I first came here
;

I have been a disappointed woman all my

life."

She was variable in her moods, and the

mournful cadence that run» in her lasto

words was scarcely at an end ere the silvery

laugh rippled from her lips again.

" But I am a sanguine woman also, and
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hope that I have seen the end of sorrow. I

am in England to terminate them," she said,

with slight excitement, " and—and if you do

not disappoint me with that villa, Mr. Hart-

more."

I could only answer to her appealing looks

by saying that I would do my best, that I

would ascertain the name of the gentleman

who had been beforehand with her, and in

an interview state the plain facts of the

case.

" But you are not obliged to accept him

for a tenant," she urged ;
" and if any extra

amount of rental, paid in advance, will
"

" Pray do not mistake me, Madame Sil-

vani," I hastened to interrupt.
u

It is not a

question of money—it may be of obligation.

My mother and I are of course bound by the

arrangement entered into between the gen-

tleman and our agent."

u Oh ! but he is such a cross old man,"

she added again, with a naivete that made

me smile the instant afterwards.
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" Will you leave it to me ?" I asked.

She looked at me till I reddened beneath

her gaze, then answered

—

" Yes."

Perhaps there was a little coquetry in

her manner as she rose and extended her

hand ; but I had had no experience of

coquetry, and it was winning and bewil-

dering. Anxious to enlist me in her service,

she might have exerted a woman's power to

attract, meaning no harm, and having no

ulterior motive ; but she left me full of

thought, and with a heart that beat more

rapidly than I had known it hitherto.

She had attained her object, and awakened

in me an interest in her behalf—a more

powerful interest than she could guess, or I

would have owned at that time to myself.

It kept her before me the rest of that long

Summer evening, and gave me fevered

dreams when the evening was over, and I

was closeted in my room.

My mother's airs of acerbity had long ren-
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dered us strangers to the country gentry, and

her increasing weakness had kept me lately

at her side. Was it remarkable that the

presence of this beautiful lady, the grace and

naturalness of her manners, should indicate

a new stas^e of existence to which I had been

a stranger ? I became her advocate ; I set

myself the task of accomplishing the wish

that she had formed to tenant the villa on

the Ashdale road. Fortunately for my task,

no decisive agreement had been entered into

between the agent and the gentleman who

had applied for the villa ; and the gentle-

man himself, whom I made it my business

to* seek out, proved to be as easy and pliable

a specimen of his species as one could have

ever hoped to meet. He had no objection

to waive any claim he might have to posses-

sion ; and upon consideration he was rather

glad than otherwise to wash his hands of the

affair.

They were pleasurable emotions with

which I rede over to the hotel at which

VOL. II. H
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Madame Silvani was staying ; they were

emotions of a greater depth when she thank-

ed me for all the interest that I had taken

in her cause, and placed her hand in mine

again.

A few days afterwards saw her and her

daughter the occupants of the villa which

she had striven to secure ; and more fre-

quent than necessary were my meetings

with her at the cottage on the Ashdale road

—meetings purely of business in my own

conceit, and prosecuted long after my

sinking heart had told me they were to a

certain extent objectionable to her.

It was the old story of a romantic folly,

of the beginning of a mad infatuation that

had seized others with more experience of

life than I had ever had. Its phase was

new, for the young widow saw the growth

of my flame, and fled from it as dangerous.

She was no designing woman, anxious to

entrap one who was the heir to a large

estate ; there was no effort on her part to
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gain my love, or lead me on by all the in-

consistency and caprice which have char-

acterized a portion of her sex. She had

pity for my passion ; I am sure she strove to

check it, for her words were always kind

to me, and I had become her friend, occa-

sionally, thanks to her ignorance of our

insular habits, her adviser. She was seven

years my senior, but she was very beautiful,

and my heart was fresh and young. The

old folly, perhaps, but the folly that grew

strong, and lasted till the end. To think of

her is to make my temples beat and my

hand tremble as I write, and I am a man of

forty now, with hair that has grown grey

before its time. At forty, one forgets these

things, a satirist has told us ; but the satirist

is not true to life, or I am an exception to

his rule.

Madame Silvani had not been three

months at the villa before I loved her—as

passionately and deeply as man has ever lov-

ed woman, I believe. It was a passion that

h 2
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burned on, was content with little, and was

easily thrust back upon itself by a word or

look.

Her child—a dark-haired girl, who would

grow up a beauty like herself—had made

me her friend and confidant, and the pre-

sents which I brought her formed my ex-

cuse at the cottage when no further plea of

business would avail. There was a charm

even in the faint mystery encircling the

widow that held me spell-bound ; her for-

mer anxiety for the villa, her talk of the

friends whom she was to meet there, the

seclusion in which she continued to live until

those friends arrived, kept me wondering

and entranced.

A corner of the veil was raised at last be-

fore my lips had found the courage to

divulge the secret that was troubling me.

It was at the expiration of those three

months to which I have alluded. I have

already implied that the widow Silvani was

a sanguine, even an excitable woman ; a
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little affected her, and disturbed her equa-

nimity. Her quick susceptibility had not

been the least of the charms that had lured

me onwards. There was vitality in all she

did and said, and life, previous to knowing

her, had been simply a vegetative existence

to which there could be never again a

return. Having at least that knowledge of

Madame Silvani's character, I was still un-

prepared for a feverish impatience that ex-

hibited itself later in the Summer-time. It

seemed to have its birth suddenly, to in-

crease and disturb the current of her every-

day life, and for many days it perplexed

me.

Could it be that the friends for whom

she had waited were returning—that, by

one of those strange coincidences which

occur to all of us once or twice in life,

her friends and mine were likely to

prove the same? I fancied that it might

be, when the news of Richard Fairton's

return to Ashdale became the leading
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talk of country gossips, and the servants

began to appear in a residence that had been

for two years left to a deaf old housekeeper.

This Richard Fairton was hardly my

friend, for he was nine or ten years my

senior, and I had had no opportunity of

making friends, but still he had been the

closest approximation to it that I had pos-

sessed. His father and mine, in old times,

had seen life together in Paris and London,

and Richard Fairton had been left at the

Manor House till his father's return, a trouble

to my mother, and too big a playfellow for

me. When death had left Fairton and me

fatherless, he had found the estate, which

had always been a small one, sufficiently

impoverished to necessitate a fall in life or

a residence abroad ; and having chosen the

latter, I had seen no more of him till my

thirteenth year, when he returned with a

rich wife to his home. Even then fortune

was against him, for the match was an ill-

assorted one, and resulted in great unhap-
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piness, by whose fault and want of forbear-

ance we were living too quietly at Ashdale

to make sure. People talked in the town,

and flying rumonrs, traceable to no source,

reached the servants at the Manor House,

and were retailed to my mother, but the

news was of a contradictory kind, and

Fairton never visited us to give the true

version of the story. Being left a widower

with one child, two years before Madame

Silvani came to Ashdale to solicit ray good

offices, he had again quitted home, and been

lost to us until the time of which I write.

The Hall, the ancestral residence of the

Fairtons, was not a large mansion—scarcely

corresponded to the staff of servants that

suddenly arrived from London, and gave

life to the house, which lay back amongst

its thickly-wooded grounds, and was distant

a quarter of a mile or so from the villa ten-

anted by the Italian widow.

" You will soon have neighbours near

you, Madame Silvani—perhaps old friends,"
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I ventured to remark, when her nervous

agitation had too long perplexed me. She

was passionately fond of flowers, and I had

ridden over that evening with the choicest

bouquet our old gardener could procure for

me.

She started as I mentioned old friends,

and then looked away from me.

"Do you think that I have any friends

in England?
"

" Three months since you told me that

you were waiting for them."

" Ah ! you have a good memory, Mr.

Hartmore," she said, recovering her slight

confusion, yet blushing somewhat. "Yes, I

was waiting for them then."

"And Mr. Fairton is an old friend of

yours ?"

lt
I have met him once or twice in Flo-

rence," was the careless answer.

She would not continue the subject, and

I had no right to press it ; she would not

own that it was Richard Fairton for whom
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she waited, although my fancies quickly

raised a story from the airy shreds of sus-

picion that floated here and there. She had

met him abroad ; they were lovers, or had

been lovers in past times ; her passion for

him had brought her to England, and in-

duced her to secure a villa near him. Still,

if they were lovers, they would have mar-

ried instead of separating, and she would

not have come to Ashdale alone. There

was something incomprehensible amidst

it all, and it darkened every hope of

mine, and aged me with anxietv. She had

become all to me ; there was no resisting

the impulse that swept me on, or check-

ing the love that gathered force with every

day. It was a wild, fierce passion that car-

ried me towards her, and I made no effort

at resistance ; it was akin to an enchant-

ment.

Richard Fairton returned to England, and

my dreams grew brighter. They had not

been lovers then—for he was married
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again, and his young bride accompanied

him and his boy to Ashdale. It was good

news that floated to the Manor House, and

set my heart throbbing with fresh hopes.

My mother was more ill than usual at this

period, and would not spare me from her

sight, She had a hundred reasons for my

stay with her; a hundred peevish objec-

tions to my leaving her till she was stronger.

She was a mother who, in her way, was

fond of me ; and I know now that the

change in me and the force of my passion

had alarmed her. Anxiety had made her

ill, and it was no feigned sickness that

kept me for ten days a prisoner at her side.

She might have known, even at that time,

whom I loved, for I had made no mystery

of my visits to the villa, and gossips' tongues

rust not idly in a country place. But she

had not solicited my confidence, and my

heart was too full and troubled, my mother

too calculating and worldly, for me to avow

all that had changed me. We were not
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true mother and son, perhaps—our na-

tures were dissimilar, and she was a woman

who all her life had masked her better

feelings. There came a time when she was

my friend and counsellor and comforter,

and a common trouble melted both of us.

But I was prisoner to her weakness, and I

chafed against the restraint which kept me

away from all that I had learned to worship.

Is it to be ever forgotten, that glorious

sense of freedom at last, when a well-framed

excuse placed me beyond the shadow of the

home ? A revulsion was to follow, but I

rode on in happy ignorance. My heart was

light, my brain was dizzy with a thousand

pleasing fancies ; it was a world of sunshine

into which I had stepped, and, knowing no

danger, I went on rejoicing. For ten days

the bright face had been hidden from me,

and the light of the dark eyes quenched ; I

should see them both again, and breathe a

new life in their presence. Surely new

blood was in my veins that day, inspiring
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me with a courage to which I had been a

stranger. Ten days had been as flood-gates

closed against my passion, and now the

waters had risen and overleaped them. By

the wild sense of happiness that I felt in

going to seek her, I knew there was no love

more strong or deep than mine ; and I felt

the day should close not till she had listened

to my confession, raising me to Heaven by

a word, or casting me back to the black-

ness of my own despair. I was young,

romantic—enthusiastic, if you will—but it

was not a boy's love, and I have loved no

other woman.

It was a bright day, and that helped on

my hopes, perhaps—a day late in Summer,

with the sun setting in purple and gold, and

the birds singing in the trees—a clay such as

lovers in Arcadia might have chosen for an

avowal like my own. Fair looked the rest-

ing-place of the loved one from the hill-top

whereon I reined my horse, and thought

over the best method of proposal, and
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trembled in ray seat at the rush of ideas

that came to bewilder me. I could not

think calmly upon the matter, and I shut my

eyes as to what she or I would say or do,

as I dashed down the hill-side on my strange

wooing.

There were voices inside, and they who

were speaking heard not my approach.

The garden-gate was ajar, and her daughter

came dancing down the path to meet me.

" Who is there ?" I asked hoarsely, as I

pointed to the open casement, where the

light rauslin curtains were swaying in the

Summer air.

"A gentleman. I do not know him."

I forgot that I had no right to intrude

upon the scene ; my own mad jealousy had

leaped to life and overmastered ceremony.

For any thought or method, I might have

been walking in my sleep. I broke away

from the child's hand, and passed into the

house.

For a moment I stood glaring into the
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sitting-room, where sat Madame Silvani on

the couch, rocking herself to and fro, and

moaning as with pain. Her white hands

had hidden her face, but I knew that such

grief was imprinted behind them as I had

never yet been witness to.

And the tall man standing before me,

with one gloved hand leaning on the centre

table till it cracked beneath the pressure,

was Richard Fairton—he who I had fan-

cied could not be the man to step between

me and my idol. Their last words fell on

my ears as I entered, an unwelcome and un-

looked-for guest ; they sank into my heart

as words will do at times, and burned their

way in deeply.

" You will not forgive me, Beatrice ?"

"Never—never—never !"
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CHAPTER II.

SUSPICION.

T17HAT was there to forgive? In the

' ' grim past or the stern present, what

was there between Richard Fairton and

Beatrice Silvani to arouse the appeal of the

one, the passionate answer of the other?

Was it love lost, wounded, turned aside by

some strange circumstance of life, that had

so cruelly struck at my hopes, and been

spoken of by both that afternoon ?

I did not know— I could not guess. It

was dreamland still when Fairton was hurry-

ing me away, his hand upon my arm, and

my brain heated with conflicting thoughts.

He spoke hastily and from the subject ; he
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had seen me enter in time to hear his first

words, and he knew to how much of the

interview I had been a witness.

" I did not know that you were acquaint-

ed with the widow Silvani. I did not think

you were likely to be still in these parts.

You are a student—even a poet, I have

heard."

" T have known Madame Silvani some

months. You were acquainted with her

abroad, she tells me ?
"

" She tells you—indeed !"

The grey eyes—cold and calculating eyes

thev were, for all his handsome face—were

bent upon me closely. He had his sus-

picions too, and could not fathom all that

was passing in my mind.

" You are her new confidant, Hartmore."

" I am her friend."

" Well, she is a credit to your taste—an

accomplished woman, and worthy to be the

friend of any living man or woman in the

world. Still, old fellow," laving his hand
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on my shoulder with an affectation of

friendliness that chilled me—

"

prenez garde

—she is an enchantress. Youths of twenty

—or one-and-twenty, which is it?—should

beware of attractive widows who are a few

years their senior."

t; Thank you," I answered coldly, " I will

take care of myself, Mr. Fairton."

" She had always a host of lovers in the

old Italian days, and played fast and loose

with them, and broke their hearts. Why, I

was in love with her myself."

" And she with you?" was the abrupt

query, that startled him, and brought the

colour to his face.

" Ah ! I don't know that," he answered.

" Woman is an enigma, Hartmore, which

neither I nor you are wise enough to solve.

Will you come on to the Hall ?"

" You must excuse me ; I am pressed for

time."

" I have a second Mrs. Fairton to intro-

duce to you."

VOL. II. I
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" My mother is far from well, and I fear

that she will be anxious at my absence."

" Always a mother's boy," was the cynical

response ; and it was my turn to colour as

he left me, laughing pleasantly.

He had offered no explanation of the

mysterious words that I had heard him

address to Madame Silvani, and I had had

no right to ask for it. He had called her

by her Christian name, and asked her for-

giveness for some real or fancied wrong,

and she had answered "Never," in a voice

that thrilled me. They had been friends,

or more than friends—half-mockingly he

had told me that he had been in love with

her.

I was left to brood upon this for many

days ; my courage was low now, and I had

no heart to seek her out, or to ask for an

explanation. I loved her as devotedly as

ever ; I felt assured that she was worthy of

a passion as strong and pure as mine, and

that the light in which he would have set
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her before me was a false one. I would

believe that through it all, and there was

not a suspicion that rose within me and

against my will that was not as quickly

stifled.

My mother's health grew stronger, and

I found myself at the villa again. It was

my fate, and I could not resist it. A change

had ensued since I was there last. Madame

Silvani met me with her old frankness, if

with a face more pale, and even slightly

lined.

"lam glad to see
}
Tou," she said. " I

have been thinking of writing to you."

I looked hastily towards her.

" Concerning this villa," she said, answer-

ing my look. " I must leave here at once,

Mr. Hartmore."

" No, no, madame—it is impossible."

a
I do not understand you ;" and a proud

expression settled on her handsome face.

" It is impossible to believe that you

think of leaving us, " I hastened to add,

i 2
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and the explanation she appeared to con-

sider satisfactory.

" I am tired of this country life— I shall

be glad to get back to Italy, and all the old

associations connected with my birthplace.

"

" I thought that it was vour intention to

settle in England."

" We swerve from our intentions very

often, Mr. Hartmore," she replied. " There

is no mapping out our futures and following

set paths. I came here with many strange

intentions—many strange, wild hopes—and

if they have deceived me, why, it is the

way of life. I am not alone."

" No."

She did not like the tone of my voice,

and returned to the subject of the villa.

She was anxious to quit it, and, with her

characteristic impulsiveness, she would be

gone in a week—a day hence. Would I ar-

range all matters satisfactorily, and let her

know to-morrow when she might consider
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herself free ? Might she rely upon me as

the only friend that she had ?

My secret escaped then. In the very

face of what I knew to be refusal, I be-

trayed myself, and sank at her feet. The

force of my passion was beyond my con-

trol, and cast me down before her, and

brought from my lips a torrent of entreaties,

adjurations that unnerved her. She changed

from white to scarlet, and to white again
;

she struggled to release her hands, the folds

of her black dress, from my clasp ; she shed

tears for me ; she was moved by my passion,

but she would not give me hope.

" You are young ; I am older than you,

and we Italian women grow old so speedi-

ly," she said, as if she were reasoning with

a child against its disappointment. u You

will think it was for the best that it ended

thus some day."

" I will think this day the bitterest and

most cruel of my life, if you cast me down

despairing."
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" Why should I raise you with a false

show of affection ? My heart was stabbed,

long ago, to the death," she said, striking

her bosom lightly. " In return for such a

passion as yours, should I be grateful, or

anything but your enemy, to give you in

exchange a thing so lifeless as this ? I

have outlived love, and you are too good

for me."

" Oh, madame—Beatrice—if you would

but think otherwise, or let me rest content

with what you are !" I still implored.

" You must rise now, Mr. Hartmore," she

said decisively ;
" I will hear no more. We

shall not be friends if you continue. It is

cruelty to me, I am a suffering woman."

I could press my suit no further. She was

right ; I was neither just nor kind to her.

I had not hoped to win her ; but it was the

last stake before she left me, and I had

played it with a madman's rashness. I was

sitting at the table with my hands and arms
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flung across it, and my head buried in them,

when she touched me gently.

" Arthur, you are a child. You are hardly

of the world, or you would bear this disap-

pointment with less of a child's grief. Sure-

ly you never dreamed that I—I encouraged

you ?
"

" No—no ; it was my own folly. I bear

alone the blame."

" Your sorrow is nothing."

" Nothing, madame I" I cried vehemently.

" Shall I tell you mine, and let you know

all that I have borne and kept strong

under," she said, " in return for your

avowal ?—perhaps it is fair, and it will re-

concile you to that which is unalterable."

" You love another—I know it."

" I have been a foolish woman, and loved

unwisely ; but I am dead to love now ; I

have told you so already."

She stood by my side and related her

story in a few quick, passionate words that
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gave life to the simple narrative which, in

her generous impulse, escaped her.

" Richard Fairton and I met when we

were very young. He was your age, and I

was seventeen. How we met, and how that

acquaintance ripened, does not matter now
;

he loved me, and lie won my heart, and

then those who should have been my best

friends stepped between us and married me

to another. He was too poor, and my new

suitor was too rich. False constructions on

his conduct and on mine were disseminated,

and helped to part us ; the force of events

made a wife of me, and sent him on his way

alone. For the evil that I cast upon him

at that time, Heaven forgive me ! Richard

Fairton has had his revenge since, and has

not spared me."'

u Well for you that you never married

him," I murmured,

u Ay, thats true. But we are ever blind to

what is best. Think of it yourself, and take

comfort.
1 '
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I shook my head. "The wound is deep,"

I answered, with a sickly smile.

" Fairton and I met again, twelve months

since, at Paris. By a strange chance we

were both free ; by the strange law govern-

ing such meetings we began, as 1 thought, to

think of the past fondly ; to fancy it was not

so difficult to forge anew the chain whose

links had been snapped between us years

ago. He pressed me with his suit, but my

husband had not been three months in his

grave, and had been a good husband to me,

whose memory deserved to be respected.

If I had not loved him, I had been grateful

for his kindness, and I could not so soon set

aside my widow's weeds and marry Fairton.

He was earnest in his professions of attach-

ment, and it was the old love that had made

the past radiant. I was still young and im-

pressionable, and his ardour touched me. I

stipulated for one year's respite, and came

to England, where he was to return and
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claim me after his business on the Continent

was ended. You know the rest."

" He brought a second wife with him ?"

" Yes, and I could have cursed her youth

and beauty when I saw her first, " said

she impetuously. " I could have vowed to

cast a blight upon her and her husband all

their lives, for his black treachery to me."

I watched the change in her with wonder.

Her eyes had lightning in them, and her

face was of a ghastly pallor. It was the

Italian nature at its darkest, and he who

had deceived her with his love might have

shrunk to see her then.

" But I am killing my sense of injury by

degrees," she said, her face resuming its more

natural expression. " I am living down my

consciousness of having been deceived. I

thought him, in the first moments of my

anger, a deliberate villain— I but judge

him now as a weak and erring creature, who

is unworthy of me. Let him be happy with

his fair-haired wife, and the child of his first
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marriage, and let rae shake the dust of your

country from my feet."

" Why should you turn away from a

love that is true and earnest ? You who

have
"

" No love to return, Mr. Hartmore. Pray

remember that, and spare me."

I remembered it, and was silent. She

had done her best to console me, by show-

ing me that her own disappointment had

been more hard and cruel, and I was wrong

to plead still in my own behalf. I was

selfish in my love, and, though confident that

she could never be nearer and dearer to me

than she was, yet would have pained her

and myself with a recapitulation of my

passion. She was right to check me, and

the quick gesture with which she asserted

that right was the implied signal of her de-

termination to close an interview that had

already lasted too long.

They were morbid feelings with which I

returned homewards. Allied to the mortifica-
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tion of a refusal was the sense of despair

that she was about to pass for ever from my

sight. She was leaving England, and I

should see her no more—her whom I should,

eternally love.

Was she not a woman, after all, whose

assertion was not to be implicitly relied on?

Was she so firm of will, so obdurate of heart,

as she would have me believe ?

" I have altered my mind, Mr. Hartmore.

I shall remain a few weeks longer at the

villa," she wrote suddenly to inform me,

and the information made my thoughts less

dark until we met again, and her grave de-

meanour undeceived me.

Another change had evidently come to

her since our last interview, and she did

not throw a light upon her reasons for

remaining. I was not concerned in those

reasons—there was no lurking pity for me

at the bottom of them, 1 felt assured. To

me she would never have mercy, 1 saw it

when we met, 1 read it in the face that had
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become so pale, and in the cold eyes that

appeared to me so preternaturally large.

Was there to be ever a mystery round

the widow Silvani ? Was the dissipation of

one to be the fore-runner of another ? It

appeared inconsistent with her revelations

of a few days since to find the child of

Richard Fairton a guest at the villa, and a

playfellow of her daughter's. Her explana-

tion of it struck me as incompatible with her

previous assertions, though I made no com-

ment upon it.

" He tells me that he is dull at home
;

he is a strange child, and is very fond of my

little Beatrice."

" His presence must be painful to you."

" It was at first. I am becoming used

to it."

She was always grave and distant to me

then ; she was as different from the woman

who had poured forth the story of her

wrongs as from her whom I had first met

at the Manor House when all hope was not
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dead within her. She had become inflexible,

as it were—whether alone to me, I had no

opportunity of learning for some months.

The child of Richard Fairton was constantly

at her house ; the wife of the old love called

and became interested in the Italian lady

;

Richard Fairton even at times accompanied

his wife.

" She loves him still—she is trifling with

danger," I muttered to myself, when I be-

came a chance witness to these meetings.

And yet that apathetic face, and those large,

melancholy eyes did not speak of a new-

born passion which might sweep her away.

So intensely wretched was I at this period

of my life—so convinced of the futility of my

own love, and uncertain of the danger which

might menace its object—that my mother

awoke from her broodings over her own

ailments, and forgot them in her interest

for me. She had long guessed my secret,

and she took me to her bosom—where I

cried like a little child—and did her best to
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comfort me. Almost for the first time

in her life she was the mother and friend,

and a better understanding arose between

us. I told her my story, and she sorrowed

over it, and did not rail too much against its

romantic features. She was a woman who

had loved, who knew my nature was excep-

tional, and she guessed too well how little

worldly reasoning would affect me. She

forgot, as I have said, her selfishness in her

concern for me, and we were faithful to

each other unto death.

It was for a little while, after all, that

I knew my true mother ; before the Winter

of the year, I was left alone in the Manor

House, its sole heir and possessor. I was a

rich man, with no will to oppose me. I

might have gone abroad and sought forget-

fulness from my new trouble and my old

love, have mixed with society, and shaken

off my folly. Such a course might have

worked a change in me, but I was content

to be a dreamer. I could not step from the
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narrow circle round which I plodded ; I was

the slave of one idea, and from the heavy

chains that bound me to it, I would not make

an effort to escape. I had already grown a

fatalist, who believed in no power of self-

will, and I suffered myself to be driven to

and fro, and called it destiny.

Beatrice was always in my thoughts ; at

my mother's death-bed, at her funeral, she

flitted in the back-ground ; during the in-

terval that I locked myself from the world

she tortured me with her destroying beauty.

When I had courage to meet strange faces,

and, in my limited sphere, to begin the old

purposeless life, it was the Spring of the

year—close on twelve months since I had

seen the widow Silvani first. There was

no longer any report of her quitting the

villa ; she had resolved to stay there for a

while. I would have been content to part

with her then, to see her further removed

from him whose company she seemed to

seek now.
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I confess that I watched her, played the

spy on all occasions, lost no opportunity of

endeavouring to decipher the riddle that

perplexed me. I saw she was unhappy, and

that beneath her new demeanour which she

tried to render impassive, there was lurking

a secret passion which the very intentness of

her look betrayed. To meet with her I

again entered society, and accepted invita-

tions to Richard Fairton's house, where she

had become a frequent visitor.

" You here, Madame Silvani !" I ventured

to exclaim, at our first meeting beneath his

roof.

" There are stranger things happen in life,"

she answered enigmatically.

" You will pardon me, but is this pru-

dent ?"

u Do you doubt my prudence, Mr. Hart-

more ?" she inquired.

" I make the inquiry—I assert nothing.

Possibly I have no right ; and yet, if you

VOL. II. K
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would let me—young as I am—but advise

you/'

u
I have never listened kindly to advice.

I have faith in my own strong head."

" It may betray you."

" It is a sign of weakness to see me here,

you think ?" she said.

" I fear so—I believe so."

" Believe so no longer—there is nothing

living in this house to tempt me."

" You take no pleasure in visiting these

people ?"

u Not any."

•'And yet
"

"And yet I come very frequently. I

have found a duty that lies before me, and

I follow it."

" You are blinding yourself—you love

Richard Fairton," I exclaimed.

" Do we love the hand that betrayed us,

and the false friend who would have lured

us to ruin ? " she asked, as she turned away

contemptuously.
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I could not understand what duty or

necessity impelled her to become a friend

of the Fairtons, to visit their house, and

ask them to hers. I could believe that she

was the victim of her own false reasoning,

and that she, step by step, was advancing

nearer to the brink. Her friendship with

Richard Fairton's wife was unaccountable
;

there was no similarity of taste between

them. The one was an earnest woman, the

other a frivolous, good-tempered being,

whose heart was in her round of gaiety, and

who was never happy unless she was lavish-

ing that monev which her husband, at the

gaming-table or on the racecourse, was al-

ready dissipating far too readily.

There was a limit to their means, for

they were not rich people. Fairton had

married twice for money ; the portion of

the second wife he was fast spending ; that

of the first had been settled by a wise mo-

ther on the son. In a year or two, at most,

he would be a poor man, and I could not

k2
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believe that Beatrice Silvani's duty lay in

enriching him when his substance was spent,

or that it was with that chivalrous object

she remained at Ashdale. The reader has

seen that I have attributed another motive

to her stay—one far more unworthy. She

had told me once of her love for him—of

her belief in him, and I could find no other

reason that seemed so near the truth. The

force of my own passion helped to warp my

judgment. I could have sacrificed name,

fame, and honour for her, and I believed

that her love for Fairton was something

akin to that feeling. So we wander on

blindly, and from the shreds and patches of

a hundred inconsistencies piece together a

tale that may be as far removed from truth

as earth from heaven.

Had I possessed every confidence in Ma-

dame Silvani, I should have been no less

her constant watcher. I had no faith in

Richard Fairton, in his honour, moral con-

duct, or his life. I felt he was at heart a
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villain, and that for his own selfish ends he

would spare no one in his path. With a

malignant satisfaction that was foreign to

ray nature, I heard and believed the worst

of him, and the rumours of his wild life

were not few and far between. The

servants of his establishment had many

stories to relate of him, in confidential mo-

ments, at the village inns, and those stories

floated beyond the precincts wherein they

were delivered, and passed for truth in

Ashdale town. Much was naturally exag-

gerated, more might be wholly untrue ; but

there was a probability about that which

remained that proved to me how unfitting

a home his was for Beatrice Silvani, and

how false and dangerous a friend he might

prove if but one atom of her old aifection

was alive within her breast.

And was it not? I asked myself day after

day. Was I so misled by my own jealous

fancies as to take false for true, and see evil

where its existence was impossible ? Was I
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deceived, I thought, when I came across

them both in the forest path that wound

through five miles of woodland to the vil-

lage of Welsden ? She was walking at a

rapid pace towards Ashdale, anxious to be

free of the wood, and of that tall man with

the flushed face who kept step with her,

hasten as she might. He was confessing his

guilty love, and she was flying from it ; but

would he have dared to address her thus,

had she not betrayed to him more of the

workings of her heart than she had ever

^hown to me ? I thought not, and I ground

my teeth and cursed them both in my rage

as they advanced.

" But you shall hear me," he was saying,

as they came up with me. " Beatrice, have

I not served for you long enough ?"

" You are a coward," she said. " You

would not insult me thus were I protected."

" You are a woman of the world, and not

to be alarmed like a girl of sixteen."

" Does Madame Silvani require pro-
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tection ?" I asked, stepping forward on the

scene.

" Yes."

I could believe it then. Her face was

white with fear ; she laboured for her

breath, and struggled hard to speak.

" Mr. Fairton, will you wait till I chas-

tise you for your insolence ?"

He returned no answer.

" Madame Silvani, will you let go my

arm ?" I cried, for she had clung to it, and

the blood in my veins was burning lava.

" You are here to protect me. Why do

you wish to desert me, Arthur ?"

I made no further attempt to free myself.

She was at my side, her hands were linked

on my arm, and her will was law to me. I

would have let him struck me, had she

wished it.

" Mr. Fairton," she said, turning to him,

a will you go away now, and never let me

see you more? If you are a gentleman, a
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man, anything that has the semblance of

humanity, you will surely spare me ?"

" Certainly, madame—certainly," he re-

plied. " I have been too ready to obey

you all my life, to seek to pain you volun-

tarily. I have been hasty and intemperate,

and overstepped the boundary between us.

I can but pray you to forget my incivility."

;
' Forget !" she cried, as he bowed, and

passed before us, striking off at a rapid pace

in advance. When a turn of the path had

hidden him from view, Madame Silvani re-

covered sufficient breath to speak

—

" I have been careful to avoid being

alone with him ; he must have been watch-

ing me to-day."

" You knew that he loved you?
"

" I knew that he would have brought me

to shame, and then cast me off in his cupidi-

ty," she said. " But I have fought my own

battle, and been on guard against him. Day

by day he falls to a lower depth, and would
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drag others with him. And this coward and

knave was the hero of my girlhood !

"

" You will leave Ashdale now ?" I asked.

To my surprise she shook her head.

t; Not till I have revenged this insult after

my own fashion."

" Revenge?"

" I am an Italian woman," she answered,

and I shuddered at the vindictiveness of

her reply.

After a moment's pause she went on

again

—

kt The duty that lay before me was to

make him a better man, and save him

from his sins. He thrust me away, and

went downwards—downwards to the black-

er thoughts that were awaiting him. I

have read his heart long since ; if I read

it aloud it will be his fault, for he would

have had no mercy on me. I will strike

at him where he is most unprepared, re-

member that."
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And in the whirl of strange events that

followed, I could but remember her words,

and feel how awfully true they had become.
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CHAPTER III.

MYSTERY.

"ITAY such a love as mine never befall

^"-"- him who reads this page ! An in-

tense, maddening, suspicious love, knowing

no rest, believing no truth, turning from the

real to the false, and preying on the brain

of him who fosters it. With me it had be-

come a disease, eating slowly its way to my

moral sense, and perverting in its insidious

progress my judgment and faith.

Three weeks after the incidents just de-

scribed, I had grown again suspicious of

Beatrice Silvani. With the words that she

had uttered ringing in my ears, and the

woman's outraged dignity ever before me,
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I had still the doubt that in her heart she

loved that man. The old life, despite all

that had happened, seemed beginning again;

the son of Fairton would not keep away

from the villa ; he had become attached to

Madame Silvani and his playfellow, and if

any commands had been given to absent

himself, he had disregarded them. Even

Mrs. Fairton, still in the dark as to what

a rival to her peace she was anxious to re-

introduce to her home, came once or twice

to inquire why the Italian lady kept so long

away from her.

"I will visit you soon," was her evasive

answer, one day when I was present at their

meeting. " You must leave me to fix my

own time. I am not well enough just

now."

She was looking very ill, and my ungener-

ous thoughts attributed it to her struggle

with her love. Fairton and she never met,

and the separation might be troubling her,

and rendering her thoughtful. It could not
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be her revenge on which she was brooding,

I reasoned ; to whatever end that might

lead, she had appeared resolved upon it

three weeks since. Then she was still inte-

rested in his child, and lavished as much

affection upon him as on her own daughter.

Was that natural, if she were planning a

retaliation for the insult that had been

offered her ? I could not think it—I would

not think it, and my jealous thoughts found

vent one day when I came upon her sud-

denly, and found the boy at her side speak-

ing of his father.

tw
Is this like revenge ?" I said, in a low

tone.

" Do you wish me to harbour it ?"

" No ; but I wish to preserve you from

the other extreme, and
"

She would not let me finish. She drew

me aside with a strong hand, and led me to

the wicket-gate, which she opened.

" You are here too often
;
you pain me

too much with your reproofs—with sus-
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picions that are of evil, and unworthy of you.

Go, and let me never see you more."

" Madame Silvani—Beatrice !"

u
If you had been a man of common spirit,

you would have kept away from me long

ago—not have cringed, and fawned, and

wearied me with your half-love and half-

distrust," she cried, angrily. " Go, T never

wish to see you again."

" You are cruel, madame."

" I am taking a step that should have been

made long since ; but you were the one

friend left me, and I could not part with you

to save a few hard lies that people town-

ways whispered of us. But you turn against

me too, and it is best that you go."

"It is beyond my power."

" You must bend your will to it, for I am

firm. Arthur Hartmore," she added, " in

a few weeks I shall settle with your agent,

and leave Ashdale ; let us say good-bye

now."

" No, no—not good-bye !"
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" Better for you to say it now, and be rid

of me. I have been a great distress to you
;

and you will be happier when this boyish in-

fatuation has been overcome."

" Call it what you will, Madame Silvani,"

I replied.

" I will wish every happiness to your after-

life."

" Without you I"

"Yes."

" It is a wish that mocks me, though I

thank you."

" You have talked of love to me—you

have implied how deep and lasting is your

affection ; show it by keeping away. I

shall believe it to be more true when some

proof of your desire to save my good name

is evident."

" Beatrice, I will see you no more !"

I thought so at the time. I hurried away,

prepared to make any sacrifice to spare her

the pain of enduring my presence ; I "would

prove how I reverenced her lightest words,
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by ending my one happiness of seeing her.

For a week I kept to the Manor House, and

the shadow)' library, seeking refuge in the

rainds of other men from the trouble of my

own. But my books fell unread to the

floor, and my impatient steps went to and

fro about the room, and echoed along the

corridors till they alarmed the servants at

their work. Night and day I wandered

about the house, striving to read, to write,

to direct my thoughts from any subject save

the soul-engrossing one that dwarfed all else

to nothingness. I should have gone mad

had I not broken bounds, and sought the

villa—not as an intruder, but as a watch-

er from some distant point, where my pre-

sence might not startle, or inv voice distract

her. It was more idolatry than love, per-

haps, and it brought its fitting punishment

in my unrest.

Far away from Beatrice, seeing but dimly

from a distance, there was much to torture

me ; and failing explanation at the moment,
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I sought an answer from my own bewilder-

ed brain, and framed therefrom the most

improbable. Fairton's boy seemed always

at her house, and the man who came to

take him home stood by the wicket and

held long conferences with Beatrice. That

man, above all others, puzzled me ; I remem-

bered him as a man in close attendance on

his master, and I fancied at last that he was

the messenger between Madame Silvani and

my rival.

" She will never forget him : true to her

love through innocence and guilt, she will

forgive him, and be lost."

A fresh thought, born of the busy fiend

that haunted me, and steeled my heart

against her, suggested that the firmness and

indignation of three weeks since had been

feigned, in order to remove an objectionable

spy from her path. She was weak, and in

my sight feared to betray her weakness : be

it so, I would shield her against herself. I

watched more keenly after that new dis-

VOL. II. l
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trust, and it was generally at a late hour

each night that I went homewards. I may

have been a monomaniac at the time, for

the one thought of the widow Silvani was

before me day and night, and regulated

every action.

It was my custom to watch at nightfall

from a closer point of view ; to stand within

a few feet of the cottage in the shadow of

the trees across the road, and linger there

till the light disappearing from the win-

dows assured me all was safe. Beatrice

Silvani's habits were irregular ; there were

times when she retired early—there were

times when the light behind the window-

blind burned far into the night. Such a

time had come one dark evening in April,

when not only the light remained unex-

tinguished in the parlour, but her figure

crossed between it and the blind, slowly

and unceasingly—to and fro, to and fro,

with the restlessness of one distraught.

Once or twice during my vigil she stopped
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before the window, drew the blind aside,

and peered out ; at a late hour she, to my

surprise, remained stationary there, as if

waiting for a signal from a distant point.

There was an upstairs window in the Hall

which might be seen therefrom, and my

quick fancy imagined that she was looking

towards it. There was mischief abroad that

night, in some shape or other, that I could

not guess.

Had I been deceived in her all my life,

and was the waking coming at that time? I

thought so when the light in her room was

extinguished, and she came forth, closely

hooded, into the night air. I could see her

white ungloved hand trembling as it rested

on the wicket-gate. She was making a false

step, and did her better angel whisper, Stay ?

—or was the revenge which she had said

should fall on Richard Fairton coming with

that memorable night?

I remained concealed amongst the trees

until she had passed me ; I held my breath,

l2
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lest its quick action should warn her of a

watcher. There was mystery here, and

danger abroad, and I would follow in

her steps. I did not seek to stay her, by

an idle entreaty to which she would be

deaf; my word had been pledged, and my

pride would not let me break it.

If I had only owned myself a coward and

an eavesdropper, and stepped into the road

to ask the meaning of her solitary journey

—to demand to share its dangers as a friend,

or warn her of her rash step as an adviser,

what a different end to a strange story ! If

I had only spoken in that hour

!

She pursued her journey, and I followed

at a distance. I had good eyes, and had

been accustomed to night-watching lately

;

there was no need to betray myself by

keeping close to her steps. It was a dark

wintry night, for so late a month as April,

no moon or stars to light her along the

country road, or down that narrow, wind-

ing lane that led to Richard Fairtons house.
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She would turn there, I was convinced : she

would proceed in that direction, with an evil

purpose in her mind there was but little

doubt. There could be no good in the in-

tentions that lured her at so late an hour

from home.

The clock in the old tower of Ashdale

Church struck twelve as she halted at the

corner of the lane ; she was going to meet

her fate. I halted also, and remained mo-

tionless until she turned ; then, at a pace

more rapid, I followed on her track.

It had come to that at last, and she had

gone in search of him ! He was there ; it

seemed his figure in the darkness, and the

long cloak draping it I had seen upon his

shoulders many times. "Ah! let it end, and

let me go my way," I thought ;
" I will have

no more to do with one so false. There

has been jugglery so long before my eyes

that this may be a hundredth meeting, for

what I know or can guess ; I cannot save

her from herself, it is beyond my skill."
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I turned away, heart-sick at this duplici-

ty ; they might be laughing at me and the

young wife within—both dupes, and both

believers in them. I would shake her from

my thoughts from that night ; I had been a

visionary and a fool ; against suspicion that

a child might see I had closed my eyes, and

in the face of every falsehood I had put my

trust in her. All had been with me but

unreasonable madness, and all with her

play-acting. The face behind her mask of

innocence had smiled at my poor knowledge

of that which was baser and craftier than

myself. It had been a long stupor, but

now I had awakened.

Thoughts like these crowded upon me as

I retraced my steps towards the Manor

House, my hands clenching and unclench-

ing with the agitation at my heart. Oh, if

it were possible to meet the crafty villain

now, and grip him by the throat

!

u Ah!—who's there?"

The man who had been coming towards
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me down the hill, or had been standing near

the summit—I did not know which—leaped

back with an oath, as I ran against him.

"Arthur Hartmore !" he exclaimed.

" Richard Fairton I" I responded, in

amazement. " How came you here ?—what

brought you to this spot?"

" Haven't I a right to be where I choose?"

he answered sternly.

" Ten minutes since you were in the lane

that led towards your house : don't deny it,

man— I saw you with her.*'

" It's a lie—as black a lie as ever escaped

your lips ! I have not been near the Hall

to-night."

"Not with Madame Silvani?"

He glanced at me incredulously.

" Hartmore, that love affair of yours has

turned the little brains you ever had."

" I followed Madame Silvani to the Hall

this night, or else her spirit," I exclaimed.

u
I saw you, or some one of your height,

and who wore your cloak, meet her in the
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lane, and enter the ground with her by the

gate in the wall—I swear it
!"

"Madame Silvani—Madame Silvani," he

muttered twice, and then went hastily down

the hill towards his home.

At the same instant a cloud of smoke and

flame shot into the air, and showers of fiery

sparks came whirling through the trees.

Fairton stopped again, and called me.

" Hartmore, what does this mean ?"

" The Hall's on lire. It's the revenge she

threatened—I see it now."

" The revenge she threatened !" cried

Fairton, coming back and clutching me by

the arm again. " Speak out. There's uiore

behind, and here, or in a court of justice,

you must answer."

" At a more fitting time. You are not my

judge."

I felt the last act had come, and that I

had betrayed her. My over-ready tongue

had uttered the first suspicion. She might

not deserve pity, but it was hard that I
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should be her witness in the cruel dav that
«/

would follow such a night as this.

" We are losing time," cried Fairton, as

the flames rose higher in the air, and the

heavy banks of cloud caught the reflection

and turned blood red. " Hartmore, if you

are a man, you will assist me."

He began running, and I followed him.

Along the country road we could hear other

feet advancing, and the hum of excited

voices in the rear. From the few cottages

we passed life was stirring, and people

hastening to the scene—here and there the

faint cry of " Fire !
" rang dolefully amidst

the darkness.

It was a scene of terror and confusion as

we neared the Hall. The mansion was in

flames; the half-dressed servants were

hurrying to and fro, whilst fitful screams

from more than one portion of the house

apprised the white-faced crowd that more

than one unhappy wretch was still fighting

amidst the blinding srnoke for air and life.
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" Your wife and child ?" I asked ;
" where

are they ?—what has become of them ?"

"My wife is in Cumberland; but—but,

Hartmore, the boy /"

He pointed to a window from which the

fire was roaring, and wrung his hands, and

stamped upon the lawn ; he raved and

gesticulated to the servants, who came

round him, and could not understand his

meaning, until I cried

—

" Mr. Fairton's son—is he saved ? What

has become of him ?"

The servants looked from one to the

other, and were evidently ignorant whether

the child had perished in the flames or not.

The fire had been burning in the room some

time, and had first broken out in the apart-

ment beneath, the servants said.

" But that is not Master Richard's room,"

exclaimed one of the women-servants.

" Some of you had scared him with

ghost-tales, and he would be moved to-
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night," cried Fairton, "and they have moved

him to his death P

The flames rose higher as he spoke ; the

smoke and fire were soaring above the

oaken rafters of the roof, the tiles were

cracking with the heat and falling through

into the red gulf below. The crowd

had increased by this time, and the noise

advancing was as if all Ash dale had turned

out to see the fire.

Suddenly a woman, with her dress in

flames, dashed through a window on the

ground-floor, and fell, face foremost, on the

lawn. There was a rush towards her, an

extinguishing of her dress, a raising of the

prostrate form, and turning it with its face

to the lurid ruin from which she had made

a last effort to escape.

" Am I safe ?" she gasped, and fainted.

" See to her," exclaimed Fairton
—"see

that, under any circumstances, that woman

escape not. She was no guest of mine this

night."
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There were a dozen faces bending over

her, a dozen wondering voices muttering,

u The widow Silvani
!"

Beatrice Silvani's life was in too much

danger to allow of her removal to the

county hospital fifteen miles away. There

was great risk, the surgeon said, in carrying

her in that condition even so far a distance

as her own villa ; it would be better to find a

cottage close at hand, until the nature and

extent of her danger were ascertained.

Madame Silvani was well known to the

cottagers, and had been liberal to those

on whom a hard season or a hard task-

master had pressed heavily, and more than

one home was proffered her. No one

understood or believed that she had fired

the Hall ; only Fairton and I—two who

had loved her in their time—were ready to

attribute that great crime to her.

In the earlv morning, when the fire had

done its work, and a red blot in the centre
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of the ruins represented that terrible agent

which had worked such mischief and pro-

vided so brave a spectacle for the sight-

seers of Ashdale, there came to me more

generous thoughts. Further away from me

seemed all motive for the deed, more wild

and improbable became it to attempt to

reconcile the act with the life and character

of the Italian widow.

She had spoken of revenge, and of strik-

ing at him in the dark, but in that manner

she had surely not planned retaliation. It

had been a mistake ; the light had dropped

from her hand whilst following out the

scheme which had lured her thither, and ere

her presence of mind could avert the danger

the flames were hurtling round her. I

prayed that she might live to tell us this

for her own good name's sake, for the sake

of that daughter she would leave alone and

friendless in a foreign land. The wholeo

of that long day she remained senseless, and

her watchers feared that she might pass
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from that dead stupor to the life beyond

the present, and leave the mystery im-

penetrable. Did my vacillating mind again

believe it for the best when the ruins of the

Hall had been surveyed, and the deliberate

opinion of " Wilfully set on fire " had been

recorded ? Could I believe in another hand

and other motives after that assertion ?

Were there more enemies to Richard Fair-

ton's peace than she who had loved him ?

The words were ringing in my ears all that

day, " I will strike at him where he is most

unprepared," and I could not shut them

out. They were witnesses against her in my

heart ; they would be more awful witnesses

against her life, if she ever rallied from her

injuries.
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CHAPTER IV.

REVELATION.

THE next day Madame Silvani could

speak, but the news brought only a

keener sense of horror ; the shadows dark-

ened round her as the trembling sense came

back, and the spies of the police took up

their quarters in and near the house, and

would not place confidence in a doc-

tor's word. There was a grave charge

against Madame Silvani, and the faintest

chance of escape must be prepared against

by the law this woman had outraged.

There was a mystery in her appear-

ance which I was warned it would be mv
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duty to explain. I had confessed to my

knowledge of her being at the Hall that

night, and I was not entirely free from sus-

picion myself. I felt that there were watch-

ful eyes upon my movements, and that, had

I attempted to leave Ashdale, hands would

have been upon me to arrest my progress.

The police were busy hunting up material,

and would spare no one their suspicions

One private examination to which I had

been subjected by the county magistrates

had elicited from me a rambling state-

ment, which they were inclined to disbe-

lieve. I had spoken of watching in the

country road that night till twelve, but at

this early stage of the proceedings I had

refused to explain my reasons for the act,

and had answered so sullenly to all ques-

tions that might hereafter affect Madame

Silvani that faith in my sincerity was shaken.

Well for me that T was owner of the Manor

House, and that those who examined me had

been friends of my father, or something more
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than a keen watch on my actions might have

followed the conference.

Still it was difficult for the law to act

;

there were many discrepancies in the state-

ments made by servants and others at the

Hall ; and the ruins, which were dangerous

to meddle with, rendered for days too close

a search precarious. More than one ser-

vant were missing, and the nurse, over-

come by fear lest blame should attach to

herself, had been too explanatory, and, by

statements that differed widely from each

other, had brought down upon her those

doubts which she had been anxious to avoid.

She had seen Master Richard last, then she

had not seen him because he had insisted

upon a different room that night, and it was

his habit to sleep alone.

Fairton's evidence was contradictory to

my own, but his was clear and simple

—

even true—and I had intentionally helped

to mystify inquirers. There was a vague

idea in my mind that by so doing I kept

VOL. II. M
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the doubts of Beatrice Silvani's guilt alive,

instead of helping to condemn her. Rich-

ard Fairton having, on his own state-

ment, been absent from home that day

on business in the town, could give his

evidence of meeting me in detail, and a

frank confirmation of his particulars of our

interview would have been better, perhaps,

for her whom I thought to screen. But I

had never been frank, and I had seen more

darkly than my fellows through the glass.

It was Beatrice Silvani only of whom I

could think—of her safety, which was in

jeopardy—of her child, who had been the

only thing to love since Fairton had proved

a traitor to his word. And her first thought,

on waking to consciousness, was to ask for

me, to plead so earnestly to see me, that,

her life being endangered by denial, I was

immediately sent for.

" All that you say, Madame Silvani, will

appear as evidence against you," I said, on

entering;
u pray bear that in remembrance."
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"As evidence against me?" she inquired

faintly. " They suspect me, then ?"

" I regret to say that they suspect you."

There was something in my voice that

startled her, and her eager eyes might have

read my soul, so searching were they in

that hour.

"And you, too— what do you believe?"

"All is mystery," I exclaimed; "I do

not seek or wish to fathom it."

" You have been treasuring up too many

words of mine, and they confuse you at the

moment," said she, with a faint smile.

" Patience, Arthur Hartmore, and trust in

it

me.

It was the old infatuation of her presence

that made me cry out, " To the last," with

a vehemence that brought the doctor's stern

reproof upon me.

" I must close the interview— I must re-

quest you to retire."

" May I speak to him alone an instant

—

but one instant ?" asked the sick woman.

m 2
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" On no account," said the voice of a

fourth person, who had already been taking

notes. " No collusion is allowed, madam.

The law don't require you to say anything

just now, but what you say must be before

witnesses, and, as before hinted by the gen-

tleman, will appear as evidence against

you."

" Orfor me ?" she added, interrogatively.

u Well, that depends," and the man

rubbed his ear with the corner of his note-

book, and thought that she was a woman of

business.

" We will have no collusion, Arthur,

then," she said ; and it was pleasant, for the

second time in life, to hear my name spoken

thus by her. Twice in life and twice in

danger, she had called me by that name
;

for in danger that affected her she had faith

in me alone.

" Where is my child ?" said she ;
" I have

not the courage to see her."

" With me—at the Manor House."
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" You are very kind," she murmured

;

" how can I repay you ?"

"I am very cruel, for I have suspected

you, Beatrice, of a terrible crime."

"Not in your heart—not in your heart

;

only in that overheated brain of yours, which

will weigh only half the truth, and make up

with falsities that warp your better judg-

ment. But it was a dreadful night," and she

began to shudder violently.

The doctor, who had been watching her

attentively, again insisted upon my with-

drawal.

" She is weaker than I thought. I will

not be answerable for the consequences that

follow another word of yours, sir."

I went noiselessly from the room. Stand-

ing at the door, and looking back, I saw that

she had fainted, and that the doctor and a

nurse were bending over her.

There was a change after that time—for

the worse or better. They told me that

there was no hope for her, and that the law
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was baffled in its wise intention of making;

an example.

" The evil she had sought to do had

fallen on her own head—it was a judgment,"

said one who doubted to the last ; and I

recoiled from him, though I had distrusted

her myself, until I had looked upon her face.

I would not leave her when the worst

was known ; I took my place in the cottage

as my right.

" I have loved her—she is all on earth

remaining to me," I said. " Were she to be

spared, and escape the snares spread for

her, she would be my wife now, I believe.

Beatrice " turning to her—" I shall not go

away again."

u
Faithful unto death, then?" she said

faintly.

"Yes."

There was no interdict upon her speech

now. It was beyond man's skill to save

her, although the law, sceptical to the last,

kept still its witness to all that she might
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say. She had been pressed to confess, and

had answered, " Presently ;" and the pre-

sently had come, one bright morning, that

was the last of Spring, and when all was

round her that she had ever loved—even to

that old lover from whose weakness and

duplicity had arisen all this deep distress.

"Fairton," she said, "I have sent for

you, to ask if you believe in all that they

say against me?"

He did not answer, but turned his gloomy

face away from her. There were more eyes

than mine or hers watching him at that

moment.
u You were my first accuser, I have been

told—the first to point me out as an incen-

diary ?"

" Well," he answered, almost defiantly.

" And you believed it?"

" Yes."

" On your soul, do you say that you

believe it
?"

And with a strength for which no one
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gave her credit, she leaned half forwards on

her arm, and pointed at him. It was the

Italian's revengeful look upon her face again.

He answered, " Yes," once more, though

he could not meet the look in her fiery

dark eyes. She lay back in bed with a

weary sigh, and the doctor placed his finger

on her pulse.

" A strong reaction—she will live another

day," he said.

" Oh ! I am strong yet, and it is well that

I am strong, for I have not finished my con-

fession. Don't go, Fairton."

" I cannot stay and listen."

" You must be anxious to know the whole

truth—it concerns you."

" It will be related to me by those whom

I can trust," said he, still moving to the door.

" On your lives, stop that man !" shrieked

Beatrice, with a suddenness that set all

hearts leaping ;
" he set the Hall on fire,

and I can prove it
!"

" You are a mad woman !" cried Fairton,
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halting, and looking round with a face of

livid hue.

" I should have been mad to fire the

house," she cried. "It was my purpose to

save life, not destroy it, and I was warned

that life was perilled that night. There

stood not between me and forty thousand

pounds, a child of ten years old."

"This woman—must—be mad!" said

Fairton ; but there had come an awful

change to him. A blow from Heaven could

not more suddenly have altered him. The

bold bearing, the defiant looks were gone,

and the feeble feet that shuffled towards the

door were the feet of an old man.

I was at the door before him.

" You cannot pass, Richard Fairton," I

said,
a
until this mystery is cleared."

" You would have let me die in shame,"

said Madame Silvani,
u or I might have

died and spared you. At the last you

would not give me one good word. It is

best, for it makes my task more easy. Gen-
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tlemen, I charge that man with the attempt-

ed murder of his son."

Fairton cowered more and more, and put

his hands to his ears to shut the words from

him.

" From bad to worse, from bad to worse,

shipwrecking hearts and fortunes, and, in

the heedless ruin that he brought on others,

descending swiftly unto ruin himself, there

remained but his boy's fortune, to become

his upon his boy's death, to retrieve a fallen

state. I had guessed long since that he had

been dallying with the awful thought—

a

chance word of the boy's had given me that

suspicion. For months I bore with that

man's insults, that man's deliberate attempts

to drag me down to shame, for the sake of

the child whose life he coveted. I had

hoped to interpose, and, by showing him

his evil heart, to have turned him, at the

eleventh hour, to a something better than

himself."
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It was the task in which I had doubted

her.

" Baffled in that," she continued, " and

compelled to absent myself from his house,

I gained one of his servants to my interest

;

not by my money, but by arousing in him

that horror of his master's project which

every day had become more of a tempta-

tion. I set over the boy a close and faithful

watch, and when the night came for him to

strike, I was there to shield the blow."

" I must have air," gasped Fairton. " Will

some one open the window ?—I am stifling."

The window was opened at his request,

but the man with the note-book took his

place against it. He knew much of the

dark ways of life, and saw it all now ; it was

black, cruel, and unnatural, but he had had

experience of all this in his time, and he

rubbed his ear after his old manner, and

thought that it was a fine case.

" Fairton had grown desperate," she con-
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tinued,
u and the day before the fire his

excitable manner kept the honest spy more

watchful. Mrs. Fairton and the maid went

away to Cumberland, where, in a few days,

he was to join her with the boy. The boy

slept with his father the first night, and

there was murder in the father's thoughts I

believe as firmly as that I am on my dying

bed. But the father was a coward, and the

boy was strong ; and he had more courage

to murder at a distance. The son's room

was changed again, for the father's manner

had alarmed him, and a chamber lately

occupied by Mrs. Fairton's maid was chosen.

That room was over an old lumber-room

full of books, papers, and dry furniture,

and Richard Fairton was seen to enter at

eleven at night, after previously stealing to

his son's room and locking him in. That

man, who had given out to the servants that

he should be at Ashdale all day on busi-

ness, came stealing in with his pass-key when

the house was quiet. There was sudden
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danger, and his servant, ignorant of its

nature, and anxious for a witness, gave me

a preconcerted signal from his room, when

his master had stolen forth again. That

signal brought me from my villa to the Hall.

The servant had not thought much of his

master entering the lumber-room ; he had

been chiefly perplexed by the key having

been turned upon the boy. We believed

that the hardest blow had yet to be struck,

and were prepared against it when the fire

broke out, and the boy's danger was appar-

ent. Then we saved the boy, and I lost my

way amongst the passages that every instant

were filling fast with smoke and fire, and

this is the result."

u And the boy?" cried every voice.

" He will be brought here instantly. He

and his preserver have been sent for."

" Let me be quit of this," gasped Fair-

ton, rushing at me as if to thrust me from

my post. " I cannot bear this any longer."

His hands were as a child's upon my arm,
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and when I thrust him away he fell on the

floor groaning heavily. They bore him

into the street, and the man with the note-

book having seen him in safe hands, returned

to draw out in full the deposition of Madame

Silvani, and wait for the more important

witness who was expected with Richard

Fairton's son.

What had I to wait for but the passing

away of one whom I had loved, mistrusted,

worshipped ? There seemed no hope be-

yond that little cottage.

" Your happiest time is to come yet,

Hartmore," she said, in the later hour when

she was bidding me and the daughter who

sobbed so bitterly good-bye ; and I felt it

was a vain hope in which she would deceive

herself to die more happily.

I had not made her happy in her life ; I

had troubled her with my love, and my

fretful persistence in it ; standing at her

deathbed, I made the effort to render her

last moments those of peace.
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" Yuu will not think of me too much,"

she said, and I answered ' ; No," although

even' dream of my poor life was dying out

with her. I took her child as my charge,

and promised to watch over it with all my

heart and soul ; and whispering, " I am

content," her troubled spirit went its way.

Hers had been a hard battle to fight ; it

was merciful that she should rest. There

are some lives that in a brief space pass

through more trials of endurance than those

which run to three-score years and ten, and

hers at least was one of them.

Strange and mysterious are the ways of

life, and strangely brought about. My

ward Beatrice is to marry Captain Fairton,

the son of one disgraced, and who is still

working out his sentence in an English

prison. She tells me that he loves her very

dearly, and implies that the attachment is

not all one-sided, and what can I answer

in return ? That I shall be left alone in
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the old Manor House, haunted by the past,

with the bright young face that hid it some-

times from me no longer beaming in my

home. Still it is natural, and I would not

cast a shadow on her life for all the world

—on her mother's and mine there fell too

many. Surely it is well, it is an atonement,

that these children should cross hands, and

sink their bitter retrospect for ever.
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CHAPTER I.

MOTHER AND DAUGHTER.

fTIHE High Street of the little town of

* Effington presented, one Sunday after-

noon in the early Summer time, a very un-

usual appearance, for a staid and respectable

town.

The worthy townsfolk were gathered in

knots about the pavement, and grouped to-

gether in the grass-grown road, all intent

upon one topic of conversation.

Effington was a quaint old-fashioned town,

n 2
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that had made no progress for centuries,

that knew no law of change, but went on in

a dull round of listless action, and was the

same Effington that the Roundheads had

marched through to fight Prince Rupert and

his cavaliers.

Everything was time-worn, and falling to

decay. The rude arch spanning the High

Street was crumbling into dust—the gro-

tesque houses of uncouth exterior, with their

blinking lattice windows, twisted doorsteps,

and high-peaked roofs, like witches' caps,

were all threatening to collapse ; the old

church of Effington itself had lost a portion

of its tower, but the ivy had grown over the

gap and concealed its wounds with a green

mantle.

From this High Street to the church-

yard extended the knots of loungers, and

from their conversation we may learn some-

thing to the purport of this story.

u Well, we all must die, dame, and Mr.

Dale had a long lease, I take it, for he was
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seventy-six when he gave up the ghost."

" As good a man as ever breathed," said

the dame in reply, " and no pride in him.

Many's the time he's offed with his beaver

when I've come across him in my rounds."

"Ay, ay, there was no pride in Mr. Dale;

a better man never stood in shoe-leather,"

chimed a third.

"He hadn't much reason to be proud the

last few years on his life," cried an old

woman in a red cloak, "for everybody in

Effington knows his misfortunes addled his

head and broke his heart. For a poor ab-

sent body like him to go speculating at his

time of life—why, it was a judgment on

him P

" He had better have kept to his old

ruins, and his sketches, and his rusty coins,

certainly," remarked the first speaker ; "a

child knew more about the world."

" And what is to become of Mrs. Dale,

and
"

" Mrs. Dale !" screamed the woman in the
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red cloak, who was the cynic of the group

we have selected for a chorus. " Isn't it

written, ' Pride must have a fall,' and was it

written in vain, think ye ? Hasn't she carried

her head above us all in Erfington, and look-

ed at all on us like dirt, and won't she bend

like the reed and be humbled ? To be sure

she will, if there's truth in the blessed

Book."

" But Alice ?"

" A fig for Alice Dale," continued the

woman, warmly, " ain't there a touch of

her mother's stiffishness in her buckram

looks? Don't she walk like a queen, and

think too much of herself, for all her curt-

seys in return to ourn ? Curtseys, forsooth!

—a bend in the back like that to be called

a curtsey !"

" Don't rail against the unfortunate," cried

the first speaker, warmly. " They are all

respected, or Effington would not have turn-

ed into the streets."

" Effington" said the woman, " turns out
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for the show. It was to see how the Dales

would bury the old man that we came out,

I take it.—And here they be coming back

from the grave ; mayhap it has taught a

lesson that was needed to those two."

From the church-gate came the mourners

;

and as the two tall women passed silently

along the streets, the townfolks made way,

and one or two heads were uncovered, and

not a few murmured a blessing upon them.

The mother was taller than her companion

;

she held her head erect, and walked with a

firm unwavering step, even regarding her

neighbour at times with steady grey eyes.

There were lines of care furrowing her face,

and marks of recent grief beclouding it, but

she seemed as if she would defy a look of

pity from the gazers as she passed on with

her daughter.

Alice was less strong ; the lip quivered,

and the hand that clung to the arm of her

mother shook as they proceeded.

When they had passed into their home,
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and the carved oaken door had shut them

from the light,—when they were in the well-

known parlour, with its flowers in the recess-

es of the window, his portrait on the walls,

and the marks of his taste around them in

quaint vases, pictures, rock-work, relics of

old times—they went to each other's breast,

and wept together in their desolation.

The mother was the first to resume her

composure, and passing to the high-backed

chair, she seated herself therein rigidly

erect.

"Alice," she said gravely, "be seated;

you must be fatigued."

Alice Dale took the vacant chair near her

mother, and threw back her hood with a

heavy sigh.

She was a beautiful woman, but of that

calm, grave kind of beauty that does not al-

ways win at first sight ; she had that look of

thought, almost of care, which is habitual to

some faces, and is not always attractive in

kself.
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"Alice," said Mrs. Dale, after a long

silence.

" Mother," replied the daughter, still

looking on the ground.

" It is not too soon to face the future.

We two helpless women have a battle with

the world to begin. We cannot put on our

armour too soon."

" Oh, not to-day—not to-day !" pleaded

Alice.

•' Duty to the living can be fulfilled with-

out injury to the memory of the lost ; and,

'

she added firmly, "that duty must be

done."

:
' Let it be to-night, then ; a few more

hours, mother, cannot matter."

" Better at once," murmured Mrs. Dale
;

" though you will be calmer in the evening,

perhaps. Reach me the Bible, Alice.

"

Alice did so, and the mother read, in a

clear distinct voice, chapter after chapter,

each offering some balm to their misfortunes,

and leading on to resignation. Two hours
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passed thus ; the sunlight faded from the

window, the grey dusky twilight stole into

the room, the bells from the old church

tower rang out their Sabbath peals, when

Mrs. Dale closed the Book of God.

"From this," laying her hand on the

Bible, "we learn fortitude, and gather

strength. We must not fear the changes

that are coming. There is the love between

us to uphold our honest pride."

" Pride, mamma !" said Alice, wonder-

ingly.

" For the sake of what we have been, we

must assert our place," said Mrs. Dale. " Let

us have no pity from the stranger, nor go

weeping through the streets, as if we had

not courage to bear up against affliction.

Nothing can erase the recollection of what

we have been. Alice."

There was a flashing of the old nature

even in her hour of trouble, with the Bible

beneath her hand. Mrs. Dale had been a

proud woman all her life, and though a
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just, and, when her heart was touched, a

good woman, she had never forgotten that

she had married beneath her. She had

married for love, and had hardly been

happy with her tender-hearted bridegroom
;

there were so many regrets to look back

upon. She had somewhat reluctantly de-

scended from her high estate, and taken

her pride as an evil inheritance to her hus-

band's home. There was little opportunity

of manifesting that pride to Mr. Dale ; he

had been never awed or imposed by it.

Mr. Dale had been a student from his boy-

hood, and had not swerved from the studi-

ous life he had chosen. After his marriage

he had become absorbed by degrees in his

books and collections ; he had shut him-

self out from active life, and plodded his

own way ; he had never been a rich man
;

and his income sufficing to maintain him

in that old house at Effington, which had

been his father's and grandfather's before

him, and to allow of the prosecution of his
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studies, he had been tolerably happy.

There came a day when Mr. Dale shut

up his huge folios, locked his drawers, fold-

ed together his manuscripts, and started for

London, at sixty-nine years of age. What

was the reason that actuated him in the

new project he had formed will ever re-

main a mystery. Whether his old studies

had become distasteful, or he had grown

ambitious, or Mrs. Dale had given vent to

long pent-up complaints concerning herself

or her daughter's position, matters little to

the purport of our chronicle ;—the conclu-

sion was the same ; he found false friends,

launched his capital in shaking projects, and

was ruined. For seven years he struggled

against the tide that had turned against him,

and then took to his bed and died, blessing

his wife and daughter, and invoking the

care of Providence over them.

When the church-bells had ceased, and

the streets were empty, when the tea-things

had been brought in and carried away again
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by the servant-maid, Mrs. Dale drew her

chair closer to her daughter's, and with an

anxious look into Alice's troubled face,

began

—

"Will you listen to me now, Alice?"

" Yes, mother."

Mrs. Dale drew a long breath, and said

slowly,

"There is but one thing to be done, one

path mapped out for us across this waste,

—

we must leave Effington."

" Leave Effington !"

" What else can we do, Alice ?" asked

the mother ; "in another town or city, or

in London itself, we are lost among the

crowd. I can take a humbler position

there—here it would be terrible. If there

were a hope that in Effington you could

live as my daughter should live, we would

remain."

" But this house, mamma ?"

kl We shall find a tenant for it, or sell the

little part of it to which we have a right."
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" What are we to do in a strange place?"

"Time will show; I have my plans,

Alice."

" And to leave this dear old town, and

—

and father
!"

She gave way at that bitter thought, and

all the agony of grief resumed its power

over her.

Presently they were again in earnest con-

versation, or, rather, the mother talked, and

the daughter sat and listened with a weary

effort at attention. It was nearly dark,

and the people were returning home from

church.

" It is the best course to adopt ; we have

both come to that conclusion, Alice—un-

less," with a sickly smile, " some rich man

were to fall in love with you, and offer you

a fortune, and
"

She stopped. A loud summons at the

street-door arrested her attention.

" This is the beginning of that mockery of

commiseration I would teach you to despise,"
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said Mrs. Dale ;

u
that false sympathy which

we must fly from."

The servant entered with a card.

" If you please, Mrs. Dale, it's Mr. Mark-

wood."

" Alone?"

Yes, ma am.

"Admit him, unless
"

Alice answered her mother's look by

another that implied assent, and Mr. Mark-

wood was ushered into the presence of the

ladies.

He was a man whose age did not exceed

fifty years—an iron-looking man, upon

whose features Time was slow in making its

impression ; he was about the middle height,

of spare figure, with a narrow, and contract-

ed chest, and a smooth yet decisive-looking

face, ornamented with a still more decisive-

looking Roman nose. He advanced towards

Mrs. Dale, shook hands somewhat con-

descendingly, and after according the same

favour to Alice, took the seat indicat-
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ed by a slight gesture of the elder lady's

hand, and placed his hat on the floor beside

him.

There was an embarrassing silence, which

he was the first to disturb.

" Mrs. Dale, T could not resist calling upon

you; I could not pass the house without

intruding upon your natural grief, and

offering you my services in any way that

may be considered to your advantage. I

should not consider myself a good Christian

were I to be lacking in such duties," he

added.

" You are kind, sir," Mrs. Dale said,

coldly.

" I have had very few opportunities of

making your acquaintance, my dear madam,

although I have occasionally had the plea-

sure of meeting Miss Dale with her poor

father. My respect for Mr. Dale was very

great, although there might have been some

difference in our social positions—and cer-

tainly our pursuits were not in common
;
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but still, Mr. Dale was a true gentleman,

and that levelled all distinction."

Mrs. Dale was preparing to rise from her

chair, when Mr. Markwood hastily con-

tinued

—

" I have not come hither to wound your

feelings, so keenly susceptible at so sad a

time as this, by adverting to your loss ; I

have come to make an offer to you."

" An offer, sir ?"

" You will pardon me if I allude to the

worldly difference between the present and

the past. I do not know what intentions

you may have formed, Miss Dale," turning to

Alice, " but if I make my offer in good faith

—meaning well, meaning very well—you

will refuse or accept it in a kindly spirit, I

am assured."

Alice inclined her head.

" My children—that is, my youngest

daughter, in particular," said Mr. Markwood,

once more addressing Mrs. Dale, "needs a

preceptress of no common order, and I

VOL, II. o
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know no one I would prefer to Miss Dale,

if she will honour me by accepting that re-

sponsible office. I make it with regret for

both your sakes, but I have not made it

without mature consideration. T consider it

would be better than selling this house and

leaving Effington. I ask it as a favour, and

I beg you will not hastily decline it."

" There are many governesses
—

" began

Mrs. Dale.

" A second time your pardon," interrupted

Mr. Markwood. "If I select a governess

from London, I place my children's minds

at the mercy of an utter stranger, one con-

cerning whom I know nothing. I must be

careful, madam, very careful—a twofold

duty devolves on me, for, poor things, they

have lonsr been motherless."

He gave a heavy sigh.

" Have you mentioned this proposition to

Miss Markwood ?" asked Alice.

" I have."

" Then we will deliberate on your kind-
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ness ; and whatever be the result, Mr.

Markwood, we are indebted to you," Alice

answered, as she rose.

Mrs. Dale made no reply ; she sat with

her thin hands folded together in her lap,

her gaze directed to the carpet at her feet.

Mr. Markwood had risen from his chair,

but the action was not observed by her, until

he said

—

" I should have delayed my visit to a

more fitting time, had I not understood

from Mr. Ellis, the rector, that you had

formed an intention of leaving Effington at

once."

" I told no one of my intention, sir."

" Then he imagined it would be your line

of conduct, and I believe that he was not

wrong in his surmise. I trust I may have

averted it by this hasty proposition."

Mr. Markwood was still reluctant to take

his departure ; he* wavered, went to the

window, and looked out; he coughed,

and finally, with a mild " good evening,"

o 2
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made towards the door, murmuring a wish

for an early answer to the proposal which

he had made.

When the door had closed upon him, and

he had gone musingly along the High Street,

too absorbed to notice the frequent uncover-

ings of hats from the townspeople and vil-

lagers, Mrs. Dale looked up and said in a

low voice

—

" Well, Alice, has this changed our

plans ?"

" Do you leave it for me to decide, mo-

ther?"

" I do not say that," she answered.

"It is an office I am reluctant to accept,

and Mr. Markwood, with his pretentious

airs, is no favourite of mine
;
yet I would

sacrifice a great deal to remain in dear old

Effington."

" All our pride ?"

" That is not much to weigh in the

balance."

" A governess—a governess, but "
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" But what, mamma ?" cried Alice,

alarmed.

" Nothing—nothing ; I am wandering in

my mind to-night," she said ;
" you would

be provided for—you would see me every

day ; we should never reject a certainty for

an uncertainty, should we, Alice ? Mr.

Markwood is very kind. We must think

more of this—we must take our time to

reflect. It is hard to leave a place we have

lived in for many years."

Mrs. Dale had no occasion to think more

of the offer, or to deliberate upon it—she

had already decided.
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CHAPTER II.

THE FIRST OFFER.

rTIHIS story not being intended for a novel

-*- of the season, in three volumes 8vo,

we cannot afford to be prolix in our state-

ments—therefore, let it be recorded at once

that Mr. Markwood was in love with Miss

Dale.

Mr. Markwood was a man who had spent

a great deal of his life in love-making. At

nineteen years of age he was a poor young

man with great expectations, and he had

married for love on the strength of them.

The expectations never came to anything,

and his marriage came to a two-pair back in

the New Road, with three daughters and a
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sick wife. This, to use a favourite expression

of Mr. Markwood's, was " exceedingly awk-

ward." Mr. Markwood was however a man

to push his way through the world ; he was

not troubled with a sensitive conscience, or a

bashful reserve, or a want of faith in his own

abilities, or any puling weakness that keeps

so many men on their backs in the sun, bawl-

ing Allah Achbar ! He advanced at last ; he

came down from the two-pair back ; a junior

partnership fell to his share, and just as he

began to breathe freely, he lost his wife at

twenty-nine years of age. Mr. Markwood

put himself and his daughters into mourn-

ing, and told his friends that he should never

get over it. But a strong constitution sup-

ported him in his sorrows, and a rise to

second partner elevated his spirits. Two

years from the date of his wife's death, he

was a rich man.

There is an old proverb, that a man marries

a second time for something more than love,

and in this case it held good. Mr. Mark-
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wood married the sister of his senior part-

ner, a maiden lady of sixty years, with a

fortune in her own right, and a frightful

temper to back it. He maintained that it

was pure love that brought him to her feet

;

the lady believed him, and they were mar-

ried—his venerable spouse, with praise-

worthy precaution, taking care to have her

fortune strictly settled upon herself before

the wedding-ring was on her finger. Mr.

Markwood was heard to murmur, " Exceed-

ingly awkward," in the depths of his new

hat. Time went on, the head of the firm

died, and Mr. Markwood was at the apex of

his triumph. He made more money, and,

like a wise man, retired before his drivel-

ling days, and bought Maldon House,

near Effington, to pass the rest of his life

in. At Maldon House, Mrs. Markwood's

health gave way, and her peculiarity of tem-

perament became more strongly developed

;

the Misses Markwood were snubbed everv

hour of their lives, and Mr. Markwood be-
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came thin and angular, and wished himself

back in Lombard Street, amongst the money-

changers. He brightened up when a coun-

sel of physicians recommended his wife an

immediate change of climate, and when the

eccentric old lady departed, with her maids

and nurses, he was as happy as a king. He

promised to follow her to Egypt—she had

been recommended a warm climate—in a few

weeks, and after he had settled his business

affairs ; but they were never settled to his

satisfaction, for he never went after her.

She left a favourite nephew to the care of

Mr. Markwood, and made a will before her

departure, in which her dear husband was

the legatee ! When the news was received

that she had gone down in a crazy old ship

somewhere in the East, Mr. Markwood took

to weepers again, but he bore his loss like a

man, and was resigned to his great calamity

within a few weeks of her decease.

In due course Mr. Markwood felt that he

could afford to marry for love again, and his
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little grey eves were often peering from

their corners at Alice Dale, as she sat in her

pew at church, between her mother and

father. No one had a thought of what was

passing in Mr. Markwood's breast ; he sat

with his daughters, apparently absorbed

in the service, but thinking what a fine

wife Alice Dale would make, and how that

stately walk would become Mrs. Markwood

the third. He was only fifty, and she was

three-and-twenty ; that was not much of a

difference ; and save a few crow's feet lurk-

ing in the corners of his face, he was as

smooth as an apple. He was the Emperor of

Effington, and Mr. Dale, albeit a very good

sort of a man, was in difficulties ; and al-

though Mrs. Dale was frigid to the world,

still she was an ambitious woman, and there

was hope in that quarter also. It is strange

how long some men can wait, as if they had

a foreknowledge of the opportunity that

must, in the course of events, come to their

hand. Mr. Markwood waited till Mr. Dale's
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death, before he played the first move of

the problem which he had set himself to

solve. He had been too long calculating

not to guess the right moment to strike, and

it succeeded beyond his expectations; for

Miss Dale, one morning, came like a queen

to Maldon House, and accepted the post

which he had offered to her, stipulating

only that her mother's house should be her

home still.

Every morning after this Alice Dale was

to be seen walking up the avenue that led

to Maldon House, and Mr. Markwood would

now and then accidentally step from the

park and walk by her side, inquiring after

the progress of her pupils, and taking great

interest in her answers.

The rich man was puzzled, and in tribu-

lation ; she was not flattered by his atten-

tion, and that was a thing he had hardly

calculated upon. If he were witty, or spoke

meaningly, or paid her a compliment, it was
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all the same to Alice; she looked at him

gravely with her great hazel eyes, and an-

swered him respectfully, nothing more.

Not that he believed for a moment Alice

Dale would reject him when he offered her

his hand,—he was too much a man of the

world to think that she would act so fool-

ishly. He had read of such things in namby-

pamby romances when he was a boy, and

once at a theatre he had seen the heroine in

pink satin and fifteen flounces (the daughter

of uncommonly poor parents), indignantly

reject the hand of Count Oscar of the Grey

Turret, who knelt before her in real armour,

and laid his fortune at her feet ; but that

was not real life, he knew better than that.

He thought more of what his eldest daugh-

ter, Caroline, would say, for she was a girl

of spirit for seventeen, and hated mothers-in-

law. He knew there would be a scene or

two, or halfa-dozen fainting-fits, and a

shower of reproaches, but what of that ? he

should be happy—he was going to marry
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for love ; he had married a second wife for

money once—ugh !

Fanny and Jane Markwood, whose re-

spective ages wrere fourteen and twelve,

were amiable little girls and docile pupils,

and there was a strong affection soon exist-

ent between them and Alice Dale. And

who could help loving Alice Dale ? If her

smiles were few, what sweet smiles they

were ; and if she was stately and grave,

what a gentle heart beat under that cold

demeanour. A year passed, and Mrs. Dale

still kept to her house at Effington, and

thought what a good thing it would be if

Mr. Markwood were to fall in love with

her handsome daughter. She had constant-

ly this hope before her, and it bore her up

against adversity and privation. How she

lived and maintained her old state was a

mystery ; for there was no change in Mrs.

Dale, and though her daughter's income

was liberal, it would hardly suffice, unless

she starved herself, to keep up appearances.
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She never mentioned her wish to Alice ; she

was content to let events take their own

time, but she clung to that wish, neverthe-

less, with a nervous pertinacity, and built

upon it and lived for it. What a triumph it

would be ! what a glorious realization of

her dreams—her dear daughter a lady,

a perfect lady ! She would have never

lowered her pride so much as to as-

sent to Alice becoming a governess, had

she not had that aspiration in the back-

ground ; she had read something of the

truth in Mr. Markwood's manner on the

evening he first called upon them. What

if his pride had stung her on that night,

she was a proud woman herself, and could

bear it—looking forward to the future.

Mr. Markwood made the grand plunge at

last. He had given Alice a year to get used

to him : why should he beat about the bush

any longer, when the bird was on the bough

before him, and he could clutch it ?

Mr. Markwood waited one morning for
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Miss Dale on the high-road that led from

Effington, sanguine and complacent. He

was so pleased at this final resolution to put

an end to his doubts, that he gave a little ur-

chin, who was seated on a gate, frightening

away crows from a corn-field, a paternal pat

on the head, and called him " good boy," and

promised him a penny when he had any

loose change in his pocket. Old Time him-

self was not more punctual than Alice Dale,

and, to the minute he had calculated, her

tall, graceful figure came towards him from

the distance.

It had been a long study with the owner

of Maldon House as to the manner in which

he should make his appearance before Miss

Dale ; he had nearly resolved upon the car-

riage ; then he thought that if he met her

on horseback, and leaped off and walked

with her, carelessly toying with the bridle,

it might have a good effect, and suggest

advantages to be derived from the accept-

ance of his hand—but then his horse had an
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unpleasant habit of shying at imaginary

dangers, and a break in a love-confession is

at times less easily repaired than a break in

a reputation.

So he went like a man, but for a moment

—such is mortal weakness,—as Miss Dale

approached, he felt like a sheep.

" Mr. Markwood !" she said, in faint sur-

prise.

" Ahem ! yes—that is—exactly."

Ashamed of this lucid explanation, he

braced his nerves, considered his position,

the honour he was about to accord, and was

bell-metal.

"Miss Dale, this is not a chance meeting;

I have been anxious for a few minutes'

serious conversation, and I have been waiting

for you here. Will you favour me ?"

He offered her his arm, and after some

slight hesitation she accepted it. Alice Dale

had seen so little of love, and had read so

little concerning it, that she had not the

faintest suspicion that Mr. Markwood was a
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man susceptible to tender influence. She

had already begun to puzzle her poor brain

with the reasons for her companion's singu-

lar behaviour.

They walked slowly towards Maldon

House, and Mr. Markwood began

—

" Miss Dale, it is needless to mention that

I am the richest man within twenty miles of

Effington." This was an extraordinary be-

ginning, and Alice had nothing to reply to

it. After watching the effect of the an-

nouncement, he continued—"These lands,"

with a comprehensive sweep of his hand,

" are all mine, and Maldon House is a man-

sion fit for a queen—but, Miss Dale, there is

no queen to adorn it. The place is desolate

as my heart ; home is a void, and I am

miserable. I ask you, Miss Dale, to share

that home with me, and adorn it by your

presence,—to become a mother to my chil-

dren, and a wife to him who sues thus for

your hand."

VOL. II. p
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" Sir, you surprise and pain me," she an-

swered, with a heightened colour.

"Not pain you, dear Miss Dale—surely

not pain you?"

" More than my poor words can express,

Mr. Markwood," she answered, slowly with-

drawing her hand from his arm. " I am

grieved, as well as astonished, at the offer

with which you have condescended to honour

me. Astonished that by any act of mine I

could have led you to make the proposal

;

grieved that I must wound you by declin-

ing it."

"But, good gracious! Miss Dale, why?"

" Would you have me marry you for

the wealth it may bring ? Is there no love

to be taken into consideration, no respect

for myself, and no remembrance that I am

very proud in my poverty ? Mr. Mark-

wood, I regret that this should have taken

place ; I thank you for the disinterestedness

of the offer you have made me, but I must

say ' No ' to it most emphatically."
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Mr. Markwood's jaw dropped. This was

a blow indeed ! He had waived all differ-

ence of rank ; he had descended from his

eminence, to be rejected by his daughters'

governess !—rejected so decisively that he

was tongue-tied, and could only stare at her,

and rub his Roman nose in an irritable

manner. Should he withdraw from the

lists—he, Markwood, who had never been

baffled yet ? Withdraw, with such a prize

before him ! Why, her very pride roused

his own more fully, and strengthened his

own passion. But he must dissemble, or the

timid fawn would be lost.

" You are hurt at my offer, Miss Dale ?"

he said, at last. " Will you pardon the

boldness which actuated me in making it

—

hoping against hope ? It shall never occur

again."

" It requires no pardon of mine, Mr.

Markwood," said Alice, stopping; "it has

wrought much change in a few short

p 2
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mnutes; but it is best, perhaps. Will you

give my love to my pupils, and my heart-

felt wishes for their lasting happiness ?"

" Miss Dale, you will not leave us !—you

will not resign your charge over my chil-

dren !" he cried, apprehensively.

" I must do that now."

"For Heaven's sake, think better of it!"

he urged ;
" they are—they will—God bless

me! what do I mean to say? Miss Dale,

do not neglect them so suddenly ; they have

not offended you. I promise you this shall

never occur again—never, by word, or

deed, or sign, upon my honour ! We will

never meet—you shall not see me—think

once more."

Alice wavered. She thought of the

pupils whom she loved, and the mother at

Effington, and his urgent promise. Mark-

wood saw the relenting look upon her

face, and repeated his protestations; and

Alice moved again towards Maldon House.
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"You will not speak of my disappoint-

ment—my rejection—to anyone?" said he;

11
1 trust you."

" You may rely upon my silence to all

but one, from whom I have no secrets."

" Your mother?"

" Yes."

" Be it so."

He inclined his head as she passed him

—he would not pain her by accompanying

her further to his home—he stood in the

dusty road and looked after her, with the

bitterness of his disappointment shadowing

his face. He had never known what a

hold she had attained of his heart, until she

had withered his pride, and shown—how

plainly !—the fallacy of his presumption.

" Well, Alice Dale, I have not given up

the chase," he muttered. "I shall not

give way, and fall back at the first barrier.

I shall wait my time—it will come some

day, I feel assured. For the present, my
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position is an unenviable one, and to say the

least of it—to say the very least of it,"

gnawing at a thumb-nail vigorously, "it is

exceedingly awkward !"
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CHAPTER III.

THE ARTIST.

R. MARKWOOD might be a very good

^-*- man in his way, and bear a very good

name with the worthy people of Effington,

and yet have most unchivalric notions of

that master-passion to which he was subject.

If any person had impugned his honesty,

he would have been wounded to the quick,

and stabbed to the little part of that heart

which Alice Dale had left him. He could

point to his footmen, coachman, gardeners,

who were paid punctually every quarter

;

with exultation he could have shown the

calumniator of his honest fame the largest

pew in Effington church, next to the pulpit,
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and under the very nose of Christianity ; he

could have produced the receipts for all his

taxes at a minute's notice, and he had once

been known to send conscience-money to

the Chancellor of the Exchequer—and only

once.

Still there was no heroism in his charac-

ter, or he would not have set about schem-

ing and undermining, in order to make Alice

Dale the mistress of Maldon House.

He argued with himself that it was a good

end that he had in view, and that it was

her own aggrandizement he was seeking
;

that if the views he adopted were hardly

consistent with the actions of a lover, they

were praiseworthy and blameless in his eyes.

Like an amiable spider, he spun his web

over the heads of the Dales at Effington, he

bought up old debts of the Dales in another

name, and took a secret interest in some

mortgage deeds, and trusted to misfortune

and mental incertitude to work a change
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in the determination of his daughters'

governess.

" If things come to the worst, and she

will not have me, why, we can loosen the

screw after all !" and. with this consolatory

reflection he continued scheming and loving

and watching.

Meanwhile, Alice, believing in the solemn

promise of Mr. Markwood, went morning

after morning to Maldon House, and ful-

filled her duties to her pupil. Seeing

nothing of their father, she began to gather

courage again, and to hope that he had

forgotten his caprice, and had taken sober

reason for a counsellor.

Alice had told her mother of the oifer

she had received with a flushed cheek and

trembling lips, and Mrs. Dale had listened

with a beating heart to the full particulars

of the interview and its result. She was

sparing of comment at first, and Alice had

to press her for a word or two in reply, and
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those words set Alice thinking more than

ever.

u He would have made you a good hus-

band, Alice," she said, " and I could have

died, satisfied that your future was provided

for."

" Do you wish that I had accepted him,

mamma?"
" It is past, and matters not, child," she

answered, evasively ;
" such an offer will

never come again. Youth is full ofromance,

and lives in an ideal world, and the reality

is repellent."

Alice said no more, but the tears were in

her eyes that evening, and the night that

followed was a sleepless one. Was her

mother disappointed? Did she consider

her daughter nothing in the contract, and

think only of the prospect that had faded

away—of her own pride and her selfish-

ness?

Mrs. Dale allowed weeks and months to

pass after this, without a recurrence to the
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subject, and everything appeared the same

as in the old days, before the master of

Maldon House went wooing.

One Autumn evening, Alice was hasten-

ing homewards down the avenue ; she had

left her mother with a sick headache in the

morning, and was anxious to return and

take her for a walk in the green fields

before sundown. Further down the avenue,

on that particular evening, lurked a stranger,

almost in ambush. He stood with his back

against the massive trunk of an elm-tree,

deep in meditation. He had chosen his

position in order to be out of range of

the great house at the extremity of the

avenue, and, tired with his surveillance, had

fallen into a reverie, and was unobserv-

ant of the approach of Alice Dale. The

stranger was a good-looking young fellow of

some three-and-twenty years of age, and

of some six feet in height. Alice had

reached the tree before observing him,

and his sudden appearance gave her a start
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she did not wholly recover from on the

instant.

" Ten thousand pardons !" he cried, per-

ceiving the momentary alarm of which he

had been the cause ; "I trust that I have

not scared you very much."

Alice bowed in reply and continued her

way. The young man looked after her,

scratched his curly head in perplexity,

glanced towards the house, looked after

Alice again, and, fraught with a sudden

resolution, strode away into the park in the

direction of a small wicket that opened upon

the country road.

He had well calculated the distance, and

Alice Dale's rate of progression, for he was

again twenty yards in advance of her, and

waiting for her approach.

Alarmed at the eccentric behaviour of the

stranger, Alice quickened her pace, paying

no heed to the few words he hastily ad-

dressed to her. Keeping step with her, he

repeated them, however.
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" I owe an apology for intruding myself

upon your notice, madam," he said, quick-

ly, as if endeavouring to erase from her mind

the unfavourable impression he had creat-

ed ; "I would not have taken so unwar-

rantable a liberty, had I not been actuated

by motives the most important—the most

serious. The happiness of all resident in

Maldon House is in jeopardy, and as I dare

not create suspicion, or set scandal afloat by

secret interviews with the servants of the

establishment, I have ventured to address

you thus discourteously."

His manner was so agitated, and he ex-

pressed himself with so much earnestness,

that Alice's fears on her own account sub-

sided, whilst those for the family were im-

mediately aroused.

" I do not know that I can be of any

assistance to vou, or to my friends," said

she ;
" possibly you will explain further."

"Thank you," he said respectfully, reset-
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tling on his head the cap he had hastily

withdrawn. " May I inquire if you are a

friend of Miss Markwood's."

" The youngest Miss Markwoods are my

pupils."

" And Miss Caroline—she is at the house?"

he asked eagerly.

"No, sir," replied Alice, "she left Effing-

ton yesterday."

" Great Heaven !" exclaimed the stranger.

" Excuse my agitation,—but when will she

return ?"

" Not for some weeks. She has gone

with her father on a tour through North

Wales."

" Some weeks," he murmured, " and with

Mr. Markwood. Are you sure Mr. Mark-

wood has accompanied her?"

"I am quite certain."

" I must await their return," he said de-

cisively ; then, turning to Alice, " I am

indebted to your kindness in replying to my

mysterious and abrupt questions, madam

—
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questions which I had no right to ask, and

which the urgency of the case only has

rendered justifiable. I shall be still further

obliged by your keeping secret the slight

dialogue that has ensued between us—for

other sakes, not for my own," he added

hastily. " If you will still further add to

the obligation by informing me of the first

minute of Miss Markwood's return, you may

be the means of averting much misery.
1 '

" By what means am I to communicate

with you?" began the perplexed Alice.

« Even if I
"

He hastily interrupted :

" I will find the means without intruding

upon you till the opportunity arrives ; I am

particularly fortunate in having met with you

this evening, for I had begun to despair of

finding a clue to the labyrinth in which I

am involved. Once more, I beg you to rest

assured that I have not forced myself upon

your attention in order to satisfy an idle curi-

osity."
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He halted, and raised his cap, suffering

Alice, who acknowledged his salutation with

a slight bow, to precede him, and continue

her progress. Alice found her mother sitting

at the open window that looked into the

quiet garden, bright with a thousand flowers.

u
Alice," said Mrs. Dale, quickly, " set

your bonnet and shawl aside, and listen to

the story which I have to tell you."

When Alice was seated at her mother's

knees, wTith her hands locked together, and

her deep thinking eyes fixed upon that

mother's face, Mrs. Dale said

—

" Alice, I have let my pride descend

another step ! I do not know whether your

own will not be wounded by what I have

decided upon."

"Well, mother?"

" I have taken a lodger— I have lowered

myself to let apartments in the dear old house

—our house, the home in which your father

died !"

She brushed away some angry tears, and
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laid her trembling hand on the head of her

daughter, saying

—

" You do not blame me* Alice—you do

not care what Effington will say ?"

"There is no disgrace in that, mother,"

cried Alice, proudly, " and we are poor."

" We shall see nothing of him—he will

keep to his own apartments ; he has private

business that will render his presence in

Effington almost a seclusion, and perhaps no

one will hear of it, or talk about it—eh, Alice,

dear ?"

"The Dales are above vulgar gossip,

mamma, I hope."

" Ah, once they were !" was the fretful

answer.

Alice had a dread of meeting the gentle-

man whom her mother had taken for a

lodger—she had already a conviction that

he was the stranger whom she had met on

the high road.

Alice was right in her surmise, for before

the sun went down the stranger made his

VOL. II. Q
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appearance, and after exchanging a few

words with Mrs. Dale, and giving a percep-

tible start at his recognition of Alice, he

ascended to his own room.

Alice did not see Mr. Henry Ramsay very

frequently during the first week of his stay at

Effington. As if by common consent, there

seemed an avoidance of each other's presence,

and the first secret that Alice had ever had

from her mother weighed heavily upon her.

She was not sure that she had a right to

divulge the dialogue that had ensued be-

tween Mr. Ramsay and herself on the high-

road to Effington : it was his secret, and

might involve much serious consequence,

and so far as it related to her participa-

tion in it, there was so little to be said that,

had he not been beneath the same roof, she

would probably have forgotten the occur-

rence.

In the early part of the second week

chance threw them together again, and he

lingered half an hour in the dark antique
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parlour conversing with Mrs. Dale, and ex-

changing an occasional word or two with

Alice, in a blundering manner that was

embarrassing to both of them. This wore

off as he came occasionally to spend a

quiet hour with them, and brought the

sketches which he had made of Effington,

and submitted them to their inspection;

and presented Alice with a water-colour

drawing of the old church, which, with

some blushing and a little reluctance, she

accepted. Mr. Ramsay began to frame ex-

cuses for introducing himself every evening

into the little parlour, and remaining an

hour, and often two, therein. He became

embarrassed and nervous, and took long

melancholy walks, and abandoned all ideas

of sketching, although he had told the

Dales that it was his profession ; he became

subject to fits of musing of an extraordinary

length. He had a peculiar habit of sitting

at the window of his room about the time

Alice came down the High-street, and, un-

Q2
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observed in the deep shadow, he would

gaze at her with his whole heart in his

brown eyes.

The conversation he had had with Alice

during the last week, the opportunity that

had presented itself of observing the ami-

able qualities she possessed, the grace

she exhibited in herself, and the affection

that she had for the mother, all tended to

work that great change in a man's feelings

and sympathies to which at one time or

another, for better or worse, he is destined

to succumb.

Now the change had come for this mys-

terious Henry Ramsay.

It is said that opposition strengthens the

first shoots of love, and plants the roots

more deeply ; and the truth of the adage

was borne out in the case of young Ramsay.

He had listened to the words of Mrs. Dale,

studied as they were, concerning her love for

Alice, and her desire to see her in that high

sphere to which her daughter, by right, had
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a claim, but they had not dispirited him ; and

he looked at the sketches in his portfolio,

and cut points to his lead pencils, wonder-

ing if they would ever aid him to make her

his wife. And what did Alice Dale think ?

She was not ambitious—we have seen that

exemplified—and Mr. Ramsay was her

equal in birth, about her own age, and she

thought she was not doing wrong in think-

ing about him a little. She could not

make him or his mystery out ; but she did

not, after a while, think the worse of him

for his reticence. In mystery there is ro-

mance, and Alice was, after all, at a romantic

age.

But there was Caroline,—surely he was

a suitor to Mr. Markwood's daughter, and

they had had some silly quarrel together,

and hence his arrival at Effington to obtain

a stolen interview with Miss Markwood

:

yes, that must be the clue to the secret,

—

what right had she to think otherwise ? If

he, during the last few days, had sought her
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more frequently, had come stealing into the

garden to admire the flowers or the trees,

when she was in the summer-house,—if he

contrived to seat himself next to her when

Mrs. Dale, on certain occasions, graciously

invited him to tea with them,—if he looked

at her very earnestly when she was busy with

her needlework, and once heaved a sigh

that made her prick her pretty fingers to

the bone,—what had that to do with it ?
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CHAPTER IV.

THE SECOND OFFER.

"11 /TR. HENRY RAMSAY was sketching

-L*-^ in the garden of Mrs. Dale—sketch-

ing the exterior of the old house with great

earnestness of purpose—when Alice came

towards him. He rose as she approached,

and somewhat nervously shuffled the gravel

in a heap at his feet.

" I have good news for you, Mr. Ram-

say."

" Good news T he answered, doubtfully
;

" well, if the news is good, 1 could not

have had it brought me by a more fitting

messenger."

Alice looked down. She had had ever a
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distaste for compliments, and she naturally

showed her want of appreciation of Mr.

Ramsay's by a grave silence ; and Mr. Ram-

say, rather ashamed of himself, kicked at

the gravel with the heel of his boot more

vigorously than ever.

" Mr. Markwood and his daughter arrived

at a late hour last night," said Alice, after a

long pause.

"So soon!"

" Soon, Mr. Ramsay !" cried Alice, in

some surprise ;
" they have been six weeks

from Maldon House."

" Ah, true," he replied ; "six weeks, which

have been like six short days to me ! My
impatience to see Miss Markwood seems

to have died away very unnaturally, al-

though my duty is imperative, and must be

fulfilled. I will write a note to Caroline

this evening, if you will be kind enough to

place it in her hands."

Alice hesitated again.

" I am reluctant to ask you, Miss Dale,"
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said he ;
" but I have no other friend, and

I trust you will believe that I have no sinis-

ter end in view."

" Yes—I believe that," said Alice, slowly.

11
1 thank you."

He looked at Alice, and then at his draw-

ing, and said

—

" I have obtained your mother's permis-

sion to make a sketch of this old house

from the garden side. I am a lover of old

buildings," he remarked.

" I have heard my poor father say that

the house from the High Street is the best

point of view—it is a pure specimen of early

English art."

" Humph !" said Ramsay, disconcerted.

" I—I must differ ; I prefer this side looking

on the garden. I have taken a hasty sketch

now, and shall fill it in and finish it with

more care when I am at home, and have

the time. It will remind me of the many

pleasant hours I have spent at Effing-

ton.
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" I fear they have been somewhat dull

ones."

"Dull, Miss Dale!" he exclaimed. "They

have been the happiest hours of my life

—

I shall never forget them."

Alice had nothing to reply, and looked

anxiously towards the house. Mr. Ramsay

put his sketch under his arm, and walked

with her slowly along the winding path.

" I have not told you that Mr. Markwood

is my uncle, Miss Dale."

"Your uncle!" cried Alice, in surprise.

" That is, Mr. Markwood married my aunt,"

he said, in explanation. " I was left to Mr.

Markwood's protection ; but it was too patro-

nizing, and he was too exacting, so we

quarrelled, and saw no more of each other.

It is for this reason that I am desirous of a

conference with Miss Markwood. After

that conference I leave Effington immedi-

ately—leave England—without one friend

to wish me ' God speed!'"
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Alice could have told him of one friend,

but her tongue refused to name it.

« Unless
"

His voice was so strangely altered that

Alice glanced towards him. He was look-

ing upon her with so fond an expression in

his eyes that Alice moved more quickly

towards the house, trembling at every

step.

He detected the movement, and drew

back with a sigh.

" I shall see you in the evening, Miss

Dale," he said, more coldly.

After she had entered the house, he turn-

ed back towards the garden, muttering

—

" Useless ! useless ! What right have I to

dare so much !"

He did not see Miss Dale that evening,

for all his assertion to the contrary, but re-

mained in his room working at the sketch.

At a late hour he wrote a note to his cousin

— a few hurried lines—and then crossed his

arms on his chest and thought of Alice Dale,
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and wished that he were rich enough to

make a lady of her. and that she loved him

well enough to accept his hand, and make

him happy.

The next morning he gave Alice the letter,

and she, at a favourable opportunity, placed

it in Miss Markwood's hands.

Miss Markwood glanced at the superscrip-

tion and coloured.

" Why was not this sent by post?" she

asked.

" I cannot give the explanation, Miss

Markwood," replied Alice ;
" the writer

was fearful of its being opened in pre-

sence of a third party. It was his wish that

you should receive it when alone."

" Strange !"

Crushing the letter in her hand, she

quitted the room, and it was some hours be-

fore she made her re-appearance. Alice was

with her pupils then ; but Caroline Mark-

wood beckoned her from the room.

" The writer informs me of his manner of
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meeting you, Miss Dale—I could not under-

stand it at first. Will you give him this

note in reply ? I shall feel obliged."

Alice took the note, and with a stiff incli-

nation of the head Miss Markwood left our

heroine to her pupils.

When the note was in Mr. Ramsay's hands

he opened it, with a hasty apology to Alice,

and read it eagerly.

" She may well scoff at me," he murmur-

ed. " Perhaps the meeting may do some-

thing ; and—I beg your pardon, Miss Dale."

He thrust the letter into his pocket, and

changed the conversation ; but the few words

that had fallen upon the ears of Alice made

her rather dispirited—more so than she

could satisfactorily account for.

He did love Caroline Markwood, then

;

and it was a quarrel that they had had ! Well,

they would meet, and there would be a

reconciliation. It must be a dreadful thing

when hearts are divided, and lovers are

unreconciled, she thought.
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Mr. Ramsay was absent when Alice re-

turned the next day to her mother's house
;

Alice knew that Miss Markwood had gone

out alone an hour before, for she had seen

her pass the study window—and so she was

very thoughtful, and spilt the tea, and gave

her mother empty cups, and complained of

a headache and a closeness in the air that

particular evening.

Mr. Ramsay came back thoughtful too,

and after exchanging a few words with the

occupants of the parlour, went slowly to

his room.

" Mr. Ramsay tells me that he must leave

us to-morrow, Alice," said Mrs. Dale.

" Indeed !"

" He has been a good lodger ; I did not

build on so agreeable a companion," said Mrs.

Dale ;
" and latterly, too, he has been almost

a friend. I suppose we shall miss him for

the first few days. I shall ; for his gentle-

manlike ways have won a little on my old

heart."
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Alice was busy with the sugar-basin, and

said nothing. .
*

" Shall you miss him, Alice? Not so

much, I dare say ; for you were absent every

day, and have not seen him so often as I."

" Not quite so often, mamma."

All that evening Mr. Ramsay spent in

packing his portmanteau ; and Alice listen-

ed with a heavy heart to his footsteps in

the room above. She had been brought

up in seclusion, had seen so little of those

of her own age, and known so little

sympathy, that she esteemed Mr. Ramsay

very highly, and was more than sorry

that he was going away for ever. And

Henry Ramsay gathered his things together

carefully, and locked his valise with a stern

expression of countenance, and secured his

portfolio, taking care to leave one sketch

—

a design of his own for Hope—on the table

before him.

" Perhaps she will keep it for my sake, or

put it away in one of these drawers, as a
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token of remembrance," he said, musingly
;

" and then, some day, years and years after-

wards, she "will come across this drawing,

and will remember who sketched it, and

perhaps wonder where I am. She will not

forget me entirely, with this and my water-

colour etching down stairs as aids to her me-

mory ; at least, I hope that she will not.

As for me, I shall see that grave, handsome

face on my dying bed. Heigho !" He was

up early in the morning, and pacing the

garden for the last time. He had a dim

hope of Alice waking early too, and coming

to tend her favourite flower-beds, but he

was disappointed ; and when Mrs. Dale's tall

figure advanced towards him, he did not re-

ceive his landlady with the brightest of

smiles.

" Good morning. You are an early riser,

Mr. Ramsay."

" I have been wandering about this hour

and a half—taking farewell of the flowers

and shrubs, Mrs. Dale."
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" You will not leave us till the evening,

I hope."

" Unfortunately, I must depart in an

hour."

"lam sorry for that ; Alice would have

wished to bid you good-bye before you left,"

said Mrs. Dale.

"Alice—Miss Dale—not bid—not see

me !" he exclaimed ;
" how is that?"

" She has gone to the next town on busi-

ness of her poor father's. She intends pro-

ceeding to Maldon House from Epwell. I

am sure she will be disappointed that she

was not here to say good-bye."

"How far is the next town from here?"

suddenly asked Ramsay.

" My dear sir, why do you ask?" cried

Mrs. Dale.

" No matter how far," he cried, with ex-

citement ; "I must leave Effington this

morning, but—you will excuse me—I can-

not go without bidding Miss Dale ' good-

bye/ I really—you must—if—excuse me."

VOL. II. R
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He darted by the astonished old lady, ran

into the house, snatched up his hat, and was

gone.

Mrs. Dale went to the parlour window,

and watched him hastening down the street.

" Dear me ! if that young man should

have taken a fancy to my Alice
;
poor fel-

low, how sorry I shall be for him : for it

could never be

—

never /"

She wiped the glasses of her gold specta-

cles, and remained at the window long

after Henry Ramsay was out of sight. He

had chosen the cross paths over the fields

and lanes that led from Maidon House

to a pretty town situated some four miles

distant. About a mile and a half from

Effington he caught sight of the flutter of

her dress on the brow of a green hill.

She was coming ! He stopped, and waited

for her. She came on slowly and thought-

fully towards him.

" Miss Dale."

She started, and blushed, and it was with
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a great effort that she faltered forth " Mr.

Ramsay," in reply.

" Miss Dale, I could not leave Effington

without bidding you farewell—without see-

ing you once more. Do not think me in-

trusive in forcing this interview upon you

;

it may be the last time we shall ever meet."

He spoke with an unsteady voice and

averted gaze.

u Do you leave at once, Mr. Ramsay ?
"

she said.

" Yes ; and I leave here with a reluctant

heart," he answered. " A few more days,

and Effington and I will be divided by

the sea. I hope that you will not forget

me too soon, Miss Dale."

"I do not forget very readily," she an-

swered. " I—I think that I shall remem-

ber you."

They walked on side by side. The

ground was hilly and rutty, but he made no

movement to offer her his arm—a strange

reserved feeling, at variance with the emo-

r 2
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tion pent within his breast, restrained him,

and kept all courteous marks of attention

in abeyance. He could only stroll on,

making efforts from time to time to speak

distinctly to the fair girl at his side.

" With some it is not easy to forget," he

said, in allusion to the last words which

Alice had addressed to him ;
" with me it

is impossible. Ever allied with me will

be the recollections of sweet Effington,

and that house in the High Street, under

the roof of which we have been dwellers

together. That is the fairest of retrospects,

Miss Dale."

" You flatter me—and mamma! "

"It is something that will be to me always

distinct and indelible. If, in the far-off

days, you will occasionally bestow a thought

upon me in return, I shall feel grateful, Miss

Alice."

Alice began to tremble ; the earnestness

with which he spoke distressed her. He con-

tinued by her side,—he made no movement
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to shake hands and take his leave,—his

whole manner was eccentric.

" Miss Dale, you will not forget me,

then ?"

" Have I not already said so ?" said she,

shyly.

" Miss Dale, are you glad that I am leav-

ing Effington ?" he said with a rush.

"Glad, Mr. Ramsay!"

"Are you sorry ?—May I dare to ask

if
"

" This is singular, and out of place," she

murmured, with the bright blushes rising to

her cheeks.

The blushes did it ! If she had been

unmoved, or had looked him steadily in the

face and answered him, the threatening dis-

closure would have been averted ; but her

look of alarm, the rosy, averted face, bore

away the last resolutions which he had

formed, and he gave way to the torrent, and

was swept away.

" Miss Dale—I pray you to hear me,—

I
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am going away ! The last six weeks to you,

perhaps, have been nothing, but with me

they comprise a life-time, and concentrate

within them the one ambition that I have

learned to strive for. In those six weeks I

have been taught to love you ! My heart

has taught me—your own gentleness and

beauty—my better nature—everything
"

" Cease, sir—cease !"

"I am going away," he cried in extenua-

tion, once again ;
" hear the few words that

I have left. Send me back to my pursuits

crushed, and annihilated by your scorn,

—

but hear me out. I am not a rich man,

but I look to the future—and it is very dim

without you, Alice Dale ! I would not bind

you to me—but I would have you give me

one hope to work for you—a hope that by

time and ardent love I may win your heart

some day
!"

Alice was sobbing.

"Miss Dale—Alice!" he implored.

She was young and inexperienced in
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these tactics ; she looked up at his call, and

for the life of her she could not have hidden

the secret then—it was all told in one

glance. There was no disguising the hope

which he sought—it was shining through her

tears.

We need not follow these lovers further

on their way, or repeat all the protestations

and expressions of joy of Henry Ramsay

;

suffice it to say, they strolled slowly towards

Maldon House, not in quite so regular and

distinct a manner as formerly, and that in

their own outpourings of soul they forgot

all about Miss Markwood and the interviews

in the park, and the proposal Mr. Markwood

had made for Alice ; and it would have been

better for them both if they had not failed

in these particulars. What a long parting

it was at the rustic stile, and what promises

they made to each other, and how happy

they were ! and yet how heart-saddened, at

this early separation in the Spring-time of

their loves

!
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They parted, and at Alice Dale's request

Henry Ramsay went straight to Mrs. Dale,

and told her of the proposal that he had

made to her daughter. Mrs. Dale listened

gravely to his plans for the future, and was

too much concerned and interested to assume

her customary demeanour; she could but

grieve at the engagement which the young

people had formed, and she shook her head

when he pressed for her consent.

" You cannot support my daughter, Mr.

Ramsay
;
you can fix no date when it

will be even in your power. Knowing this,

it was hardly just to make the avowal which

you have done."

" I love her."

"Tush, tush, young man ! Love is a poor

means of subsistence. For a year, Mr.

Ramsay, I will do nothing to dissuade my

daughter from your suit ; but if in that

time you occupy the same position, I must

consider my daughter free to act, and my-
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self free to prompt. You may return a rich

man ; I cannot think so. I am too old to

be very sanguine, or to believe that fortunes

are made like castles in a fairy-tale. You

have my wishes for your success—I can say

no more than that."

" One year," said he reflectively.

" I do not say strictly a year, Mr. Ram-

say," said Mrs. Dale ;
" but we must have

hope within that time."

Ramsay did not offer any further objec-

tions ; he let the compact stand thus. What

did Mrs. Dale's stipulations matter to him,

when Alice had whispered of her love, and

told him he had won her affections, and that

they would never fade? He knew Alice

would be true ; and if in a year or two he

found his prospects vanishing, and fortune

at a low ebb, he was too much of a man of

honour to wish to bind her to him for a life-

time. If it came to the worst, he could say,

u
I am unfortunate, Alice, I resign thee

;"
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but if it turned out for the best !—the very-

thought suffocated him with joy, and he

turned towards London with swimming

eyes and heaving chest.
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CHAPTER V.

OFFER THE THIRD—THE SECOND EDITION OF

THE FIRST.

MR. MARKWOOD continued the spin-

ning of his web, and lay coiled

secretly in the centre of its meshes, patiently

waiting for his victim. He knew that Alice

would get entangled at one time or another,

and he was content and patient. What a

persevering man he was, and what a strange

will for one who plumed himself upon

being a man of the world I He had been

foiled in his attempt to make Alice Dale the

third wife of his bosom—and the defeat

had only strengthened his resolve.

" Marry her I will !" and with this deter-
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mination he would strike his clenched fist

on the table by way of conclusion, and

set about his web-spinning with renewed

energy, losing not a single chance which

he could turn to advantage. Meanwhile,

Alice Dale lived on in her love-dreams,

and built her castles in the air, and thought

of Henry Ramsay in the foreign land,

and prized all the letters that he wrote,

and spent hours in answering them. By

some fatality, it was not till the third

letter that she informed Mr. Ramsay of the

proposal which Mr. Markwood had made to

her some time since, and that letter was lost

on its passage, and never reached his hand.

On went the year. Winter, Spring,

Summer were gliding rapidly by, and Mr.

Ramsay's letters suddenly ceased, and left a

blank in Alice Dale's existence. She waited

days, weeks, months—she wrote long epistles

praying for a line, a word—and all was

silence and despair in return. Was he ill,

faithless, or dead ? Then she thought some
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light was thrown upon the darkness by

Mrs. Dale's revelation; he had taken her

mother at her word, and resigned her at the

year's end. Still he might have written, if

it were only to say so. Alice Dale drew

the veil over her heart, and pursued her

quiet way of life with a graver step and a

more thoughtful countenance, and no one

knew what a goodly tree of promise had

perished in ungrateful soil.

Alice was doomed to further trials that

struck home—there were tangible afflic-

tions to bear, and they left no ray of light

by which one might hope for the future

—

they were trials of strength, struggles

against accumulating misfortunes and the

waning health of her mother.

Debts poured in on all sides—every little

effort became a difficulty—creditors were

importunate, and would hear of no longer

delay, the mortgage was foreclosed, and

notice given that the house would be taken

from them. There was no help, they must
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quit the home of the Dales ; and in sorrow

and affliction the two women passed from

the friendly shadows, and took refuge in

a cottage that would at one time have

been too poor a residence for their own

servants. Mrs. Dale held her head higher

than ever after her last misfortune ; her

pride became a disease, and was less kept

in due bounds by the reality of her po-

sition. They who remembered her in her

prosperity, and were willing to aid her by

those small offices which lay in their power,

were deterred by the arrogance which she

had assumed, and fell off one by one from

her.

Alice toiled hard to support her mother,

and after her return from Maldon House

worked late into the night at needle-

work, and added in a small degree to the

common stock. There was her mother's

irritable temperament now to combat

against, and this, coupled with her own
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sense of loneliness, made fast inroads upon

her health. The Misses Markwood, her

pupils, were close upon young women too,

and would shortly dispense with her ser-

vices, and then the night would be darker

than before.

One afternoon, when Alice was at Maldon

House, Mr. Markwood paid a visit to Mrs.

Dale. It was a long conference, and the

horse, seemed to the wooden paling of the

garden, plunged restlessly for an hour and

a half. Mr. Markwood was received with

frigid politeness ; but this he had expected,

and therefore he began his explanations

cautiously. When he revealed the object

of his visit, when he plainly stated that

his love for Alice Dale had not died

out, and that he had come to rescue her

from the rude cottage and the penury

it represented, by making her his wife,

the old lady broke down, and burst into

tears. The conference lasted an hour after
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that, and Mr. Markwood rode home to

Maldon House, smiling complacently, and

satisfied this time that all would come right,

and that Alice Dale would be Mrs. Mark-

wood presently.

When Alice reached home that evening,

she found Mrs. Dale impatiently watching

for her return in the garden that skirted the

roadway. There was a kindness in her

manner towards Alice that was not always

exhibited in these days, notwithstanding the

love that she had for her—a tender solici-

tude, combined with a subdued cheerfulness,

that sent Alice wild with a new hope.

" There has been a letter—oh ! mother,

is it from Mr. Ramsay ?"

Mrs. Dale bit her lip at the eagerness de-

picted in her daughter's face, and drawing

her with a gentle hand into the house, said

reprovingly,

" Mr. Ramsay, child ! Have you not

suffered too long already, and been deceived

too heartlessly, to retain your childish pas-
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sion for that man? I had believed that

you were more of a woman."

" It is not from him, then?" sighed Alice,

laying aside her bonnet and shawl, and

smoothing her glossy hair with her thin

white hands ;

a
but, mother, you have

news ?

" Ay ! brave news, dearest."

" Our house—we shall go back to it
!"

cried Alice, catching at the second wish of

her heart.

" Girl, girl, let me speak," said Mrs. Dale,

petulantly; "go back to our house!—go

back ! Why, they would have robbed your

father's grave, if a shilling more could have

been extorted from us. But our time is

coming yet."

Alice waited patiently for her mother to

subdue her excitement ; she took the seat

by her side, and leant her head upon the

bosom that had pillowed her when a baby.

Mrs. Dale cried silently for a few moments,

and kept back the revelation, having an

VOL. II. s
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instinctive idea that it would pain Alice, and

that no flash of joy would mount to that

pale face into which she gazed.

u
Tell me the good news, mamma."

"Alice," began the mother, "you have

not forgotten Henry Ramsay. It is your

duty to lay that wild, girlish fantasy aside,

and to reflect more wisely."

" I have tried to do so."

" Alice, look at our position—look at

this rude hovel, and say, are we fitting for

it?"

"Would that I could change it for you !"

"Alice, you can," quickly replied Mrs.

Dale— " Alice, you must. I am your mo-

ther, and I charge you to rescue me from

this living burial and disgrace. It is in your

power, by throwing aside the foolish ro-

mance which you have dwelt upon so long

;

by looking at the real, and waiving a false

sentimentality, that has kept us in the

dust."

"Goon."
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" Some time ago—years ago, Alice, Mr.

Markwood "

" Markwood !"

" Proposed to you—lowered himself to

our standard, and made you an offer of his

hand ; that offer was refused. Hush ! do

not interrupt me."

Alice compressed her lips, and was silent.

" Patientlyhas he suffered, and long has he

kept within himself the cruel disappointment

of his life ; but he has never swerved in his

affection for you, and to-day he has asked my

permission to renew the offer of his hand.

I have given it."

" Mother !" cried Alice.

" Give one moment's reflection to this,

unbiassed by the prejudice that you have

formed against him," said Mrs. Dale, sternly

;

"he is not the beau-ideal of a lover, and he

is a widower—granted ; but he is a rich

man, and loves you, and we are poor. This

long, persevering devotion speaks and augurs

well for the lasting happiness in store for

s 2
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you; and if you reject him, without one

plausible reason for so doing, you embitter

my last hours, and we shall be beggars to

our dying day."

" I am not afraid of poverty," re-

plied Alice. " Oh ! mother, do not urge

me !"

" Alice, think—for God's sake, think !"

cried Mrs. Dale, wringing her hands pite-

ously ;
" do not reject this, for your own

sake. Look forward to a few years, when

I am dead and you are alone, with the

stony-hearted world frowning at you, and

contrast it with what may be. You will

do your duty as his wife, and will respect

and honour him, and serve him faithfully.

Alice, I kneel to you."

" No, no—rise, rise ! Not to me—your

own daughter. Give me an hour to think

of this, and I will answer you.'

'

In that long, bitter hour, Alice sat and

tried to reason with herself, and pictured the

scene her mother had drawn. Her first love
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was gone—she should never see him again
;

and here was one who must love her, seek-

ing her still as he had sought her years ago.

Was it not a silly prejudice and a romantic

folly that held her back? By holding to

her determination, no one would be happy
;

by acceding to her mother s wish, there

would be happiness for more than one ; and

even she might be content when all was

settled, and she was Mrs. Markwood.

Let it be so. Draw the dark curtain

over her little drama, and let her begin the

world with the bloom of fancy brushed

away, but with a lesson taught her by which

she will learn to be at peace, and to

smile in after-years at the prejudices she

had formed, and the life she had pictured

for herself

!

Mr. Markwood desired an interview with

her the following day, and he came towards

her bowing respectfully, and keeping back

the look of triumph on his face. Pale as
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death, Alice sat and waited for his commu-

nication.

" My dear Miss Dale, in a greater or less

degree, you are prepared for my state-

ments; your mother has kindly paved the

way for this avowal." After a pause,

he resumed :
" I made a promise, on a

certain day, that never by word, or deed,

or sign, I would advert to the blow that I

received then—that promise I have kept

till this day, when a new light dawns upon

me." Alice had not found her voice yet.

" Miss Dale, my house is more lonely than

ever, since my daughter Caroline's marriage :

I omitted to mention that Caroline was mar-

ried seven weeks since, Miss Dale."

" I trust she will be happy."

" Oh ! she'll be happy enough ; a husband

as rich as a Jew, and " He stopped,

and resumed, in a more lofty strain
—" Miss

Dale, I repeat my offer ; I lay my fortune

at your feet."

He knelt down carefully, and leered up
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at her with an expression of half-respect

and half-confidence. Alice shuddered, but

the die was cast, and she had to answer.

" Mr. Markwood, I aui flattered by this

long evidence of your attachment," she said,

in a cold, unwavering voice, " by the choice

that you have made, so unfitting, as I think,

in all respects for you. I have considered

and reflected, and have only to act." She

extended her hand to him. " It would be

a mockery to speak of a love which I do

not feel for you, Mr. Markwood, and would

afford but a poor evidence of my sincerity/'

Alice added ;
" but if you will trust your

happiness, and your children's happiness, to

my care, both shall not be ill-bestowed, and

I will strive to make you a good wife, and

to—to—love you in return."

She sank back in the chair from which

she had arisen upon Mr. Markwood's en-

trance, and passed her hand across her fore-

head.

u Dear Alice, you are faint
!"
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" No ; I shall be better presently. Pray

leave me. I fear the excitement has been

too much for me. I am not very strong

now."

As Mr. Markwood stole out of the room

on tiptoe, Alice buried her face in her hands,

and sat in a half stupor for several minutes.

She was aroused by hands gently withdraw-

ing hers, and by finding her pupils, young

and handsome women almost, leaning anxi-

ously over her.

" Dear Miss Dale, what has happened ?

What does it all mean ?"

" It means that you must love me more

than ever now, dears," answered Alice, steal-

ing an arm round each waist, and drawing

them closer to her side ;
" love me less

as your governess, and more as your

—

mamma !"
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CHAPTER VI.

JUST IN TIME.

A FEW weeks after this, Alice Dale sat

-*"*- with the wedding-dress before her, and

thought hard over it.

It was all decided—there was no with-

drawal, and her heartwas heavier for the cer-

tainty. Day by day the consciousness of her

position was a more frightful burden to her
;

the knowledge became more bitter that she

had accepted for a husband one whom she

could never love, and that she was to plight

her faith to him in the sight of Heaven, as-

sured that shewasplightingwhatitwas impos-

sible to perform. She wrestled with her reluc-

tantspirit; she tried to bend down to the force
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of circumstances every rebellious wish, and

to shut the gates of her heart against the

love of her youth, but the more she saw of

Mr. Markwood, the less she liked him.

Other folk had discovered this phenome-

non before her.

It was to be a quiet marriage ; there were

to be no guests invited, no display, no break-

fast party, no crowds and carriages.

Mr. Markwood and his two daughters were

to meet Alice and her mother at the church
;

and after the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Mark-

wood were to enter upon their duties of life at

Maldon House, and to sober into respectable

married folk at once. Mrs. Dale had some

scruples of conscience the evening before

the marriage—late in the evening, after Mr.

Markwood had paid his lover's last visit,

and departed in the best of spirits. Mrs.

Dale glanced at her daughter and the wed-

ding-dress which lay before her, and sighed

to think she looked no happier, but seemed

more pale and wan than she had known her
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from a child. But the advantages that

would follow from the union—she could not

be blind to them ; and in her own narrow

belief of what constituted permanent fe-

licity, she felt assured that Alice would be

very happy. The next day was bright

and sunny, and Mr. Markwood put on

a spotless white satin vest, and tied his

throat up in a blue cravat, whistling melo-

diously at his sweet self in the looking-glass.

He had never felt in such perfect peace with

all men ; never had such food for self-con-

gratulation. When he had dressed up for his

first wife (poor Amy, he hardly remembered

her now !) in a half-worn coat and a black

stock, and his friend and fellow-clerk gave

her away in cotton gloves, he was not one-

half so exhilarated—he was sure of it

;

and when his second love met him at

—

enough of that, if you please !

Mr. Markwood and his daughters were

driven off at last ; and Mr. Markwood

danced down his carriage steps into the
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church, amidst the cheers of the worthy

people of Effington, who were not to be

balked of the show. It had been kept a

secret, of course, but Effington had been

gifted with second sight, for half the town

and neighbouring villages had streamed into

the churchyard, and were waiting to see

how Miss Dale would look as a bride, and

how high the proud mother would hold her

head on the morning of her daughter's mar-

riage.

In country churches there is not that

respect for preliminaries that is so essential in

town : country gentry know one another,

and sink formalities ; consequently, it was

no matter of surprise to see Mr. Ellis, the

rector, a little punchy man, with a fat face

all over creases, chatting with Mr. Mark-

wood in the vestry, and laughing and jest-

ing, and stamping his feet with delight, as if

Mr. Markwood's self-satisfaction was a con-

tagious disorder.

Alice was expected every minute, and the
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occupants of the pews were looking towards

the door.

Another five minutes ; and Mr. Ellis took

out his watch.

" Three minutes behind time, Mr. Mark-

wood," said the rector ;
" an unpunctual

bride—I must reprove Miss Dale, eh ?"

" Certainly."

" I think that you had better return to

your daughters, Mr. Markwood," said Mr.

Ellis, " whilst I'll don ray surplice."

11 Certainly," murmured Mr. Markwood, a

second time.

Suddenly, he could not account for it, he

was seized with a morbid depression there

was no shaking off; and he returned to the

pew before the altar, somewhat crest-fallen.

If she should repent at the last moment,

and all his plans be dashed to the ground

!

Great Heaven ! if the web he had so care-

fully spun had become broken in the very

hour of his triumph.

No ; Alice had given her word, and he
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knew that she would keep it, if it broke her

heart. If all his plans had been discovered,

and all the undermining processes by which

he had worked laid bare, Alice Dale had

made a promise, and he feared her not.

Still, why did she not come? Mr. Ellis,

who was an irritable gentleman, began to

wax impatient ; and Mr. Markwood kept

drawing his watch from his pocket, and

replacing it and drawing it out again, until

he had sawn away all the embroidery from

his white satin waistcoat in his agitation.

Half an hour behind time ! He brushed

his hat with his hand ; he scowled from

behind his Roman nose at a party of

young ladies who were tittering a few pews

in the rear ; he glanced nervously towards

the door.

Five minutes more. Perhaps she was ill,

and could not come. That was a dreadful

surmise; but then Mrs. Dale would have

sent a messenger to him.

The thought had hardly suggested itself
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when a messenger hurried into the church,

and came along the aisle towards the front

pew, in which Mr. Markwood sat.

"What is it?—what is it?" gasped the

bridegroom.

" If you please, sir, will you step down to

Mrs. Dale's immediately?" whispered the

new comer.

" Is Miss Dale unwell ?"

" No, sir—that is, not very unwell."

" God bless me! I cannot step down at

this time of day ; it will be too late for the

performance of the ceremony. This is ex-

ceedingly awkward."

Mr. Ellis came bustling towards them.

" Explain this, if you please. Is there to be

no marriage to-day ?"

" I—I really am at a loss, a great loss to

understand," stammered Mr. Markwood.

"There must be something unaccountably

wrong. I sent a carriage for Mrs. Dale an

hour since."

" The carriage has been sent back to
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Maldon House," observed the messenger.

" I must investigate into this remarkable

occurrence," said Mr. Markwood, patting his

heated face with his handkerchief. " Mr.

Ellis, I am afraid I must return, and that

the ceremony must be postponed, unless

Miss Dale is on her way. You fellow, what

has detained her ?"

" Don't know, sir. Mrs. Dale called me

from my cottage, and asked me to run here.

That's all."

Mr. Markwood, at a white heat, opened

his pew, and, followed by his daughter,

walked down the aisle and got into his car-

riage, amidst the murmurs of the general

public.

" Drive fast !" he cried to the coachman.

" If you get to Mrs. Dale's before five and

twenty minutes to twelve, I'll make your

fortune."

The horses galloped off with the car-

riage along the road and down the narrow

lanes, and drew up at the cottage in which

Alice lived

—

his Alice !
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" Stay here, my dears," said Mr. Mark-

wood to his daughters, as he leaped out, " I

will not be a minute,—curse the gate !—not

a minute, I assure you ; I
"

The gate gave way suddenly ; and, after a

series of ungraceful stumbles along the gar-

den path, he was before the cottage door.

He knocked, and Mrs. Dale admitted him

into the house.

" Come in, Mr. Markwood," said she

;

" there is a great surprise for you. Let me

beg you to prepare yourself."

He followed Mrs. Dale into the room.

There were three persons within it,—Alice,

Mr. Henry Ramsay, and an old lady in a

grey silk dress—a sharp-looking old lady,

whose appearance took away all the breath

in Mr. Markwood's body, and caused him to

stagger into the first chair by the door.

" Well, Markwood," chirped the old lady,

rising and advancing towards him, " this is

an agreeable surprise, is it not ? I am sorry

I should have disappointed all your merry-

VOL. II. T
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making, but it's not my fault—it is your

obtrusive nephew's."

a Mrs. Markwood !" faintly responded the

gentleman addressed.

" You see, my dear," continued she, in a

half-satiric manner, that was not in any way

conducive to the satisfaction of Mr. Mark-

wood—"you see, my dear, I was not

drowned, after all. I never stepped on

board the ship. I did not like the look of

it from the first. I wrote to you to say that

I was going, but I altered my mind at the

last moment"

" But why didn't you
"

" Relieve your anxiety ! Oh ! I didn't

care much about that—didn't know you had

any !—and you never cared much about me,

did you now ? I thought that I would not

trouble you for a few years, whilst my liver

was wrong
!"

" Good gracious
!"

" Some one betrayed my little eccentrici-

ty to Henry though, and he resolved to
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find me. He came down to Effington

two years ago, and begged Caroline— the

minx!—to watch over her father during

his absence, and prevent any alliance he

might think of forming, but not to need-

lessly alarm him, lest it should prove to

be a hoax. She laughed at him. He had

a long chase after me ; was shipwrecked

himself, and Heaven knows not what ; but

when he discovered me, the rogue insisted

upon my return to England."

" Exceedingly awkward !" faintly ejacu-

lated Mr. Markwood.

" But the climate doesn't agree with me,

and you don't agree with me, and I shall go

back again—upon my word, I shall go back

again, after I have properly provided for my

nephew, and proved my identity. You have

a lot of money of mine to answer for."

He winced perceptibly.

" I have returned in time to stop the

slaughter of this poor lamb ; and I'm not

sorry my brute of a nephew has dragged me

t 2
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back again. So, Mr. Markwood, if you will

give me your arm, I'll run over to Maldon

House for a day or two ; for this cottage is

full of cracks, and lets the air in terribly.

Now, I am ready."

Mr. Markwood, grim and ghost-like, rose

from his chair, and offered her his arm

;

husband and wife passed out of the room,

and were seen to proceed along the garden

and enter the carriage waiting at the gate.

Henry Ramsay turned to Alice.

" But my letters, dearest?"

"They never reached me, Henry."

Had Mrs. Dale any hand in the loss of

those epistles ? Had she destroyed them,

thinking it for the best ? She sat looking on

the ground with a flushed face and said not

a word. We may be doing Mrs. Dale an in-

justice; and if she had acted unfairly, she

at least tried to make amends for it by the

heartiness of her reception of her daughter's

lover, and her thanksgivings that this marriage

with the rich man had never come to pass.
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Need we follow the thread of this story

further ? We all know how love-stories end

when the lover comes back and rescues the

heroine from danger.

Mr. Ramsay had prospects of advance-

ment then ; and we can assure our readers

that they faded not into thin air, and that

Alice Dale made him one of the best wives

in the world.

The eccentric Mrs. Markwood did not re-

turn to a warmer climate ; she remained at

Maldon House, and forgave her husband his

trespasses. People in Effington say that they

are a tolerably happy couple, as couples run

now-a-davs

!
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RICHARD ARKOTT'S CRAZE.

CHAPTER I.

BOYHOOD.

I
REMEMBER my father's home only as

a desolation ; I remember my father

simply as a stern man, whose life was a round

of pen-work, who went out early in the

morning, and came back late at night—the

manager and general utility man of a small

firm which dabbled in most things, and

sucked the brains of clever men to some

advantage.

I speak of my home as being desolate—it

* The author's earliest attempt at fiction.
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was the desolation of affection ; the absence of

loving faces, the mysterious void left by a

mother who died early. My home, in the

other sense, was not devoid of comfort ; my

father worked hard, and even dreamed of

work in his fever-haunted sleep ; by dint of

unceasing attention, and unremitting energy,

he even saved money—but it was money for

which he was coining away his life.

When I grew pale and ill and inactive

—

I might have been thirteen or fourteen years

of age then—my father became alarmed, and

sent me from his home, that home which I

thought afterwards I had helped to brighten

for him a little, to an old-fashioned board-

ing-school, deep down in the country. The

fresh air, the new companions, the change of

everything around me, exercised a salutary

effect upon my mind, and brought my

strength back quickly.

The boys of Belton House were not the

pale-faced children whom I had had for my
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companions at the daily school down a murky

London street ; they were, as a rule, rosy-

cheeked, healthy boys, the children of coun-

try squires and well-to-do farmers of fair

England.

I found one true friend here—a fair-

haired, blue-eyed youth, with one of those

frank countenances, those straightforward,

fearless boy's faces, which seem dying out

now by degrees.

Mark Peverton and I became insepara-

bles ; there was not a thought which we did

not share together, and the love between us

never grew less. He was unselfish, warm-

hearted, generous to a fault. Ah, dear old

lost friend, let me pay this tribute to you at

the last.

I made considerable progress in my

studies at Belton House, and my father's

eyes, usually so dull and lustreless, would

sparkle at the prizes which I brought to him

in the holidays.
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Three years passed thus ; they were three

happy years

!

I left home for Belton House again

at the beginning of the fourth year, with

a heavy misgiving that all was not right

with my father. I fancied that I had de-

tected a change in him during the last six

months, a visage still more wan and thin, a

step more feeble, a lassitude which he seem-

ed to struggle with and conquer with a

greater difficulty, and a deep and hollow

cough at nights.

When I expressed my fears that his health

was failing him through undue exertion, he

laughed, and said, "You are home-sick,

Richard, and want an excuse to stay away

from Belton House. You are only sixteen

years of age—stick to the books still. I

will give you six more months to grow

clever in."

That was the last time I ever heard his

voice.

I had been only a few weeks at Belton
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House, when there came a letter, saying

that he was very ill, and urging my imme-

diate return. I sat in my place at school,

when the master broke these tidings to me,

and felt as if I were turning into stone. I

caught Peverton's look, so full of pity for

me. I felt his hand grasp mine beneath the

desk, and press it ; but still I sat staring at

the wall. My boxes were soon afterwards

in the hall ; I stood with Peverton and my

preceptor looking out of the glass windows

of the study, waiting for the coach. I had

not cried nor shed one tear ; but my heart

beat wildly, and I longed, yet dreaded, to

go home.

" If I should not come back again," I said

at last, " don't forget me, Mark, all at once,

old fellow."

" Forget you !"

"And good-bye, sir," shaking my master's

hand.

''Good-bye, Arnott," he said; "I hope

to see you back in a few days."
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" Thank you, sir; but
"

"But what?"

" But I shall not come back."

" You must not look on the dark side,

Arnott," said he, assuringly ;
" I shall hear

good news from you shortly."

I doubted it ; but I said no more. The

coach was before the school gates, and I was

on the roof.

Mark Peverton had followed me bare-

headed to the country road.

" Good-bye," he said, as he climbed half-

way up the coach to shake my hand again.

" I shall write to you, of course. Don't look

forward to the worst, there's a good fellow.

It will be all right, depend upon it. Good-

bye."

He jumped down, and the coach rolled

Londonwards. It was a weary and de-

pressing journey to the railway station,

thirty miles away ; afterwards the train

seemed to drag on slowly, as though it would

never reach town ; and when town was
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reached, the white blinds were drawn be-

hind every window in my father's house, and

all was at an end with him.
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CHAPTER II.

AVILIO !

[ PASS over a few years. There is little

-- enough to interest the reader in my

progress, although nearly every day, reckon-

ing from the time when my father's grave was

made, until I was one-and-twenty years of age,

was marked with some care, some loss, some

discouragement. My father had not died a

rich man ; a few hundreds were left to me

after all expenses were paid, and they were

held in trust for me by an old friend.

Through the influence of that friend I

obtained the situation of clerk in a public

office. I had greater ambitions—ambitions

which I kept secretly, and guarded jealously,
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but for which I began to struggle with all

the perseverance of a nature that I had in-

herited from my sire.

Disappointment followed disappointment
;

for I was young, and my ambition was a

great one ; but I fought upwards, cheered

now and then by a kind word. At

length a review which I had written upon

the work of a popular author was received,

and paid for. The tide turned a little

;

other articles were accepted ; I became

known.

When I say that I became known, I do

not imply a popularity with the crowd,

a name upon men's lips, or met with in

advertisements ; I was known as hundreds

of scribes were and are, to newspaper

and magazine editors, as one ready at an

emergency to furnish a review or write an

essay.

I heard occasionally from Mark Peverton,

until the time of his going abroad ; after

VOL. II. U
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which our correspondence ceased, and he

was lost to me. Years rolled by ; my father's

friend, to whom I had been indebted for

much advice and generous aid, died, and

I was left alone in the world. I had

many acquaintances, but no friends ; I

was never a man whom people " took to,"

as the phrase runs. I was conscious of this,

and this depressed me more than I would

have cared to own. I pursued my vocation

for three years, when an article upon which

I had expended considerable time and study,

having made its appearance with success, I

obtained a permanent engagement on the

newspaper for which my father had worked

in his latter days, and died over.

Life seemed opening to me ; there was

a prospect of working up to sub-editor, and

I laboured as a trusty servant should. It was

a calling compatible with my inclinations,

and I did my duty consistent with my hon-

our. Had I been less tenacious on the score
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of principle, mine would have certainly been

a different life ; for following my sense of

right, brought about the chain of events that

made me what I am.

One day I sat in the room over the office,

with a pile of books on the desk before me,

waiting for review. Amongst them was the

new work of an author whose name, it was

rumoured, was even a secret to his publisher.

It was a striking work, and, for the sake of

a name, I will call it " Etherby." The fic-

tion was highly wrought, full of deep study

and thought, a book teeming with subtle

meanings.

I had even forgotten time in its perusal,

—for I was a young hand—and it was

with a half sigh of envy for the powers

which the writer had at his command,

that I began to consider what just meed of

praise was this writer's due. The door

opened, and the man of money, the chief

proprietor of the journal, walked into the

u2
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room. This was in the days when proprietors

interfered with, and dictated to, their literary

staff—the bad, dark days, that have died

out.

"Have you 'Etherby' amongst those

books, Mr. Arnott ?" he asked, with a wave

of his hand towards my desk.

" I have just finished its perusal."

" What do you think of it ?"

I expressed myself warmly in its favour.

He heard me to a conclusion, gave a dry

cough, walked to the looking-glass over the

mantel-shelf, and carefully arranged his cra-

vat before it.

How plainly I can see the false, white face

in the glass even now—the dark, twinkling

eyes fixed upon my own reflection in it.

" A rhapsodical reviewer !" said he. " I

am sorry—extremely sorry—to inform you

that I have rather an unpleasant task for

yon."

I waited calmly for his revelation.
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" You must write a criticistn on 'Etherby,'"

he said at last.

" Certainly," I replied.

u
' Etberby ' does not please me. You

understand ?"

He had finished the arrangement of his

tie, and was standing on the dingy rug, look-

ing full at me.

" Not clearly," I said.

" ' Etherby ' must be cut up. Furiously

cut up," he added, savagely.

"Have you read the work?"

" I cannot say that I have."

" May I inquire the reason for this in-

justice ?"

" You may not ; and allow me to add,

' injustice ' is a severe and uncalled-for word,

sir. I don't like the book. If you can't see

its faults, other people can. ' Etherby' must

be annihilated. Send the 'copy' down-

stairs as soon as possible."

He did not wait for any further remark

;
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he did not dream of anything but a passive

compliance with his will. I was a young

scribe, who could not afford to have a will

of my own !

He was disappointed in his private malice.

I could not take up my pen to revile a work

which had moved the better nature within

me ; I could not, even at the risk of re-

linquishing a post which promised much,

dissect unfairly the fine creation that I had

read. The review was written from my

heart, and the next morning it appeared.

Two hours afterwards my employer stood

face to face with me. Livid with passion,

he looked as if he would have sprung upon

me.

" You have dared to write such a fulsome

criticism as this ?" he shouted, striking the

paper in his hand till it split into a dozen

strips. " Dared to laud the work which I

told you yesterday to crush."

" I have told the truth," I said.
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" The truth !
" he cried. " A truth that,

were you the cleverest man in England,

should part us to-day."

" When it is considered my office to slan-

der instead of to criticise, this morning comes

acceptable."

" Then go
!"

" Willingly."

I walked to the door. He murmured

something about the cashier settling all de-

mands that I had upon him, and we parted.

A few weeks after this I conceived the

rash idea of entering the field against pub-

lications that had long gained a secure hold

of public favour. In other words, I started

a monthly magazine at my own cost, and

embarked in that wild venture all the

money that had been left me by my

father.

I started well, and for a few months a

fair circulation sustained my confidence; then

there came a change—opposition—the start-
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ing of another work ofa similar character, at a

lower price—the gradual, but sure decrease

of sale—the unpleasant consciousness of my

own inability for the task, the grim know-

ledge coming closer to me with every day

that I was not a genius, and that my level

was on lower ground than that which I had

sought to climb to—the sinking of the last

spar to which I had clung with the tenacity

of a drowning man—the wreck of a project

that I had dreamed of even when a boy

at school.

How I struggled for this magazine ; how

I worked day and night ; how I wrestled for

its existence as if it were my own ; how I

felt my heartgrowing heavy with every month

that passed and brought no fame to me

!

There was a romantic episode in this

struggle and at this time, that took me from

the common track, and that almost threw a

pleasing light upon my losses.

Regularly everymonth I received an article
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signed " Avilio." The manuscript had no

address, and the postmark was that of a

small village in Yorkshire. The writing

was evidently in a female's hand, and the

subjects chosen were certainly original and

clever. Foolish as it may seem, as it did

seem even to me, always a dreamer, al-

though I could not resist or ridicule my

craze, I fell in love with the unknown

writer, the mysterious correspondent with

the signature "Avilio." I endeavoured

to laugh at my passion, by picturing the

contributor to my magazine as an old

maid of three score years; or a literary

gentleman, who had employed his wife

or daughter as amanuensis ; but still the im-

pression deepened upon me that the writer

was a lady, considerably above me in

worldly position, a gifted and possibly a

beautiful woman. I saw it in every line of

the delicate penmanship ; I read it in every

high-souled thought the manuscript con-
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tained. It was a great craze, but I held to it.

I had not mixed much in society ; my life

had been the life of books. I was a morbid

and reserved man, and there was little to

wean me from as mad and vain a passion as

ever a lunatic entertained.

I looked forward to her MSS.—I pored

eagerly over the letters day by day, till I

found the customary packet, that was not to

be relinquished till every line was perused !

I need not dwell upon this fantasy ; the

dream vanished and the reality came. The

Magazine stopped—Avilio was lost—the

efforts that I had made at times to induce

my correspondent to send me her name and

address had been always unavailing—she

passed away completely.

The Magazine has been forgotten many

years ; an old copy, torn and dirty, may

occasionally be seen fluttering at a cheap

book-stall, and that is all.

I have still Avilio's papers, and they are,
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for many reasons, (some of which I will

shortly allude to) of priceless value—some-

thing that the world can never buy.

END OF THE SECOND VOLUME.
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